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Résumé
La présente étude aborde la problématique de la lecture de textes littéraires dans
une L2, dans la perspective de l’acquisition d ’une L2. Elle vise à déterminer des types
d ’utilisation de la langue et de processus langagiers caractéristiques de la lecture de textes
littéraires dans une L2. Le cadre conceptuel qui a guidé la collecte et l’analyse des
données de cette étude vient de Bachman (1990) et Bachman et Palmer (1996) du
domaine de l’apprentissage d ’une L2. En résumé, les résultats obtenus quant à l’usage
pragmatique du langage par les participantes, dans le post-test réalisé après une
intervention littéraire sont les suivants : les questions de niveau littéral ont suscité moins
d’usage pragmatique du langage que les questions qui demandent de faire des inférences ;
les réponses post-intervention ont suscité davantage l’usage de fonctions pragmatiques,
surtout pour la nouvelle qui avait la plus grande résonnance culturelle pour les
participantes ; la diminution de l’usage de certaines fonctions pragmatiques indiquait
souvent l’usage d ’une plus grande variété de fonctions pragmatiques dans les post-tests ;
et l’usage d’une variété de fonctions pragmatiques semble être un indicateur de l’habilité
langagière. De plus, une comparaison des réponses pré et post-test aux mêmes questions
a permis de tirer les conclusions générales suivantes au sujet des processus qui devraient
être mobilisés pour la lecture de textes littéraires : la capacité à comprendre le sens à
partir d ’inférences dans un texte littéraire est un élément-clé de la compréhension
interprétative; l’attribution par les participantes de sens erronés à des éléments lexicaux
ou sémantiques compromet la compréhension et l’interprétation finales du sens par
inférence; les participantes ont atteint plus facilement des niveaux de compréhension
supérieurs dans le texte écrit par l’auteur issu de la même culture qu’elles; et des nuances
apparaissent dans la composition de réponses «justes» et «erronées» aux questions qui
demandent de faire des inférences.
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ABSTRACT

Bachman and Bachman and Palmer’s model o f communicative language ability
from the domain o f second language acquisition framed this qualitative developmental
case study. The study examined the acquisition o f both pragmatic language and
language processes as they are related to the reading o f authentic literary texts by nonnative English speaking teachers (non-NESTs), a cohort recent research has shown
desires more access, in both understanding and use, to the kind o f pragmatic language
use that marks native-speaker usage, and which can be found in literary language. The
participants were three non-native English speaking teachers in Sri Lanka who
participated in a seven-week intervention involving the study and use o f literary
language. The study was designed to détermine whether working with the particular
qualities o f literary texts could enable participants to recognize, interpret and use
pragmatic language more successfully, and if their understanding o f the stories used in
the pre- and post-test scénarios was improved as a conséquence.
Taxonomy questions which measured the participants’ literal and inferential
understanding of two short stories were designed with the template provided by
Hillocks’ taxonomy o f reading and interpreting fiction. Verbal protocols were used to
collect the oral data that resulted when respondents answered those questions. These are
the summarized findings about the participants’ pragmatic language use in the post-test
conducted after the intervention: literal-level questions elicited less pragmatic language
use than inferential-level questions; post-intervention responses elicited greater
pragmatic function use, especially for a story with greater cultural résonance for
participants; decreases in certain pragmatic functions often indicated the engagement of
a wider variety o f pragmatic functions in the post-tests; and variety o f pragmatic
function use appears to be an indicator o f language ability.
A critical analysis provides an overview of the research problems, theoretical
frameworks, questions, and findings o f the small empirical research corpus that has
directly addressed the problem o f L2 readers and literary texts to date. It argues that
sociolinguistic and reader-response frameworks have brought researchers to important
preliminary discoveries in this field, but that the nature o f those frameworks tends to
resuit in findings that conclude L2 readers o f authentic literary texts are either déficient
in terms of L1 reading standards, or perfectly adéquate despite their sometimes profound
misunderstandings of those texts. It also argues that using Bachman and Bachman and
Palmer’s conceptualisation o f language ability from the dom ain o f second language

acquisition to frame studies in this field will enable researchers to examine not only
what difficulties L2 readers experience, but also what kinds o f language use and
processes might develop in L2 readers o f authentic literary texts.
Comparison o f the same pre- and post-test answers yielded these général
conclusions about the processes that need to be engaged in the reading o f literary
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language: a capacity to recognise inferential détails in literary texts is key to interpretive
understanding; ultimate compréhension and interprétation o f inferential meaning is
compromised when respondents assign incorrect meanings to lexical and semantic
elements; participants found it easier to breach higher levels o f understanding in the text
written by the author who shared their culture; and composition o f “correct” and
“incorrect” answers to inferential-level questions contain nuances that are o f interest to
researchers in SLA and applied linguistics, as they appear to suggest at least some of the
processes that need to be involved, and so engaged, in reading and understanding texts
with high inferential content.
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RÉSUMÉ
Une sensibilisation à la littérature et son incidence sur le développement langagier de
trois enseignants d’anglais langue seconde dont l’anglais n ’est pas la langue maternelle

Certains enseignants et chercheurs en langue seconde (L2) estiment que l ’étude
de la littérature est trop difficile pour la plupart des apprenantes et apprenants d’une L2.
Cette impression est peut-être tributaire de l’histoire en dents de scie qu’a connu
l’enseignement de la littérature pendant la Deuxième Guerre mondiale en Amérique du
Nord. En effet, avant la guerre, la capacité à comprendre les grandes œuvres littéraires
des cultures de langue étrangère était généralement considérée comme le but de
l’apprentissage d’une langue moderne; on se préoccupait peu, alors, d ’enseigner l’usage
courant de la langue. Par contre, pendant la guerre, la nécessité pour certains militaires
d ’acquérir rapidement une langue seconde pour en faire usage a provoqué le
développement d ’une méthode d’enseignement différente, qui a ensuite été adoptée et
adaptée par les écoles publiques1. La littérature était absente de cette méthode, fondée en
bonne partie sur une conception behavioriste de l’acquisition d ’une langue au moyen
d ’exercices répétitifs.
Dans ces approches pédagogiques, on concevait la langue comme un code. Par
conséquent, l’acquisition d ’une L2 consistait en l’intégration d ’un nouveau code par
imitation. Toutefois, l’une des lacunes de ces approches était le manque de prise en
compte du caractère instable de la langue et de ses nombreux codes internes. Comme le
sait toute personne s’étant aventurée hors de ses manuels scolaires pour tenter de
communiquer réellement dans une L2 avec des personnes dont c ’est la langue
maternelle, une compréhension qui se limite au sens littéral des mots et aux phrases
construites selon la norme s’avère insuffisante. En fait, une vraie conversation en
contexte réel utilise souvent un langage figuré et déroge de l’usage prescrit de la langue
en brisant plusieurs de ses règles fondamentales. Ainsi, la langue prend vraiment son
sens en contexte. On peut alors croire qu’un enseignement restreint à l’usage le plus
évident et le plus facile à appréhender prive les apprenants de la richesse de la L2. Cela
leur enlève également une occasion d ’explorer les cultures individuelles et collectives
imbriquées dans la langue.
Par ailleurs, la base de données de recherches en éducation ERIC regorge
d ’indications anecdotiques qui semblent démontrer la pertinence de l’utilisation de la
littérature dans le contexte de l’acquisition d’une L 2 , dans des centaines d’articles sur le
sujet. Malgré les doutes de quelques chercheurs à cet effet, des enseignantes et
enseignants demeurent convaincus de l’utilité de la littérature pour l’enseignement d’une
L2. Cependant, au moment de la conception de cette recherche, il n ’existait encore
1 Pour des discussions approfondies sur différents aspects de l’histoire de l’enseignement des langues en
Amérique du Nord, voir Byram (2004), Davis (2002), Kramsch et Kramsch (2000).
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aucune démonstration empirique de l’effet bénéfique de la littérature pour l’acquisition
d ’une L2. En fait, les quelques recherches empiriques solides ayant étudié la question de
l’enseignement de la littérature pour l’acquisition d’une L2 tendent à conclure soit que
les apprenantes et apprenants d’une L2 comprennent peu les textes littéraires pour une
variété de raisons (Bemhardt, 1990; Davis, 1992; Fecteau, 1999; Miks, 1991), soit qu’ils
ont peu d’occasions de mettre en pratique les fonctions langagières avancées qu’on
s’attend à exploiter dans un cours de littérature en L2.
Il reste que plusieurs enseignantes et enseignants sont certains des bénéfices de
l’utilisation de la littérature pour l’acquisition d ’une L2. Mais une insuffisance de
données empiriques sur le traitement cognitif que font les apprenantes et apprenants de
la littérature limite l’élaboration d’une praxis de l’utilisation de la littérature pour
l’enseignement d ’une L2. Puisque l’étude des processus cognitifs impliqués dans
l’acquisition d ’une L2 appartient au domaine d ’étude de l’acquisition d ’une langue
seconde, l’utilisation du texte littéraire dans le contexte de l’acquisition d’une L2 devrait
davantage être étudiée dans la perspective de ce domaine. Tant que ne sera pas mieux
compris le traitement cognitif du langage littéraire que font les apprenants d ’une L2,
ainsi que sa réponse ou non à leurs besoins en termes d ’apprentissage de la L2, il sera
difficile de justifier les approches pédagogiques qui utilisent le texte littéraire, même si
plusieurs enseignantes et enseignants les croient pertinentes pour leurs étudiantes et
étudiants.
La présente étude aborde la problématique de la lecture de textes littéraires dans
une L2, dans la perspective de l’acquisition d’une L2. Elle vise à déterminer des types
d’utilisation de la langue et de processus langagiers caractéristiques de la lecture de
textes littéraires, puis à identifier lesquels doivent être mobilisés ou recherchés pour que
les apprenantes et apprenants d ’une L2 profitent au mieux, au plan linguistique, de leur
interaction avec ces textes. En particulier, cette recherche étudie les besoins, en termes
d’acquisition de la langue, d ’enseignantes utilisant l’anglais comme L2 et qui ont
exprimé des besoins de formation et de pratique visant spécifiquement l’usage
pragmatique de la langue. Ces enseignantes, comme les chercheurs du domaine,
considèrent que cette maîtrise fait partie intégrante de leur identité d’utilisatrices d ’une
L2, qu’elle est nécessaire à leur développement professionnel et indispensable pour la
réponse aux besoins de leurs étudiantes et étudiants au plan de l’usage pragmatique de la
langue (Àrva & Medgyes, 2000; Kamhi-Stein, 1999; Pasternak & Bailey, 2004; Pessoa
& Sacchi, 2002; Samimy & Brutt-Griffler, 1999; Tang, 1997). De plus, on sait que
l’usage pragmatique abonde dans la langue littéraire (Carter & McCarthy, 1995;
Kramsch, 1993; Widdowson, 1992).
Les cadres conceptuels des recherches antérieures dans ce champ sont tirés en
grande partie des théories disponibles pour l’étude de la langue première (L l), la
sociolinguistique ou la théorie littéraire. Par conséquent, ces recherches visent à
comprendre pourquoi les lecteurs ne comprennent pas les textes littéraires authentiques
aussi bien dans une L2 que dans une L l; ou elles cherchent à identifier ce que les
lecteurs ne comprennent pas dans le langage littéraire ; ou encore, elles vérifient si les
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apprenants réussissent à mettre en pratique les fonctions avancées du langage qui
peuvent être exploitées dans les cours de littérature en L2. La présente étude adopte un
point de vue différent. Le problème de la lecture de textes littéraires en L2 est abordé à
l’aide d ’un cadre conceptuel tiré du domaine de l’acquisition d ’une L2. En soi, la
recherche dans ce domaine ne s’intéresse pas au transfert de connaissances; elle
s’intéresse plutôt à la présence ou à l’absence de processus langagiers caractéristiques
chez les utilisateurs d’une L2. Le langage est étudié à partir d ’une micro-perspective,
c ’est-à-dire qu’il est décomposé de façon à rendre compte des processus cognitifs en jeu
dans l’acquisition d’une L2, dans le but de pouvoir un jour décrire exactement
l’ensemble du processus d ’acquisition d ’une L2. C ’est à partir de cette posture théorique
qu’est posée la question de recherche de la présente étude, soit : quels types de langages,
de processus cognitifs et de compréhension les lecteurs développent-ils lorsqu’ils lisent
des textes littéraires authentiques dans une L2?
Dans le domaine de l’apprentissage d ’une L2, Bachman (1990) et Bachman et
Palmer (1996) proposent une conception de l’habileté langagière qui, sans nommer
directement le langage littéraire, décrit un type d ’usage de la langue qui peut être vu
comme littéraire et qui fait partie intrinsèque de leur modèle d ’habileté en L2. La
conception de Bachman et Palmer a été retenue parce qu’elle inclut des composantes de
la connaissance du langage qui peuvent décrire le langage littéraire et le situer dans
l’éventail plus large de l’habileté en L2. C ’est ce cadre conceptuel qui a guidé la collecte
et l’analyse des données de cette étude réalisée avec des enseignantes Sri Lankaise pour
lesquelles l’anglais n ’est pas la langue maternelle.
Des questions taxonomiques ont été formulées pour mesurer la compréhension
littérale et la compréhension par inférence de deux nouvelles, sur le modèle de la
taxonomie de la lecture et de l’interprétation de la fiction de Hillocks (Hillocks &
Ludlow, 1984). Des protocoles verbaux ont été utilisés (Ericsonn & Simon, 1993;
Green, 1998) pour recueillir les données orales produites par les réponses des
participantes à ces questions. En résumé, les résultats obtenus quant à l’usage
pragmatique du langage par les participantes, dans le post-test réalisé après
l’intervention, sont les suivants : les questions de niveau littéral ont suscité moins
d ’usage pragmatique du langage que les questions qui demandent de faire des
inférences ; les réponses post-intervention ont suscité davantage l’usage de fonctions
pragmatiques, surtout pour la nouvelle qui avait la plus grande résonnance culturelle
pour les participantes ; la diminution de l’usage de certaines fonctions pragmatiques
indiquait souvent l’usage d ’une plus grande variété de fonctions pragmatiques dans les
post-tests ; et l’usage d ’une variété de fonctions pragmatiques semble être un indicateur
de l’habilité langagière.
De plus, une comparaison des réponses pré et post-test aux mêmes questions a
permis de tirer les conclusions générales suivantes au sujet des processus qui devraient
être mobilisés pour la lecture de textes littéraires : la capacité à comprendre le sens à
partir d ’inférences dans un texte littéraire est un élément-clé de la compréhension
interprétative; l’attribution par les participantes de sens erronés à des éléments lexicaux
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ou sémantiques compromet la compréhension et l’interprétation finales du sens par
inférence; les participantes ont atteint plus facilement des niveaux de compréhension
supérieurs dans le texte écrit par l’auteur issu de la même culture qu’elles; et des
nuances apparaissent dans la composition de réponses «justes» et «erronées» aux
questions qui demandent de faire des inférences. Ces nuances sont d ’intérêt pour les
chercheurs en acquisition d ’une L2 et en linguistique appliquée parce qu’elles suggèrent
quelques processus cognitifs nécessaires à la lecture et la compréhension de textes.
Dans la discussion des résultats qui se trouve à la conclusion de la thèse, une
analyse critique du petit corpus de recherche sur la problématique de la lecture de textes
littéraires en L2 a permis d ’obtenir une vue d ’ensemble sur le sujet au moyen de
l’analyse des problématiques étudiées, de leurs cadres théoriques et de leurs
conclusions. Cette analyse a permis de mettre en relief que les cadres de référence de
type sociolinguistique et «réponse-lecteur» ont fourni des connaissances préliminaires
importantes dans ce champ, mais que la nature de ces cadres conceptuels conduit
généralement les chercheurs à conclure que la lecture de textes littéraires authentiques
en L2 est soit déficiente par rapport aux normes de lecture en L l, soit adéquate malgré
l’occurrence de lacunes sérieuses dans la compréhension. L’analyse a également mis en
valeur que l’utilisation de la conception de l’habileté langagière de Bachman (1990) et
Bachman et Palmer (1996), issue du domaine de l’acquisition d ’une L2, permettra aux
chercheurs de ce domaine d’étudier les types de processus cognitifs et d’usages de la
langue dont la lecture de textes littéraires authentiques peut favoriser le développement.
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INTRODUCTION
Essential Oils - are wrung The Attar from the Rose
Be not expressed by Suns - alone It is the gift o f Screws The General Rose - decay But this - in Lady’s Drawer
Make Summer - When the Lady lie
In Ceaseless Rosemary
Kramsch introduces this poem by Emily Dickinson in Language and Culture
(1998) to illustrate “the relationship of nature, culture, and language” (p. 4). The poem
is followed by an explication that élaborâtes on those thèmes, which are central to
Kramsch’s text as a whole. The poem is also used in part to introduce the notion of
speech communities, and how a certain community might impose a fixed meaning for
the idea of “rose” that would inhibit their collective ability to imagine another meaning
at first glance. When a second year university-level class composed primarily o f preservice non-native English speaking teachers (non-NESTs) was assigned to read the
chapter in which this poem appears, the problem Kramsch explores was illustrated by
their reading experience, even if the students hadn’t made that connection themselves.
When asked, that particular group o f readers revealed that indeed, they understood the
individual words (with the exception o f “attar”), but the words taken together as a whole
did not relay any meaning at ail, thank-you-very-much. They neither had access to a 19th
century New England imagination nor the tools to gain access to that imagination. That
is the problem of literature and L2 readers in a nutshell. When a reader only has syntax
to rely on, a second language text replete with cultural allusions and associations,
metaphors and double-entendres will serve either to frustrate, or to function as a blank
canvas on which the reader’s imagination, unbounded by intentions the author may have
had in selecting words and phrasings, créâtes a new and entirely unrelated meaning. Or
worse, no meaning at ail.
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That is also the reason a second language acquisition (SLA) theorist like Skehan
might posit the following:
one might well fïnd a diet of Creative language, encoding new meanings, rather
difficult and even, possibly, a little threatening. One o f the functions of
literature, perhaps, is to institutionalize the areas where Creative and original
language uses can be found and responded to with the intensity it requires (1998,
32).
In sum, there is a général sentiment among certain second language (L2) researchers and
educators that literature is too difficult for most L2 learners. This idea can be true; it
might also be seen as a holdover from a chequered past that the study o f literature in L2
contexts acquired in North America after the Second World War. Generally, before the
war, the ability to understand the great literatures of foreign languages was seen as the
ultimate goal o f study in modem languages departments that did not concern
themselves, outright, with teaching language use.

During the war, it became necessary

for certain segments o f the military to acquire and use second languages quickly, and a
method developed that was consequently adapted and championed in public school
contexts.

2

*

*

Literature did not play a rôle in that method, which was founded, in part, on

a behaviourist understanding o f language acquisition, and relied on drill and répétition
for results.

In the military context in which that kind o f instruction had success,

motivation and aptitude were also important factors that the method itself could not
address in the peacetime language classrooms o f largely unilingual communities.

Inherent in those early language teaching approaches is the notion that language
is a code, and leaming second languages is mostly a matter o f learning how to mimic
new codes.

One of the flaws in those approaches, however, is that neither language nor

the many codes within language are stable entities.

For example, if you are an

Australian’s mate, you are his friend, even though he might call you “irate,” “cold
plate,” or any other rhyme he expects you to translate without even thinking, into the

2 For thorough discussions o f différent aspects o f the history o f language teaching in North America, see
(Byram, 2004; Davis, 2002; Kramsch & Kramsch, 2000).
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word that he expects you to know that he means. If you are a bird’s mate, however,
expect hatchlings soon. It isn’t enough, as anyone who has ventured out o f a language
textbook into real L2 language use with native speakers knows, to understand only
literal uses of language in standard word order.

In fact, real conversation in real

contexts quite often uses figurative language and breaks many fondamental rules o f
prescriptive usage.

Language means what it means contextually, and to teach only

within the careful confines of what it is immediately easy to understand and control robs
learners of L2 richness. It also can rob them o f the opportunity to imagine that they
must venture into the individual and collective cultures embedded in language. Without
that opportunity, it is unlikely that they will experience that diamond o f language
learning: cross-cultural communication, where each speaker is able to bend towards the
other and adapt and adjust their language use in order to reach a common, or perhaps
uncommon, understanding.

The small flurry o f articles about literature and L2 learning that begin to appear
in the ERIC data base in the late 1970s probably indicate that 1) literature never totally
disappeared in L2 learning contexts, and 2) a growing interest in communicative
teaching methods created a need for authentic content, and literature was an obvious
choice for some. At the time o f this writing, 214 articles appear in the ERIC data base
when the thésaurus search terms “literature” and “English second language” are
employed, most o f which focus on pedagogical issues, or, what to do with literature in
the classroom.

Many researchers and practitioners interested in this field, then, are

convinced that literature can enrich L2 learning, but they are convinced without benefit
o f sufficient empirical data about how L2 learners process and use literary language that
could situate a rounded praxis. We know from the majority o f articles and other
anecdotal evidence that literature is used in L2 learning contexts, but what if any
language development results when L2 learners study the L2 literary text? The study o f
how L2 learners process and acquire L2s is the domain o f SLA, and the use of the
literary text in second language learning contexts has not been adequately examined
through the perspective that domain might provide. If we don’t have a clear idea how

16
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literary language is processed by L2 learners, or how it can (or cannot) serve their
language development needs, it will be difficult to justify pedagogical approaches to the
literary texts so many teachers believe serve the needs o f their students.

In a gap within that gap in our knowledge about how L2 readers process literary
texts are non-native English speaking teachers o f English (non-NESTs), who either
have, or might soon overtake native speakers as the most numerous conveyors o f the
English language on the planet (Crystal, 1997).

And will do so, one hopes, as

conveyors o f English using methods that promote the language use skills, and not only
the grammar and compréhension skills, o f their students. Many o f these teachers live
and work in communities where access to the English language is limited by physical or
psychological geography. The capacity o f these teachers to find appropriate meaning
and produce language in English seems an essential precursor to their capacity to teach
their students how to manage the same tasks.

The theme o f the doctorate in Education at l ’Université de Sherbrooke is
Vinterrelation entre la recherche, la formation et la pratique, or, the interrelationship
between research, training and practice. This research addresses that theme directly, by
looking at the problem o f non-NESTs as L2 readers and the literary text through the lens
of SLA, a domain that is interested in identifying what is necessary and sufficient for L2
acquisition to take place. It is not, directly, concerned with the betterment o f language
teaching, or even with improving L2 performance. Yet the research produced by this
domain can inform how applied linguistics and second language éducation approach the
teacher and the learner o f English and other second languages. If we can begin to know
how these particular L2 learners process literary texts, and examine how they
appropriate them (or not) for their own language development, then we can begin to

3

Crystal (1997), going on ten years ago, suggests census evidence indicates that there are more nonnative speakers o f English than native speakers o f English world wide. By associative logic, the number
o f non-NESTs is also likely to (or already does) surpass the number o f native speaking English teachers.
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explore how best to train non-NESTs (and NESTs) to teach L2 literary text for the ends
of L2 language development.

In the following pages, a literature review will explore both empirical and
anecdotal studies that have examined the problem of second language learners and the
literary text, as well as studies that have examined the language use needs o f nonNESTs. The gap that the présent research intends to address will be presented in the
section entitled “Situating the présent research.” Next, the primary research question
will be presented, followed by the theoretical framework that leads to two spécifie
research questions. How the researcher gathered data appropriate for answering those
questions will be presented in the section entitled “Research design and methodology.”
The implications and limitations o f the présent study will be explored in the section of
that name. The results of the research are presented in three articles that have been
submitted to peer-reviewed journals. A général discussion of the findings is presented in
the Conclusion.

18
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CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW AND GENERAL RESEARCH QUESTION
This study explores what might be valuable for the ongoing L2 acquisition needs
o f non-NESTs, and that is available inherently in, though not exclusive to, the
experience o f reading authentic literary texts.4

For the purposes o f situating the

research, this review will examine three kinds o f studies. Empirical studies that address
the général problem o f L2 readers and literary texts will give insight into what is known
about how L2 readers process literary language. Certain more anecdotal, exploratory
studies in the field will examine the importance o f the particular qualities intrinsic to
literary language, which might be harnessed for the ends o f L2 language development.
Finally, data-based studies on both the linguistic and sociolinguistic needs o f nonNESTs and how those needs are relevant to the problem o f L2 readers and literary texts
will be presented.

1.1

The literary text in L2 learning contexts

There are relatively few studies, among those 214 referred to on page 14 o f this
dissertation, that corne at the problem o f literature in L2 learning contexts from the
perspective o f applied linguistics or second language acquisition. A sélection of those
texts will be examined here. Others (e.g. Ali, 1994; Bernhardt, 1995; Bredella, 1999;
Kauffman, 1996; Keller, 1997; Scott & Tucker, 2001; Shanahan, 1997) have not been
included because they focus primarily on particular methods o f instruction, or on
institutional issues related to literature and language learning.

For that reason, their

inspiration is acknowledged here, but they will not form part o f this review , w hose
purpose is to reflect on attributes particular to the literary text that have been identified
in the literature as significant for L2 development, and to deduce what has been done
4 “Authentic literary texts” here refers to texts that are positioned as “literary” by their authors, and have
not been contrived for the express purpose o f second language didactics.
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empirically to date in the field of literature in L2 learning contexts, so that a study
building on what is known in those areas could be devised.

1.1.1

Study profiles

Bernhardt (1990) and Chi (1999; 2002) examine some o f the observable
processes involved in literary understanding o f L2 texts.

Miks (1991) and Fecteau

(1999) investigate the literary compétence o f L2 respondents in both their Ll and their
L2. Tian (1991), Davis (1992) and Fecteau (1999) ail examine the problem of aesthetic
compréhension of literary texts in the L2. In addition, Tian (1991) présents data on the
higher and lower order reading compréhension skills o f the respondents in that study.
Vizcaino (2002) explores the effects o f cultural background, cultural knowledge and
instructor framing on the ability of L2 readers to formulate aesthetic responses to
literary texts.

The Donato and Brooks study (2004) explores whether the discourse

opportunities available to L2 learners in a literary classroom afford those learners the
opportunity for language development.

Kramsch (1993), Carter & McCarthy (1995) and Scott (2001), writing from the
perspective o f applied linguistics, while not presenting empirical studies, are also of
interest for this literature review. Their discussions o f anecdotal evidence from
classroom expériences, coupled with reflections about how learners might gain access to
the imagination embedded in second languages, is highly relevant for any exploration of
literature in second language learning contexts.

The findings and reflections o f these studies have been categorized in the
following sections: Stratégies for approaching the literary text; Imposing frameworks;
The rôle o f L l reading skills; The rôle o f the teacher; Text measures; and Sociolinguistic
issues.

20
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1.1.2

Stratégies fo r approaching the literary text

Tian (1991), Davis (1992), Fecteau (1999), Chi (2002), and Vizcaino (2002) ail
found that their respondents navigated through the literary texts selected for those
studies first lexically, then semantically, then analytically. Chi (2002) estimated that his
subjects spent half o f their reading time on the compréhension o f literal meaning.
Bernhardt (1990), Davis and Fecteau ail observed that their respondents had a tendency
to assign fixed meanings to lexical and semantic elements that consequently coloured
their understanding of the texts.

If the fixed meanings were incorrect, they had a

domino effect on ultimate compréhension and interprétation. In other words, subjects
were not necessarily interacting with the texts, but jumping from island to island of
assumption based on knowledge they had fixed as “true.” Vizcaino’s 2-month long
study revealed that her subjects did not skip through the comprehension-focused stage
(including one subject completing an M.A. in Spanish literature), but did eventually
develop confidence to engage in interprétation.

Bernhardt (1990), Chi (1999; 2002) and Vizcaino (2002) found that their
respondents’ beliefs about how they should approach L2 reading might factor in to their
approach to the literary text. Vizcaino’s results suggest her respondents had fixed ideas
about how the literary text might serve their language needs as immigrants. Bernhardt
notes that the majority o f respondents in her study “forgot” that they were reading
literary texts— in the sense that their metacognitive capacities were functioning almost
exclusively at the literal, lexical level. Chi (2002) concluded from his findings that if
respondents held the belief that they must fully comprehend discrète elements of the text
before engaging in aesthetic interprétation, their energies were exclusively focused on
lexical and semantic items. If on the other hand, the respondents did not hold this belief,
they used summarizing stratégies while reading as ‘“ stepping stones’” (2002, p. 7) for
aesthetic interprétation concurrent with the reading process.5

5 It is not entirely clear what the researcher means by this. It is assumed that the summarizing stratégies
some respondents used when they came to a part o f the text that made them struggle allowed them to
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The finding that L2 readers might “naturally” navigate literary texts first
lexically, then semantically, then analytically seems like common sense. Nevertheless,
it limits hope that they will be able to read, at least immediately, any given literary text
aesthetically with their higher-order reading skills engaged. If leamers are unable to
read a text, point blank, they certainly will not be able to read it aesthetically; if they are
reading it incorrectly because o f erroneous semantic décisions, any aesthetic
interprétation that is reached must be considered flawed. Approaching the teaching of
literary texts with the knowledge that L2 learners appear “wired” to elicit the first and
fastest meanings out o f base lexical and syntactic units seems key. It means that
assumptions that readers have about the L2 reading process that they have carried over
from their L1 experience, and possibly, from explicit instruction in L2 reading, need to
be intercepted.

1.1.3

Imposing Frameworks

Fecteau (1999) and Chi (1999; 2002) observed that their subjects searched for
something on which to “hang” the input they were processing. Chi noted that the sooner
his subjects engaged in negotiating a framework6 for the stories they read, the sooner
they were able to make sense o f them. Those subjects who failed to impose frameworks
on their processes, and instead expected a framework to be imposed explicitly by the
author, remained at sea in their compréhension. He also observed that a text used in his
2002 study that had a clear beginning, middle and end was easier to navigate for ail
subjects. Fecteau observed that the text in her study that mimicked a fairy-tale structure
posed fewer problems for her subjects. Chi also remarked that subjects referred back
repeatedly to the title o f one story to inform their reading.

reflect on the content read up to that point. That reflection in tum became, apparently, an act o f aesthetic
interprétation.
6 Chi does not defme what he means by “framework,” or what it means for an author to “impose” a
framework. It is assumed, from the context in which these ideas appear that he means “genre schemata.”
Engaging genre schemata enables one to recognize the type o f text (e.g. mystery or fairy taie) and relate
that knowledge to the communicative purpose o f the text.
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1.1.4

The rôle o f L1 reading skills

Bernhardt (1991), Miks (1991) and Fecteau (1999) ail suggest that problems
related to accessing higher order reading skills (those engaged in making inferences of
the kind necessary for the aesthetic reading process, rather than those engaged in
locating explicit information) are not exclusively an L2 issue. Respondents in those
studies, who demonstrated a capacity to interact with L2 literary texts in an aesthetic
manner by engaging their higher order skills, were also capable o f doing so in their L l.
Those respondents who did not utilise higher order reading skills with literary texts in
their L l also failed to utilise them in their interaction with L2 literary texts. In other
words, it cannot be assumed that respondents necessarily corne equipped, thanks to Ll
experience, with knowledge about how to interact with literary texts.
On the other hand, data from the Spanish literature major in the Vizcaino study (2002),
who was at first just as fixated on lexical elements as the other participants in the study,
appear to indicate that L2 learners might need to assume a certain “authority” within
their interlanguage before they feel comfortable exercising their higher order skills, at
n

least orally.

1.1.5

The rôle o f the teacher

Donato and Brooks (2004) observed and recorded verbal interaction in the L2
literature classroom of an award-winning teacher. In examining the rôle of literary
discussions in second language literature classrooms, those researchers found that even
discussion tasks that required critical thinking and advanced language use did not
necessarily promote advanced language use in L2 respondents, because the answers
provided by respondents tended to be one-word or partial phrases that were completed,
ultimately, by the teacher. Vizcaino (2002) found that the ability o f the instructor to
frame discussions in a way that encouraged respondents to engage aesthetic rather than
7 Vizcaino (2002) apparently collected large amounts o f data, only some o f which was analysed for her
dissertation. It is unclear how the data chosen for analysis was selected, and what qualities o f data,
exactly, were left behind. This is an interesting finding; it might not be a significant fmding.
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efferent reading skills8, while not initially successful, did finally yield a greater
willingness on the part o f the respondents to stretch into what they apparently perceived
to be the risky territory o f interprétation.

Scott (2001), by establishing classroom

“rules” o f verbal behaviour, and by assigning each respondent a particular “lens” (e.g.
morality, truth, nature), through which to read and report about the texts selected for
study, believes she is finding ways to address the needs o f L2 language acquisition in
literature classrooms.

1.1.6

Methods

O f the thirteen empirical studies that examine the problem o f literature in L2
learning contexts examined in this section, ail but two are qualitative. Tian (1999) and
Fecteau (1999) use mixed-methods designs. The remaining studies use qualitative
measures primarily to ascertain the capacity o f respondents to read literary texts as
literary texts rather than information texts in the L2. The Donato & Brooks study (2004)
uses qualitative measures to détermine whether or not the discourse of literary
discussion can provide opportunities for students to develop advanced L2 language
functions.

1.1.6.1 Respondent profiles. Bernhardt (1990), Miks (1991), Davis (1992), Fecteau
(1999), and Donato and Brooks (2004) ail gathered data from respondents in U.S.
university foreign language literature courses.

Chi (1999; 2002) also targeted

university-level student respondents, but in Taiwan.

Vizcaino (2002) selected three

Hispanic women who participated in a free literature course arranged, but not taught by
the researcher. The course took place at the university but was not part o f an accredited
program. Tian's respondents (1991) were 671 students from the lower secondary school
System in Singapore. Students from public, private and parochial schools participated in
that study.
8 “Efferent” reading stratégies are those used to locate spécifie textual information, and are seen by
Rosenblatt (1978) as différent from “aesthetic” stratégies, which target the “associations, feelings,
attitudes, and ideas [the literary text] arouses in [the reader]” (1978, p. 25).
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The L2 language ability o f respondents in these studies was estimated in
différent ways.

Bernhardt’s respondents were ail “compétent” users o f German,

according to the results o f a standard, grammar-based test. 34 o f M iks’ respondents
were “intermediate,” and 24 were “advanced” according, apparently, to the number of
semesters o f university-level foreign language courses they had completed. Davis also
apparently used that measure to détermine his respondents were “intermediate.”
Fecteau, Chi (2002) and Donato and Brooks did not describe the language ability of
their respondents. Fecteau and Chi (2002) did provide détails about the number o f years
of language study their respondents had received. Chi’s 1999 study included “advanced”
English users, but it is not known how that détermination o f their language ability was
made. Respondent profiles and research contexts are summarized in Table 1, Appendix
A.

1.1.6.2 Literary texts selected fo r studies and rationale fo r sélection. Bernhardt
(1990) selected two literary texts by well known German authors (Bôll and Borchert)
whose work appears frequently in anthologies for North American undergraduates. In
addition, the respondents in that study had ail read at least one text by each author, and
so “were somewhat familiar with the style or général topical nature o f the texts” (p.24).
Those texts were presented to the respondents exclusively in German.

Miks (1991) and Fecteau (1999), because they were interested in finding out
what différences there might be between L l and L2 literary reading expériences, each
chose both an original and a translated version o f two texts for their studies. H alf of
respondents first read one text in the original; the other half read that text in translation.
Then the group that had read the first story in translation read the second story in the
original, and the group that had read the first story in the original read the second story
in translation. Miks selected one text by Borchert and another by the Swiss-German
Bichsel.

When selecting these texts the author considered “overall simplicity of

vocabulary,” by which she does not mean that she expected respondents to understand
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every word, but that she did not want them to be stopped cold first and foremost by
lexical difficulty.

In addition, she selected texts she believed could be read and

responded to in a 50-minute class period, had been previously anthologised for L2
literary courses, and were available in translation.

Fecteau selected two opening

chapters from two différent books by Voltaire that appear regularly in L2 anthologies.
One of the texts was cropped at the beginning and end.

Davis (1992) selected the first chapter from Voltaire’s Candide for his
respondents, who might have been expected to eventually read that author in the class in
which the research took place.

Chi’s first study (1999) utilised two pièces o f literary

non-fiction by two American doctors-turned-writers. They were selected because they
had been used in other advanced ESL classes, were unfamiliar to the participants,
contained ambiguities, were similar in length and theme and could be finished and
responded to in a single setting. In his 2002 study, Chi selected the first four chapters of
The Joy Luck Club by the Chinese-American writer Amy Tan because o f “the richness
of its cultural perspective” (p. 3).

Vizcaino (2002) did not specify the texts utilised in her study. Nor did Donato &
Brooks (2004), though they did mention that the title o f the course their respondents
participated in was called “Masterpieces o f M odem Spanish Literature.” Tian (1991)
présents no rationale for his sélection o f three short stories: two in translation (from
French, de Maupassant and from Chinese, Lu Hsun) and one by Naughton, a British
writer.

1.1.6.3 Instruments. The instruments utilised in these studies are summarized in
Table 2, Appendix B. Bernhardt (1990), Miks (1991), Davis (1992) and Fecteau (1999)
ail utilised the immédiate written recall protocol9 to gather data about their
respondents’ capacities to comprehend L2 literary texts.

Bernhardt allowed her

9 In an immédiate written recall protocol, respondents are asked to write down as much as they can
remember after having read a text.
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respondents to read the texts as many times as they wanted to. (It appears, though it is
not explicitly stated, that the study took place outside o f a classroom setting and that no
time constraints at ail were imposed. It is not clear whether participants were given
permission to refer back to the texts during the recall procédure.) Respondents then
wrote down everything that they remembered in English, their L l. Over the course of
two consécutive weeks, M iks’ respondents had two 50-minute class periods during
which they read one or the other o f the two texts
selected for them, wrote a recall protocol, underlined spécifie portions of the text in
question, and answered a set o f directed questions in their L l (English).

Davis’

respondents were given twenty minutes to read the text in that study, and 15 minutes to
write the recall protocol in their L l . Respondents were not allowed to refer back to the
text in writing their recalls. Fecteau’s respondents were also asked not to refer back to
the text during the recall protocol. Respondents had 50 minutes in which to read the
story and complété the following tasks: the immédiate written recall, a 4-item multiple
choice sentence completion exercise targeting type o f narration, prédominant thèmes,
tone, and author’s presumed aim, and finally, three open-ended character analyses. The
researcher notes that “The multiple choice task was not the sole— or necessarily the
best— measure o f inferencing skills; indeed the students’ character profiles yielded far
more information about the reader-text interaction” (p. 488).

In a kind o f a twist on the immédiate written recall protocol, Chi (2002) asked
his respondents to “write a one to two page free response paper without any directions
as to how to respond” (p. 3) immediately after reading each o f the four stories selected
for that study. That data was then categorized into six types o f responses: summarizing,
elaborating, inferring, evaluating, associating, and transferring.

Bernhardt alone utilised an oral recall protocol immediately following the
written recall task. In addition, respondents in that study were asked questions in their
L l after the oral recall about “vocabulary difficulties, style, author, inferences and
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comparisons with other pièces o f German literature.”

It is not clear whether the

researcher was referring to the recall protocols o f respondents during that questioning.

Chi (1999) eschews the recall protocol in his two studies. He States that reading
compréhension measured in such a way reduces meaning to “objective, atomistic,
systematic and portable” (1999, p. 2) chunks, elevates the importance o f the text over
the interactive relationship between the reader and the text, and reduces the reader’s rôle
in making meaning. Instead, he utilised verbal self-reports during reading (VSR) and
free oral post-reading responses (FORP). The VSR method requires that the respondent
stop and report “what they thought and felt every time when they encountered the red
stars” (p.5). With the FORP, respondents were given permission to read over the text a
second time, and then “make additional comments as to how they changed their
previous understandings, interprétations, and stances (p.6). Respondents were allowed
to respond in either their L l (Chinese) or their L2 (English). Audio recordings were
made o f these processes.
transcribed for analysis.

It is not clear whether the audiotapes were subsequently
While it is not necessarily clear why these methods were

selected, or whether Chi selected these instruments because other researchers have
employed them to useful ends, it is interesting that Chi deviates from the cross-sectional
approach to collecting literary understanding by expressly allowing his respondents a
second reading o f the texts and an opportunity to reflect on what they may or may not
have misunderstood in a first reading.

Donato & Brooks (2004) transcribed audio recordings o f five class periods
considered by the researchers to be “représentative and typical o f discussion at other
times during the term” (p. 186). Discourse analysis o f the transcripts focused on four
features: the discourse structure o f literary discussions; the types of questions used by
the teacher during discussion; the use o f verb tense; student uptake (whether students
were able to model linguistic behaviour stressed by the instructor).
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In addition to the recall protocol, Miks (1991) used directed questions in her
study.

Her fmdings indicate that the directed questions ultimately provided a more

accurate picture of her respondents’ sensitivity to literary language in both the L l and
L2 than the recall protocol also utilised could do. She concludes, in fact, that “the recall
protocol system precludes adéquate évaluation of a reader’s compréhension o f a literary
text” (pp. iii-iv). This appears to be primarily because the act o f recall might naturally
elicit major plot points and characters from respondents rather than interprétations of
literary events. The “directed questions” covered spécifie aspects o f the literary content
o f a given passage (central concept, narrator perspective, character perspective,
symbolic reference, and repetition/reshaping).

Each question was divided into two

parts. In the first part, respondents were asked to underline, in différent colours, words
or phrases in the text that reflected each o f the five literary aspects Miks believed to be
relevant for literary understanding.

Second, respondents were asked an open ended

question designed to elicit in more détail what the text they had underlined to illustrate a
spécifie literary aspect meant to them.

Tian (1991) utilised Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and interpreting
fiction (1984), another kind o f “directed question” approach, to gather the literary
compréhension o f the lower secondary students in his study.

The taxonomy is a

hierarchical set of seven questions that measures both the literal level o f compréhension
of a given text (lower order compréhension skills) and the inferential level of
understanding (higher order compréhension skills) of a given text. The seven questions
on the taxonomy depicted in Table 3 measure the ability o f readers to access the
following compréhension components in literary texts.10 A full description o f each
element in the taxonomy is provided in Appendix C.

10 Descriptions o f the différent elements this taxonomy seeks to identify can be found in Appendix C, p.
195.
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Table 3
Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and interpreting fiction
Literal level of compréhension

Inferential level of compréhension

Basic Stated Information (BSI)
Key Détail (KD)
Stated Relationship (SR)

Simple Implied Relationship (SIR)
Complex Implied Relationship (CIR)
Author’s Généralisation (AG)
Structural Généralisation (SG)

Hillocks, G., & Ludlow, L. (1984). A taxonomy of skills in reading and interpreting fiction.
Am erican Educational Review, 2/(1), 7-24.

Tian’s research confirmed that the taxonomy is indeed hierarchical.

For example, if

respondents were unable to answer the question relating to “simple implied
relationship,” they were also unable to answer the items that follow it on the taxonomy.

Fecteau gathered background information about her respondents with two
questionnaires.11 Vizcaino (2002) used open-ended interviews to gather background
information about her respondents. Both o f these researchers remarked that background
information regarding reading history and learner expectations collected from
respondents was crucial to interpreting their findings.

1.1.6.4 Sociolinguistic issues. Bernhardt (1990) refers to a continuum conceived by
Lotman (1982) to gage what the respondents in her study held in common with the
narrative voices in the stories selected for her study. She fïnds that her respondents had
only a reduced lexicon in common with the author and target audience o f the texts in her
study, and believes this has an impact on an L2 reader’s capacity to engage with a given
literary text. Vizcaino (2002) found that L2 users might inherently interact with the
literary text with language development goals that do not necessarily match the aesthetic
reading goals of the L l teacher.

One o f the three respondents in that study was a

" The first asked standard questions about previous French language instruction, L l & L2 literary
instruction, travel to French-speaking countries, and languages spoken. The second asked for information
related to L l and L2 reading expériences and preferences, motivation for studying French literature, and
prior knowledge o f 18th century France.
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graduate student in Spanish literature that focused on the literary texts for acquisition
purposes to the same degree as the two other respondents. Ail respondents believed that
they needed to improve their English language skills for social and économie mobility.
This appears to indicate that one reason L2 readers might navigate by syntax and
semantics first is that they might hold a belief that linguistic and cultural threads can be
separated out from the rope o f language, and more, that cultural threads (layered
meanings) are not initially important.
Moving away from empirical findings into a realm o f experience and reflection,
Kramsch (1993) introduces the idea o f encouraging language leamers to situate
themselves in “third places,” or interlanguage

territory that can help them to

“develop...both an insider’s and outsider’s view” (1993, p. 210) o f their own
linguaculture and the target linguacultures. She suggests that validating interlanguage
rather than native-like compétence can serve to close the gap that makes acquiring a
second language a potentially alienating experience.

“Alicnating” bccausc until

language learners manage to forge identities in the second language, and fïnd ways to
express their own meanings in it, the relationship to the language and the cultures in
which the language is spoken will remain polarized between “s e lf’ and “other.” In other
words, they will remain observers o f the foreign linguaculture, mimicking codes (with
more or less willingness) that they hope will make them understood. It can give learners
not only access to the second language (L2), but also purchase on L2 imagination—
purchase that will enable learners to begin “owning” the language as theirs.

In the

context of reading authentic literary texts, this means L2 leamers need to engage both
their personal and social selves; to understand that what they bring to their
understanding of the text might not be what a native speaker brings to the text.

In

addition, there needs to be a willingness to see that their own perspective colours their
appréhension o f the L2. In that way, authentic texts can be seen as native-speaker standins with which language learners can engage in cross-cultural dialogue.

Kramsch

12 “Interlanguage” means, roughly, the developing second language that learners use with progressive
ability.
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believes that by engaging their students thus, L2 learners might be able to access the
subcutaneous layers o f meaning beneath the surface o f ail language— first languages
(L is) as well as L2s.

Carter and McCarthy (1995) argue that tidying up language by, for example,
selecting texts that pose little syntactic or semantic challenge, not only reduces the
participation of the reader in creating meaning from a text, but by extrapolation, also
prevents the learner from understanding meaning in real-time interaction with native
speakers who interact in a highly metaphoric way in their own language. They also
suggest that as much as it would be convenient to treat language as a code that could be
learned like a multiplication table, what is assumed to be the core o f any language is in
fact quite murky, and that “meanings often have to be negotiated, that a language is
something to be learned about as well as learned” (1995, p. 307). These authors contend
that “non-literal, representational” (1995, p. 315) language should be introduced early
on in L2 learning, so that learners begin to grapple with the notion that the target
language is not static or stérile or truly learnable, ultimately, within the careful confines
of a textbook.

When they write o f “language awareness,” 13 they mean attention to

representational rather than referential or literal meaning in language. If L2 readers are
aware that efferent reading stratégies could interfère with their understanding of a
literary text, these authors suggest that learners might then become more willing to
observe how the language in literary texts evokes rather than represents meaning.

Kramsch’s notion of dialogic discourse (1993, drawing from Bakhtin, 1986), and
Scott’s inclusion of interlanguage théories as central to any planned approach to the L2
literary text (2001) suggest that the liminal spaces L2 users inhabit between languages is
perceived as a privileged place from which both the L l and the L2 might be understood
as constructs of social reality, and not as monolithic, impénétrable fortresses of
meaning. In this way, the ideas o f dialogic discourse and language awareness as Carter
13 Carter and M cCarthy’s use o f the term “language awareness” needs to be differentiated from its use by
researchers such as Andrews (1993) Borg (1994) and Gnutzman (1997), who generally take the term to
mean: having access to knowledge about one’s own linguistic knowledge.
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and McCarthy (1995) perceive it run a parallel course. By playing in a progressively
evolving space between two languages, these authors believe that students will become
aware that they not only make meaning by arranging sound and syntax in the L2, but
also that they also have the opportunity to see that a culture’s perception o f the world is
literally formulated by language and its application in context.

1.2

The linguistic and sociolinguistic language needs of non-NESTs
What is known about the needs o f pre- and in-service non-NESTs?

The

literature retained for the examination o f that question was selected because it employs
or reflects on empirical data that has begun to describe the parameters o f non-NEST
territory. It often implicitly bears the weight of political discussions found elsewhere in
this domain about the native-speaker standard in the field o f Teaching English as a
Second Language (TESOL). Like the field of literature in L2 learning contexts, there
are more non data-based studies than data-based studies. Unlike the field of literature in
L2 learning contexts, which has seen isolated studies over the last fifteen years, there
has been a minor explosion of research in the field o f non-NESTs in the last five years.

1.2.1

Study profiles
Four of the studies included in this examination are reflections on either the

needs of non-NESTs in pre-service TESOL training programmes, or on TESOL
programmes that were being implemented with non-NESTs in mind (Cullen, 1994;
Kamhi-Stein, 1999; Lee, 2004; Pasternak and Bailey, 2004).

Three are surveys that

explore the perceptions that pre- or in-service non-NESTs have o f themselves and
NESTs in the fields ESL and EFL (Medgyes, 1994; Tang, 1997; Samimy & BruttGriffler, 1999). Two are surveys that explore the perceived needs o f pre-service nonNESTs (Johnson, 2001; Pessoa and Sacchi, 2002).

The last article in this category

surveys in-service teachers about what they perceived to be the most salient elements of
their TESOL re-training program (Murdoch, 1994).
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The three remaining studies are diverse in their foci and approaches. One is a
correlational study that examines the strengths and weaknesses o f NESTs and nonNESTs in pre-determining the vocabulary difficulties o f their students (McNeill, 1994).
One is an ethno-cognitive study that compares non-NESTs’ perceptions of their own
strengths and weakness, and their perceptions o f the strengths and weaknesses o f NESTs
to the observed teaching behaviour o f both groups in the classroom (Arva & Medgyes,
2000). The final study is a content analysis o f five years o f e-mail exchanges between
pre-service non-NESTs in practica and their supervisors (Brinton, 2004).

1.2.2

The language needs o f non-NESTs

The research addressing the language needs o f non-NESTs appears to suggest
that the status of English teachers as non-natives has often been ignored in the field of
TESOL. Cullen (1994), writing from the perspective o f a teacher-trainer in a nonEnglish speaking country, suggests that most TESOL training courses are heavy on
methodology and light on language training; those courses assume learners have
substantial English language proficiency and need only to hone their understanding of
how the language works— not how to use it.

While this might be true for NESTs,

Cullen (1994) suggests that the opposite is true for non-NESTs, especially in countries
where easy access to authentic English is not readily available.

He suggests that an

emphasis on how a language works rather than on how to use the language can be
especially crippling for non-NEST teachers who are increasingly expected to embrace
communicative teaching methods.

Medgyes (1994), Murdoch (1994), and Lee (2004), describing

similar

educational situations, concur with Cullen on this subject, although Lee also cites
Numrich (1996) and Richards, Ho & Giblin (1996) to demonstrate that there is proof
that novice non-NESTs avoid the teaching o f grammar “due to their own sense of
inadequacy” (p. 237), and should therefore also receive adéquate training in the area of
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how language works.14 Medgyes (1994) and Pasternak & Bailey (2004) specifically
mention courses in speaking, listening and pronunciation. Pessoa &
Sacchi (2002), Pasternak & Bailey (2004) and Brinton (2004), from the perspective of
U.S. M.A. TESOL programmes, also report that courses focusing on language use are a
priority for the pre-service teachers surveyed in their studies.

Pasternak & Bailey (2004) cite Derwing, Munro & Weibe (1998), Cenoz &
Lecumberri (1999), and Pasternak (2002) to show that explicit instruction in
pronunciation enables non-native speakers to improve their speaking comprehensibility,
accent and fluency. In addition, subjects in the Derwing, Munro & Weibe (1998) and
Pasternak (2002) studies demonstrated “statistically significant improvement” in their
listening compréhension o f English as a resuit o f focused pronunciation instruction.
These authors go on to say that such a course would be bénéficiai to both pre- and in
service non-NESTs in order to boost not only their language use, but also their
confidence.

1.2.3

The sociolinguistic competency needs o f non-NESTs
The respondents in the Ârva & Medgyes (2000), Tang (1997), Kamhi-Stein

(1999), and Samimy & Brutt-Griffler (1999) studies ail expressed a need for extra
support in language acquisition for the ends o f fluency. Language features respondents
mentioned specifically include idioms, slang, colloquial expressions and phrasal verbs.
Brinton (2004) also reported that fluency and carrying on dialogues are concerns for
non-NESTs in her experience as a teacher-trainer.

Results from Ârva & Medgyes (2000) demonstrate that in-service non-NESTs
believe that they rely on grammar and shy away from culture. Specifically they do not
believe that they can approach cultural content adequately. In fact, they believe that
they avoid cultural content and rely instead on textbook content.

This belief was

14 In other words, there is a caution not to throw the baby out with the bathwater.
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confirmée! in observation. The Tang (1997), Kamhi-Stein (1999), and Samimy & BruttGriffler (1999) studies ail reported that their respondents believe they need more cultural
knowledge.15

The Pessoa & Sacchi (2002) respondents report not feeling compétent enough to
teach speaking, pronunciation or listening in an ESL context.

To cope with their

insecurities in these areas, they rely on over-preparing and hand-outs to make it through
lessons.

While on the surface, speaking, pronunciation and listening might be

considered language proficiency issues, because they impact directly on communicative
compétence, they are included in this section.

It remains to be seen whether the

confidence that non-NESTs believe would resuit from explicit instruction in areas such
as pronunciation, fluency, carrying on a dialogue, listening, and vocabulary instruction,
as well as instruction in both implicit (linguistic) and explicit (fact) cultural knowledge
would have an effect on their teaching skills or the learning outcomes o f their students.

1.3

Situating the présent research

This section will summarize very briefly what is anecdotally and empirically
known and relevant to this study about L2 readers, literary texts, and the language needs
o f non-NESTs for the ends of situating the présent research.

The reflections and explorations of Kramsch (1993) and Carter & McCarthy
(1995) draw attention to the need L2 learners have for the very language literature is
often decried for: complex, multi-layered and thick with cultural nuance and language
play. These authors suggest that literary language (by which they do not always mean
the language of literary texts) can hold several keys to L2 language use. First, literary
language reflects the culture in which the language was created: both the overt culture
which is presented to the world beyond its borders, and which in many ways defines its
15 Because this was a summarised feature in those studies, it is not entirely clear whether the cultural
knowledge respondents reported requiring was more explicit or implicit in nature— more about sociohistorical facts or more about language.
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collective imagination, and the covert culture o f personal experience, which often fmds
its juice in the shadow of the dominant cultural imagination. In discovering that, L2
readers can potentially find their own particular place in the L2, which isn’t just a poor
prescriptive reflection of the image that the L2 projects onto the world, but something
that is fresh, and uniquely theirs. The sense o f ownership that results can give a new
face to the meaning of language learning. Second, by navigating between the shadow
and light of other languages, L2 learners can become aware that their own cultures and
languages are also not as homogeneous as they might have imagined.

Third, by

negotiating with complex language rather than language that has been pre-digested for
L2 consumption, L2 learners might gain access to the territory L l speakers inhabit
rather than resigning themselves to the ghetto o f language that, at best, will ensure that
basic transactions can take place, and at worst, will ensure miscommunication in many
situations outside the classroom walls.
sense.

These ideas and observations make intuitive

What the reflections and expériences o f these authors have not been able to

reveal, is whether or not L2 learner interaction with literary language can resuit in
language development.

Bernhardt (1990), Tian (1991), Davis (1992), Fecteau (1999) and Vizcaino
(2002)

demonstrate that while everything Kramsch and Carter & McCarthy say might

be true, L2 learners nevertheless often have a very diffïcult time negotiating satisfactory
meaning out of literary texts when left to their own devices. Some L2 readers can use
their efferent skills to cull explicit information from given texts, but quite often they will
also use those skills to mis-assign meaning to particular lexical and semantic units that
will have a domino effect on further and more serious misunderstandings. Vizcaino’s
study appears to indicate, however, that given time, L2 readers might be made
comfortable with the content and process o f aesthetic reading. Chi (1999) also suggests
that focusing exclusively on readers’ first readings o f a literary text might not
adequately reveal their literary understanding. What we do not know from these studies
is whether and how L2 learners might be able to engage with literary texts in a way that
changes their approach to reading literary language, and whether a capacity to engage
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differently with literary language can resuit in compréhension and use that goes beyond
the surface o f isolated lexical and syntactic items in literary texts.

Scott (2001), Vizcaino (2002) and Donato & Brooks (2004) demonstrate that the
rôle played by the instructor is instrumental in helping students breach deeper levels of
abstraction in L2 literary texts. The Donato & Brooks study indicates that the structure
of the traditional, magisterial literature class, no matter how compelling, will do little for
the language development of L2 learners. What we do not know from these studies is
whether instructional focus on bringing awareness to literary language will have an
effect on how L2 readers process the literary in literary texts.

Àrva & Medgyes (2000), Kamhi-Stein (1999), Samimy & Brutt-Griffler (1999)
and Tang (1997) ail report that the non-NESTs in their studies indicated that their
inability to participate in colloquial L2 language use was a handicap and that they
specifically wished that they had better access to idioms, slang, phrasal verbs and
figurative language.

Respondents in those studies also indicated that they felt poorly

equipped to approach L2 cultural content.

In the Pessoa & Sacchi study (2002),

respondents indicated that they compensated for their perceived lack o f fluency by overpreparing lessons that focused largely on discrète grammar points. While reporting on
the perceived needs o f non-NESTs and on some of their coping stratégies when those
needs présent professional difficulty, these studies were not geared to explore how that
cohort might engage with the sociolinguistic aspects o f the L2 that they perceive as both
intégral to their professional development and to their identities as L2 users.

1.4

General research question
The présent study will attempt to fïll in a gap that has been opcncd by studies in

the two areas of research that converge in this proposai: L2 learners and the literary text
and the language needs of non-NESTs.

While we understand something about how L2

readers approach and process literary language, we know very little about how the
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Processing o f literary language might address some of the spécifie language needs o f L2
learners in général, and o f non-NESTs in particular.

Given the state o f research in the

two areas o f concern for this study, this général research question arises:
How might an approach to the literary text that focuses on developing an
awareness o f the literary in language affect the language development o f nonNEST respondents?
A theoretical framework that will allow a more profound exploration o f that général
question will be explored in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS
There is significant evidence in the domain o f SLA that the acquisition o f a
second language is a cognitive process (e.g. Car & Curren, 1994; Crookes, 1989; Ellis,
1987; Foster & Skehan, 1996; Skehan, 1992, 1998; Schmidt, 1994; Van Patten, 1990).
This means, essentially, that unlike first language acquisition in childhood, which can
apparently take place as long as the condition o f triggering input is satisfied (Chomsky,
1965), adult second language learners need to apply themselves to the task o f language
learning by engaging their metacognitive skills and processes.

There are several useful models and conceptualisations o f second language
acquisition that address the cognitive nature o f that enterprise (e.g. Pienemann, 1984,
1989; Pienemann, Johnson & Brindley, 1988; Bialystok, 1990; Skehan, 1998).
Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (1996) however, propose a conceptualisation
of language use that, while not naming literary language directly, describes a kind of
language use that can be conceived o f as literary, and that is an intrinsic element o f their
model of second language ability.

It is because the Bachman and Palmer

conceptualisation o f “an interactional framework o f language use” (1996, p. 62)
includes components o f language knowledge that can describe literary language and its
place in the larger scope o f second language ability that it has been chosen as the lens
through which this study will select data for collection and analysis.
2.1

Bachman & Palmcr’s représentation of communicative language ability
Bachman & Palmer (1996) represent communicative language ability as a

dynamic interaction between topical knowledge, language knowledge, personal
characteristics, affect, and stratégie compétence, in Figure 1.
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Perso n al

Ciwacteristics of the
lan g u a g e u sa Of tes!

task and setting

Figure 1. Bachman & Palmer’s représentation o f communicative language use (1996, p.
63).
The authors describe topical knowledge as “real world knowledge” (1996, p. 65),
and affect as “the...em otional correlate o f topical knowledge” (ibid.).

Personal

characteristics include factors such as “âge, foreign language aptitude, personality [and]
cognitive style...” (ibid. p. 64). An understanding that literary texts are qualitatively
différent than information texts might be categorised as topical knowledge, one’s
exposure to them or not in school as a personal characteristic, and on e’s aversion to or

love o f them as affect. While it is important to keep in mind that the framework these
authors propose is dynamic, and assumes that ail the components pictured in Figure 1
are in constant interaction to provide language use, the current discussion will focus on
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the components labelled “language knowledge” and “stratégie compétence.” This is
because the authors suggest:
it is this combination o f language knowledge and metacognitive stratégies that
provides language users with the ability, or capacity, to create and interpret
discourse, either in responding to tasks on language tests or in non-test language
use (1996, p. 67).
In fact, Bachman (1990) defines the interaction between language knowledge16
and stratégie compétence17 as “language ability.” In other words, it is the confluence of
cognition and content that can resuit in the expression o f various levels o f language
ability. What is of interest here is what Bachman & Palmer include in their description
o f language knowledge, and how those inclusions obtain to literary language and its
potential rôle in the acquisition o f second language ability.

2.2

Language knowledge
Bachman’s conceptualisation o f the components o f language knowledge

18

suggests how the différent attributes o f language might be imagined. In Figure 2 on the
following page, différent aspects o f language knowledge are imagined, for the purposes
o f identification, as discrète components that together interact with stratégie compétence
(metacognitive skills) to make up language ability. It is important to remember that this
schéma is not hierarchical; breakdowns o f individual components serve to categorize,
not prioritize them in the larger picture o f language ability.

16 “ ...a domain o f information in memory that is available for use by the metacognitive stratégies” (1996,
p. 67).
17 . .a set o f metacognitive components or stratégies, which can be thought o f as higher order executive
processes that provide a cognitive management function in language use” (ibid, p. 70).
18 Language knowledge was known as “components o f language compétence” in Bachman (1990).
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LANGUAGE
KNOWLEDGE

P r a g m a t ic K n o w l e d g e

O r g a n i s a t i o n a l KNOWLEDGE

Grammatical K now ledge:

Textual K now ledge:

Functional Know ledge:

S ociolin gu istic K now ledge:

vocabulary, syntax, phonology/
graphology

cohésion, rhetorical/
conversational organization

ideational, manipulative, heuristic
and imaginative functions

dialects/varieties, registers,
idiomatic expressions, cultural
references/flgures o f speech

Figure 2.

Bachman’s components o f language knowledge. Adapted from
Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (1996).

Bachman & Palmer’s représentation of communicative language ability
(Appendix D) seems to suggest that the more language attributes that are available for
stratégie compétence to interact with, the greater the language ability that will resuit. It
also suggests that while our minds must imagine the différent attributes of language
knowledge as discrète entities, in fact they flow into and between each other when it
cornes to actually producing and understanding language.

2.3

Literariness in language knowledge
As was stated previously, Bachman’s description o f language knowledge does

not have a category for “literary language” neatly tucked within either pragmatic or
organizational

knowledge.

Yet, within the

subcategories

o f functional

and

sociolinguistic knowledge, it is easy to imagine a place for literary language both
bounded by texts whose purpose it is to exploit that kind o f language use to reflect on
the human condition, and unbounded in Street talk and colloquial language use,
advertisements, jokes and songs.
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In his 1990 discussion o f functional knowledge,19 Bachman gives the following
example and explanation of the importance o f this language component:
[Functional knowledge] is used both in expressing language to be taken with a
certain illocutionary force and in interpreting the illocutionary force of
language....
A: It’s nearly midnight!
B: It’s raining cats and dogs.
A: Thanks a lot!
(1990, p. 92).
Bachman goes on to explain that if organizational knowledge were employed to
negotiate the meaning o f those statements, one could conclude that they are each
grammatically acceptable, given the context.

But unless one is able to apply the

functional knowledge appropriate to the context in which the utterances occurred, one
could not interpret the underlying meaning o f the exchange, namely: “Please leave. / I
won’t leave. / Thanks for nothing!”

Whether présent in an argument or in a poem, one

o f the hallmarks o f literary language is its capacity for layered meaning. To access that
layered meaning, it is necessary to understand that not ail linguistic meaning is literal,
and it is also necessary to anticipate that this will be true quite often beyond the careful
parameters of approved textbooks or language exercises.

Within functional knowledge, Bachman identifies manipulative, heuristic and
imaginative functions.

The last “enables us to use language to...extend the world

around us for humorous or esthetic purposes... [e.g.] jokes and the use o f figurative
language” (1990, p. 94).

Within sociolinguistic knowledge, Bachman groups

knowledge o f dialects, registers, natural and idiomatic expressions and cultural
references.

Sociolinguistic knowledge “involves sensitivity to variations in register,

since the illocutionary force o f utterances virtually always dépends on the social

contexts in which they are used” (1990, p. 96). W hat’s more, he suggests that “using the
register o f a particular discourse domain can establish one’s membership in a discourse
19 In 1990, Bachman referred to functional knowledge as “illocutionary compétence.”
20 Adapted lfom Bachman, 1990, p. 92.
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community...we very quickly feel like an outsider when we cannot participate in a
given domain o f discourse” (ibid). Kramsch (1993) has argued that what is valuable in
the literary text is the “particular” :
Understanding ... texts-in-context is an exercise in particularity. Most o f the
oral communicative activities in the language classroom are based on the
premise that language, as a referential system, is universal, and that what needs
to be negotiated is this reference to a common reality. Written texts, by contrast,
stress the particular. It is precisely that understanding o f particularity that
reading can bring to the language class (1993, p. 109).
In other words, the particularity o f the language in literary texts can be o f value for L2
leamers precisely because it does not encourage negotiation o f universal meanings, but
rather the discernment o f meanings spécifie to particular contexts. L l speakers inhabit a
universal English language context only in textbook imaginations; learning to attend to
the particular in any given language context is just as essential in L2 contexts as it is in
L l contexts. Several studies (Àrva & Medgyes, 2000; Kamhi-Stein, 1999; Samimy &
Brutt-Griffler, 1999; Tang, 1997) suggest that non-NESTs, as lifelong L2 learners, crave
access to the particular functional and sociolinguistic knowledge L l users naturally lay
claim to, and that they perceive will enable them to inhabit their L2 with more
confidence and authenticity. We have to ask ourselves how responsible it is in their
training programmes to give primacy to organizational knowledge above the functional
knowledge that situâtes that organizational knowledge. By the same token, it would be
a mistake to favour functional knowledge over organizational knowledge.

Again,

Bachman & Palmer’s model suggests that not only is it artificial to separate those kinds
o f knowledge, but ultimately, detrimental to language ability.

2.4

Spécifie research questions

The theoretical framework presented above, by suggesting a conceptualization of
communicative language ability that includes aspects of language that might be
considered “literary,” allows for the présentation o f these two spécifie research
questions:
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2.4.1

1.

Can the practice of grappling with literary language enable nonNESTs to integrate pragmatic language into their L2 language use?

2.

Can the practice o f grappling with literary language in literary texts
have an impact on the way in which non-NEST readers process and
understand L2 literary texts?

Définition o f terms

The spécifie research questions contain concepts that have not yet been defined,
and that it is necessary to define before discussion o f the methodology that will address
those questions.

2.4.1.1 Grappling.

While not a verb that can be reduced to a singular, measurable

meaning, “grappling” is still the English verb that, at the présent time, conveys best
what the author will attempt to observe in some o f the data that the respondents in this
study produce. It is meant to convey the act of confronting in language meaning that is
not literal, and instead of skipping over that language (and so running the risk of
misunderstanding the text as a whole), pausing to consider and work with that
representational language in order to elicit meaning appropriate to the context in which
it appears.

3.4.1.2 Literary language. It is not within the scope of this project to examine ail
the qualifies that potentially characterize literary language.

For the purposes o f this

project, language will be considered literary if it requires that readers access its
representational meaning in addition to, or instead o f its referential meaning.
Referential language is here understood as language that “has one m eaning.. .the words

mean what they say, not more and not less” (McRae, 2001). Representational language
is language that plays inside the gaps o f meaning that referential language créâtes, and is
dépendent on social, historical, cultural and/or textual contexts, and the reader’s ability
to access those contexts, in order to make meaning.
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How the data for those spécifie research questions will be gathered is the subject of
Chapter 3 : Research Design and Methodology.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

To answer the two spécifie questions posed in Chapter 3, the proposed research
utilised a qualitative developmental case study design (Brown & Rodgers, 2002; Yin,
2003) in which the “case” under considération was the language development o f three
non-NEST respondents.

The following sections will outline the study’s research context and participants,
as well as the intervention context in which the respondents were immersed during the
course o f the study. In addition, instruments used for gathering data for each spécifie
research question will be presented, as well as the data analysis procédures appropriate
for each instrument.

3.1

Research context

The problems of equipping non-NESTs with the language use skills they require,
and finding ways for English second- and foreign-language learners to access pragmatic
aspects o f language ability can be found everywhere in the world that the English
language is taught. Still, the a majority o f the research conducted on non-NESTs and
their language needs has taken place in North American or European contexts, and those
contexts are not necessarily représentative o f the majority experience of that cohort
worldwide, who often do not have access to native or native-like versions o f the
language in their living, training or teaching environments. The présent research was
conducted in rural Sri Lanka, with teachers who might be more représentative o f this
problem worldwide.
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The rôle English has played in Sri Lanka is complex, as it is in many formerly
colonised countries. During the British colonial era, from 1802 t o i 948, English was Sri
Lanka’s (then Ceylon’s) only official language. Between 1944 and 1956, then again
between 1978 and 1987, English shared official language status with Singhala and
Tamil. Since 1987 is has been officially designated as a “link language,” which seems to
give it official second language status. When Sri Lanka negotiated independence in
1948, a movement by certain among the majority Singhalese to make Singhala the
island’s only official language was born. Between 1956 and 1978 that movement
became a reality, and English fell from political to official disfavour.21 This is not an
especially unfamiliar scénario. Language, culture, political power and identity are
intimately linked. It is highly probable, however, that in countries and cultures where
L2

linguacultures

have

suddenly

and

sometimes

violently

dominated

local

linguacultures, and then almost as suddenly departed, unique conditions for the teaching
and learning of English are created. There is presently a kind o f love-hate relationship
with English in the country; many people express the desire to speak and write well in
English, others resent the power represented by those who hold that ability and appear to
represent those who once held exclusive authority in their country’s colonial past. Many
would like to see better and more fréquent English language éducation in schools; the
législation to provide such éducation was passed several years ago without the budget to
provide for it. It is a delicate balance for any country to maintain national identity and
culture through native languages and at the same time engage in a global economy that
requires the use of a language that might have diminished personal and national
sovereignty in the past.

21 The history o f colonisation and linguistic, racial and social conflict in Sri Lanka is complex: the
summary presented in this paragraph does not mean to reduce and dismiss that history for the purposes of
the présent study. Many excellent books have been written about these issues (e.g. DeSilva, 1998;
DeVotta, 2004; and Richardson, 2005).
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3.2

Participants

The participants in this study volunteered to take part in a pedagogical
intervention led by the researcher whose aim was to provide them with stratégies for
approaching the literary text appropriate to their needs as L2 teachers and learners
(Brinton, 2004; Pasternak & Bailey, 2004). Pallame, Ihali, and Anura22 were three nonNESTs whose first language was Singhala. At the time the research took place they
taught ESL five days a week in a public school in the rural outskirts o f the capital,
Colombo. Ail the participants also worked after school hours teaching English language
classes either in their homes or in one o f the numerous private schools Sri Lankan
parents send their children to after school hours for tuition. While the Sri Lankan
Education Ministry suggests, country-wide, that children attending public schools
should receive five hours of English per week at the primary and secondary levels, that
direction is rarely realised for a wide variety o f social and économie reasons. Students at
the school in which the study took place receive 3 hours and 45 minutes o f ESL
instruction per week. One participant suggested that although English has the status o f a
second language in Sri Lanka, “to the students in rural areas it is still a foreign
'y

language.”

Basic background information about the participants is provided in Table 4.

Table 4.
Basic background information about participants
P a rtic ip a n t
Ihali

T eaching experience
18 years

Pallame

16 years

Anura

8 years

E ducational background
Professional teaching
certification
Professional teaching
certification
Professional teaching
certification; working towards a
B.A. in English

Subjects tau g h t
English
English
English

22 These are pseudonyms.
23 Personal correspondance, June 2005.
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Ail the participants had obtained two-year professional teaching certifications;
Anura had also completed her A-level exams and was pursuing a B.A. in English. Ail
participants taught English exclusively. Ail were female, and ail signed consent forms to
participate in the study. A replica of the consent form signed by participants appears in
Appendix E. The research procédure was explained to them, the consent form was
presented, and the researcher highlighted that they were free to excuse themselves from
participating at any time during the course o f the study if they chose.

Pallame had never met a native English speaker before meeting the researcher.
She reported that she read Singhala fiction that was published in the weekend
newspapers on a weekly basis and read the stories and poems her students were required
to préparé for the O- and A-level exams in English every year. She was self-conscious
about her L2 skills in the pre-test scénarios and required constant prompting in the
verbal protocols to reveal what she was thinking. She clearly perceived the data
collection process as an assessment o f her L2 ability and repeatedly sought reassurance
that her skills were adéquate. She acknowledged that she had not been able to retain
much from pre-test readings o f either story and expressed regret at not having time to reread both stories in those scénarios. During the course o f the intervention she relaxed.
She was consistently thoughtful before expressing herself, often pausing for long
periods to gather her thoughts, but by the post-test appeared to be more confident.

Ihali had also never met a native English speaker before meeting the researcher,
and also reported reading Singhala fiction that was published in the weekend
newspapers on a regular basis, and English-language stories and poems her students
were required to préparé for the O- and A-level exams. Ihali’s L2 skills were
comparable with Pallame’s, but she did not apparently perceive that her L2 ability was
being put into question in the pre-tests, and in fact appeared to enjoy the opportunity to
demonstrate the use of her L2 in the test scénarios. She was very enthusiastic about the
intervention work and appeared to enjoy the opportunity to use her English language
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skills in those contexts as well. Unlike Pallame, she never hesitated before speaking and
it often appeared that thinking aloud was what helped her to organise her thoughts.

Anura exhibited the strongest L2 language skills o f the three participants. Like
the others, she grew up in a Singhala language home; unlike the others, one o f her
grandfathers was Indian and spoke English to her on those occasions when she visited
him. Her parents were both teachers and encouraged her to read in Singhala; her
grandfather was the source of English language books. She said in a pre-test interview
that reading was her favorite past-time, and that she read avidly in both her first and
second languages. O f the three participants, she was the only one to have completed her
A-levels, and at the time this research was conducted, was pursuing the équivalent o f a
B.A. in English with a focus on ESL teaching. H alf o f her coursework consisted of
English language literature classes. In addition, she had written two unpublished novels
in her first language. There was a sense in the pre-test scénarios that Anura wanted to
display her language abilities and literary skills in full flower. She sought the
researcher’s reassurance that her L2 language ability could indeed be considered
“advanced” after each pre-test scénario. By contrast, in the interventions and during the
post-test scénarios, this participant displayed impatience with the response tasks.

3.3

Data collection instruments

Data for this study were collected prior to testing, during a seven-week language
intervention, and in pre- and post-testing before and after the intervention between late
April and mid-July 2006. The data collected was in regard to participants’ reading
ability in their L l, their général level o f L2 ability, and their use o f pragmatic language
as defined within the study.

3.3.1

Establishing L l andL2 ability
Working deductively from empirical findings in the field of L2 readers and

literary texts, a first set o f instruments was used to establish a baseline understanding of
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aspects o f the participants’ L l and L2 language ability that were pertinent for this study.
The participants’ L l reading compréhension was determined from the four Singhala Olevel exams taken to qualify them for their profession. While those results at the time
this research was conducted were between ten and sixteen years old, it is assumed here
that unlike L2 ability, which can suffer from attrition over time depending on a number
of interrelated factors (Hansen, 2001), L l ability in a consistent L l context and in
normal circumstances will not suffer the same fate. Ail participants achieved A marks
in the Singhala language exam. Anura received an A for both Singhala language and
literature papers. Ihali and Pallame received Bs for those papers.24

Bemhardt (1990) and Vizcaino (2002) suggest it is important to establish
participants’ général L2 ability before drawing any conclusions about their capacity to
understand L2 literary texts.

Because the participants in the présent study were

established non-NEST professionals without university degrees, it seemed inappropriate
to ask them to complété the kinds o f L2 placement tests utilized in previous studies that
explored the abilities of university-level cohorts for the ends o f course classification.
Instead, they were asked to fill out

self-assessment questionnaires about their L2

abilities based on the American Council on the Teaching o f Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) proficiency guidelines (Breiner-Sanders, Lowe, Miles, & Swender, 2000). The
self-assessment questionnaire appears in Appendix F. As non-NESTs have been
observed to underestimate their L2 ability (Àrva & Medgyes, 2000; Cullen, 1994), the
researcher additionally assessed the participants’ reading, writing and speaking skills as
they were employed both in an informai interview and in answering oral and written
questions about a short text a week prior to the pre-test, using the same guidelines. The
L2 self-assessments and the independent L2 assessment conducted by the researcher
were not aligned for Ihali and Pallame, who primarily perceived themselves as advanced
24 These are the marks that can be attributed for the O-level papers: A (distinction, 75% and above); B
(65-75%); C (Crédit Pass, 45-64%); S (Simple Pass, 35-63); and Weak Pass (35% and below). It is
important not to compare the 75% “distinction” mark with the 75% o f North American standards. With
the exception o f maths and sciences, it is rare to see marks above 80%; one ministry official suggested
that in language and literature papers, 100% must be perceived as “infinity.”
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L2 users while the researcher perceived them as intermediate L2 users according to the
ACFL guidelines. Anura’s self-assessment at the highest levels o f L2 use was largely
consistent with the researcher’s assessment.

3.3.2

Pre- and post-test instruments

A second set of measures were employed to gather data that addressed the two
research questions directly.

The questions, with the instrument(s) appropriate for

measuring the qualities addressed, are presented below.
Question 1.

Can the practice o f grappling with literary language enable nonNESTs to integrate pragmatic language into their L2 language
use?

Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and interpreting fiction (1984) was
chosen as the tool that would collect data for both questions addressed in this research.
The taxonomy is designed to measure both lower order reading compréhension skills
that reflect an understanding o f literal or représentative meaning in a literary text, and
higher order reading compréhension skills that reflect an ability to navigate the territory
o f inferential or referential meaning in a literary text. The cognitive skills related to the
reading o f literary texts that the taxonomy collects are depicted in Table 3 on page 30.

Questions for each of the two stories participants read and responded to were
designed according to the template the taxonomy provides, then administered at the
beginning and end o f the twelve week study. For this question, the respondents’
pragmatic language as it was reflected in their transcribed answers to the seven
questions of each taxonomy was collected using a grid inspired by the définitions o f the
various forms of pragmatic language providcd by Bachman (1990) and Bachman and
Palmer (1996). Reproductions o f the texts used for the purpose o f collecting this data
can be found in Appendixes G and H.

The two sets o f taxonomy questions that

accompanied the stories appear in Appendixes I and J.
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Question 2.

Can the practice o f grappling with literary language in literary
texts have an impact on the way in which non-NEST readers
process and understand L2 literary texts?

In order to examine how the respondents processed literary texts in real time
before and after the intervention, think-aloud verbal protocols (Brown & Rodgers, 2002;
Ericsonn & Simon, 1987, 1993; Green, 1998) were employed. Respondents were asked
to use the protocol while answering each set o f taxonomy questions and invited to
perform the think-aloud protocol in the language(s) that best served their ability to
perform the procédure; they consistently chose to respond in English even when the
researcher, sensing their struggle at times to express themselves, encouraged them to
respond in Singhala if that was the language they were thinking in as they formulated
their answers.

In addition to the verbal protocol, both oral and written reading responses and
answers to discussion questions and exercises designed to engage the participants in
producing and interpreting inferential meaning through texts read during the course of
the 7-week intervention were collected or recorded and transcribed for the ends of
triangulation, and in the event that the verbal protocols failed to produce enough data to
satisfactorily address the questions. Ultimately it was found that the verbal protocols
were able to elicit data adéquate to answering the questions in this research, and that the
interventions were ultimately top-heavy in favour of the researcher, who dominated
these sessions in a teacherly-way by prodding participants and directing their production
in particular directions.

3.3.3

Text sélection

Bernhardt (1990) highlights the necessity for taking into account what, within
the parameters o f language and culture, respondents have in common with the texts
selected

to

incite

measurement

o f their

language

development

and

literary
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compréhension. To address this concern, one short story by an Anglo Sri Lankan writer,
Ashok Ferrey, and one from an Anglo Canadian writer, Alice Munro were chosen for
the pre-and post-test scénarios that elicited the participant’s pragmatic language use and
their compréhension of inferential meaning.

3.4

Intervention

Participants took part in interventions led by the researcher during school hours
once a week while school was in session, and once a week during an extended school
holiday, which fell in the middle o f the collection process, according to their
availability. During the seven total weeks that they participated in the learning context
with the researcher, they variously: 1) discussed the content and language use of
authentic literary texts for children and adolescent readers that they read during the
interventions; 2) discussed the content and language use o f authentic literary texts for
children and adolescent readers that they read at home at the behest o f the researcher; 3)
participated in analytic exercises intended to prime them to attend to both the seen and
unseen in the lexical and syntactic forms that they read (Carter et a l, 2001; Kramsch,
1993); and 4) discussed certain second language reading stratégies as they pertain to the
reading o f literary texts. The participants received 11 ‘A hours o f intervention time in
blocks that averaged 1 A hours.

The texts studied during the course of the intervention were: Harry Potter and
the Philosopher ’s Stone by J.K. Rowling; Amelia Bedelia by Peggy Parish; The Letter
by Arnold Lobel; The Sneetches, by Dr. Suess; Millions o f Cats, by Wanda Gag and The
Story o f Ferdinand, by Munro Leaf. In addition, participants ail did two exercises from
Lazar (1993) that worked with “maggie and milly and molly and may” by e.e.
cummings, and an excerpt from A House fo r Mr. Biswas by V.S. Naipaul. Literature for
young readers was selected for use in the interventions for several reasons. First, the
participants had expressed an interest in teaching such texts in their own classrooms
during correspondence prior to the research; second, the selected texts made obvious use
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o f literary tropes found more subtly in adult literature; third, the relatively short time
periods of the interventions, and the relative impossibility o f convincing the teachers to
consistently read longer works at home, made discussions about over-all meaning in
shorter, more accessible texts attractive.

In journals provided by the researcher, participants documented their answers to
exercises that addressed the literary nature o f the language in the stories and novel
chapters that they read, as the quality of that language was related to the création of
inferential meaning within the texts. Examples o f these intervention exercises and the
participants’ responses can be found in Appendix K.

3.5

Data collection and analysis procédures

Détails o f how the verbal protocol discourse data were collected and analysed
appear below.

3.5.1

Think-aloud verbal protocols

The researcher explained, demonstrated, then briefly practiced the think-aloud
protocol with individual participants in both pre- and post-test scénarios for both stories.
The pre- and post-test think-aloud verbal protocols were first digitally recorded, then
transcribed for analysis. The researcher understood her rôle, according to established
protocols (Ericsonn & Simon, 1987, 1993; Green, 1998) to be that o f a silent,
unobtrusive witness, and so for the pre-test only prompted respondents if they were not
speaking their thoughts aloud. The researcher sensed, however, that the less
linguistically adept participants were not displaying ail o f their knowledge in the
presence o f her silence, and, in fact, took cognitive advantage o f the lack o f content
monitoring to skirt answering questions that were challenging. For this reason, in the
post-test scénarios, the researcher also intervened when an answer that skirted a question
was produced, in order to explore whether the participant was trying to finish answering
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quickly in order to evade the cognitive challenge o f a given question, or whether they
simply didn’t possess enough understanding to answer the question. An extract from
Pallame’s pre-test protocols appears in Appendix L. An extract from the post-test
protocols in which the researcher allowed herself to prompt Pallame when she did not
adequately answer a question appears in Appendix M. Notes that the researcher took
during the protocols are also présent in those extracts.

3.5.2

Discourse analysis

Discourse data were analysed in two ways in this study, to accommodate the
requirements of answering the two spécifie research questions. First, in order to assess
pragmatic language use, and in keeping with the theoretical framework o f this study, a
deductive définition grid was designed using the pragmatic language functions proposed
by Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (1996), and applied to the transcribed
verbal and written protocols o f the participants. That grid appears in Appendix N. The
nature o f the pre- and post-test collection tools ultimately precluded the inclusion o f ail
functions but “idiomatic” under the category o f sociolinguistic knowledge. Coding of
pragmatic language data was first done by the researcher, and then verified by three ESL
professors who used the définition grid in Appendix N. Examples o f coded data can be
found in Appendices M and N.

In order to explore answers to the second question, which addresses the kinds of
processes and understanding L2 readers engage when they read literary texts, a différent
kind o f analysis was engaged. Brown and Rodgers (2002), Creswell (2003a; 2003b), and
Merriam (1997) suggest that analysis o f qualitative data, such as the discourse data
collected with Flillocks’ taxonomy for the second question, is primarily an inductive
exercise. Once the transcribed data were read in their entirety, and once a général sense
of the content had been developed, they were read again for the particular qualifies
présent in satisfactory answers to inferential-level questions, and the particular qualities
that inhibited satisfactory answers. The catégories that arose from the data for coding are
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presented in Appendix O. The catégories, and their presence in the data, were
established by the researcher then verified by three ESL professors.

3.6

Implications and limitations

Generally, it was hoped that this study would contribute to knowledge about the
language development needs o f non-NESTs world-wide, but especially in contexts
where non-NESTs have little access to authentic English language usage. As the study
addresses non-NESTs as learners, it is also hoped that any small révélations about
second language development and processes that resulted because o f the study would
add to the growing body of research addressing how adult learners acquire second
languages. More specifically, it was hoped that this study would add to our knowledge
about how the literary language found in authentic literary texts might (or might not)
serve the development o f L2 language ability.

The limitations o f this study are recognisable to ail researchers in the social
sciences: each context and each participant within a spécifie context is particular. The
fmdings in this study will not be generalisable, though it is certainly hoped that certain
findings might be transférable to other contexts and useful for other researchers. To that
end, the three articles presented in Chapter 5 have been submitted to peer-reviewed
journals. Submission requirements for those journals appear in Appendix P. Proof of
electronic submission for two of the articles appears in Appendix Q. Proof of receipt for
the third article to TESOL Quarterly was not available at the time this dissertation was
submitted, but will be included in the final document, along with any changes to the full
document requested by the jury.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
The results o f the research described in the project are presented in three articles,
ail o f which have been submitted to peer-reviewed journals. The first article, “Grappling
with literary language to increase pragmatic language use: A case study o f three nonnative English speaking teachers,” addresses the first research question: Can the practice
o f grappling with literary language enable non-NESTs to integrate pragmatic language
into their L2 language use? It has been submitted to Foreign Language Annals. The
second article, “The acquisition o f language processes through the reading of L2 literary
texts: The case of three non-native English speaking teachers” addresses the second
research question: Can the practice o f grappling with literary language in literary texts
have an impact on the way in which non-NEST readers process and understand L2
literary texts? It has been submitted to Canadian M odem Languages Review. The final
article, “An argument in favour o f considering the problem o f literature and L2 readers
from the perspective of second language acquisition: A critical analysis o f problems,
questions, frameworks and findings” is a critical analysis o f ail empirical research
examining the problem o f literature and L2 readers published up to 2006, and suggests
an approach to this problem through second language acquisition frameworks. It has
been submitted to TESOL Journal. Notification o f receipt o f ail three manuscripts for
considération by the journals can be found in Appendix Q.

The articles appear as they were submitted to the journals, ail o f which use
variations on the American Psychological Association (APA) standards, with exceptions
that took into considération ease o f reading for this particular document: figures and
tables appear in the text near their citations as they will be when published; and long
quotations, notes, data or text in tables and figures, and references are single-spaced, as
they will be when published. Finally, page margins reflect the requirements set out in
the Guide de rédaction et de présentation des essays, des mémoires et des theses.
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4.1

The problem of literature and L2 readers: A critical analysis of problems,
questions, frameworks and findings in the SLA research corpus

Abstract

This critical analysis provides an overview o f the research problems, theoretical
frameworks, questions, and findings of empirical studies that have examined various
problems at the intersection o f literature and L2 readers to date. It argues that
sociolinguistic and reader-response frameworks have brought researchers to important
preliminary discoveries in this field, but that the nature o f those frameworks tends to
resuit in findings that conclude L2 readers o f authentic literary texts are either déficient
in comparison to L l readers, or perfectly adéquate despite their sometimes profound
misunderstanding of those texts.

It also argues that using Bachman (1990) and

Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) conceptualisation o f language ability from the domain of
second language acquisition to frame studies in this field will enable researchers to
examine what kinds of language use and processes are actually developing in L2 readers
of authentic literary texts.
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Introduction
Another compelling reason to use literature in a language class is the potential power of
good literature to transform, to change attitudes, and to help eradicate préjudice while
fostering empathy, tolérance, and an awareness o f global problems (Ghosn, 2002: 176).
[ 0 ] n e m ig h t w ell find a d iet o f Creative language, en co d in g n e w m ean in g s, rath er
d iffic u lt an d even, p o ssib ly , a little th reaten in g . O n e o f th e fun ctio n s o f literature,
p erh ap s, is to in stitu tio n alize the areas w h ere Creative and o rig in al lan g u ag e u ses can be
fo u n d and resp o n d e d to w ith th e in ten sity it req u ires (S kehan, 1998: 32).

Two ends o f the same continuum. Literature as transformative for the L2 user;
L2 literature as too difficult unless it is studied with intensity in specialized courses. In
our heart o f hearts, many in second and foreign language teaching, applied linguistics
and second language acquisition believe that literature is transformative. Yet we have
had inspiring classroom discussions about literature with L2 students only to fmd
ourselves surprised by wildly inappropriate interprétations in final essays: essays in
which we also fmd ourselves underlining the same organisational and functional
language errors we had in mid-term essays. Or we catch ourselves doggedly
“negotiating” or even creating meaning from the laboured L2 speech o f our students in
December, just as we had in August. We believe in the transformative power of
literature, but how can we look at the problem o f literature in L2 contexts as one that
also needs to take into account the need to transform the language understanding and use
o f L2 learners and not just their capacity to imagine a more peaceful world?
To put the question in terms germane to the readership o f this journal, how can
the reading o f L2 literary texts become relevant to the L2 acquisition o f L2 users, and
consequently of relevance to the domain o f second language acquisition? What is the
language in the literary text that we want L2 users to hamess?

Is it adjectives and
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adverbs, muscular verbs, poetic turns o f phrase? Certainly “Wherefore art thine [fill in
the blank]” is unlikely, after ail, to be useful at the grocery store.
Skehan (1998) has argued convincingly that L2 production does not magically
arise from L2 compréhension. He suggests that though L2 compréhension is necessary
for appropriate L2 production, production is not necessary for compréhension; nothing
demonstrates that better than the examinations o f Swain and Lapkin (1982), Harley and
Swain, (1984) and Swain (1985) o f Canadian French immersion students. Those
students, beneficiaries o f content-rich communicative environment that was heavy on
what Krashen called compréhensible input (1985) and light on direct linguistic
instruction, did in fact demonstrate excellent compréhension skills.

Yet the years of

instruction that resulted in excellent compréhension skills had not yielded equally
excellent second language production skills. O f potentially greater concern are findings
from certain studies in the small field o f literature and L2 users that suggest L2
compréhension o f literary texts tends to be less than stellar (Bernhardt, 1990; Davis,
1992; Fecteau, 1999; Miks, 1991; Tian, 1991). Mantero (2002) and Donato and Brooks
(2004) have demonstrated that the traditional L2 magisterial literature class, rich for L2
learners in the exercise of compréhension skills, apparently gives little opportunity for
students to produce and practice advanced language functions. Ail o f which appears to
give credence to Skehan’s remark at the beginning o f this article: perhaps the study of
literature in L2 contexts is best left for more astute learners at m ore advanced lcvcls. Or

perhaps we just need to begin framing new questions. If the study o f literature in L2
contexts is going to become relevant to the domain of second language acquisition, then
perhaps it is time to put aside questions about compréhension and start addressing
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questions o f acquisition: instead o f “Why don’t they get it?” perhaps we could be asking
“What kinds of language, processes, and understanding are they acquiring?” If the
answer to those questions is “not much,” then perhaps we need to pay attention to
Skehan’s suggestion. Or, as findings from Scowcroft, Edwards and Jutras (submitted-a;
submitted-b) suggest, perhaps we need to examine how the teaching and reading o f
literature might bring L2 users to acquire the kinds o f processes that will expand the
parameters o f their pragmatic language awareness, understanding and production, and
concurrently, their compréhension of the inferential meanings in literary texts.
This critical analysis will provide an overview o f the research problems,
theoretical frameworks, questions, and findings o f empirical studies that have examined
various problems at the intersection o f literature and L2 readers to date. It will also
argue that a framework that allows us to examine the problem o f L2 readers and literary
texts from the perspective of language processes can bring it into the realm o f second
language acquisition, which might finally show us how the study o f literature in L2
contexts can bolster L2 acquisition.
Looking at Research Problems
Several empirical studies have looked into the général problem o f literature and
L2 readers to date. Sometimes the research problems explored in these studies were
stated outright; sometimes they needed to be discerned from the author’s introductory
comments. Certain research from the domain o f second or foreign language éducation

was grounded in spécifie assumptions rather than in the exploration o f a problem: both
the problems and assumptions o f the studies are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Research problems and assumptions
A u th or
Bernhardt
(1990);
D avis (1992); Vizcaino
(2002)

R e se a rc h P ro b le m

M iks (1991)

Little is know about the ability o f L2
readers to respond to the literary in literary
texts
Little is known about the L2 reading
com préhension o f literary texts by lower
secondary students

Tian (1991)

R e se a r c h A s su m p tio n

L2 readers have difficulty reading and
interpreting L2 literary texts

Fecteau (1999)

Little is known about the relationship
between
L land
L2
reading
com préhension
o f literary texts
by
university students

Mantero (2003);
Donato
&
Brooks
(2004)

Little is known about the nature
discourse in FL literature classrooms

Scowcroft, Edwards &
Jutras
(submitted-a;
submitted-b)
Chi (1999)

Little is known about the language
processes that might be acquired by L2
readers o f literature

Chi (2002)

of

Literary texts in L2 contexts can provide learners wit
opportunities for critical reading, questioning, negotiatinj
com munication, interprétation and the exchange o f meaning:
Literature in L2 contexts usually focuses on extracting th
“right” answers. ESL/EFL readers should be encouraged t
engage their interpretive processes

Many of the studies were concerned at least in part with the problem L2 readers
have understanding L2 literary texts. Bernhardt (1990), Davis (1992), Tian (1991),
Vizcaino (2002) and Scowcroft, Edwards and Jutras (submitted-a) ail examined the
quality o f literary understanding présent in their participants’ responses to L2 literary
texts. Miks (1991) and Fecteau (1999) additionally explored the différences between
the compréhension of literary texts in the L l and the L2. Compréhension seems a
natural place to begin enquiry in a developing field, because if L2 readers are not
understanding the texts well, especially those in educational facilities that make L2
literary study a requirement, then we need to investigate why and how they are not
understanding in order to explore solutions to that problem: that or yield to the position
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that literary study has been and continues to be an unnecessary, even superfluous
component o f contemporary L2 éducation.
Chi (1999; 2002) explored the possibility that L2 readers might understand more
than they are given crédit for when they read literary texts, if Rosenblatt’s transactional
theory (Rosenblatt, 1994) of reading and writing is used as the approach to frame and
gather answers to questions. These studies were founded on particular assumptions that
have not been examined empirically, and therefore the findings they provide need to be
read accordingly. Nevertheless, they add interesting insights into the général problem of
literature and L2 readers.
Recently, another vein of the général problem has been explored empirically:
little is known about how the study o f literature might add to the linguistic development
of L2 learners. Mantero (2002) and Donato and Brooks (2004) have explored the
interactions o f students and teachers in university classroom settings to détermine
whether there is evidence of, or opportunities for, advanced language function use: in
other words, whether discussions of literary texts in the classroom provide opportunities
for learners to practice their L2 at advanced levels. Scowcroft, Edwards and Jutras
(submitted-b) examined the acquisition o f pragmatic language functions (Bachman,
1990; Bachman & Palmer, 1996) in three non-native English speaking teachers after a
sériés o f interventions that drew their attention to, then required them to employ those
functions as they are used in literary texts. Studies that are interested in the connection

between L2 language use and literature seem to be the next logical step for exploration,
because not only is it important that L2 readers have greater understanding o f the
cultural and linguistic content of these texts, but also that their L2 language development
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can benefit from their interaction with such texts. As Lo Bianco et al. (1999) have
suggested, it seems essential that we must help people who choose to learn second
languages to become language users— otherwise, we have to question what the point of
the L2 classroom is.
Theoretical and Conceptual Frameworks and the Questions they Give Rise to
While a few o f the studies examined in this critical analysis use mixed
qualitative and quantitative methods, they ail have a significant qualitative aspect, if
only because the field o f enquiry is budding rather than established (Fortin, Vissandjée,
& Côté, 1996). For this same reason, conceptual frameworks tend to be more apt at this
point in the development of research in this field; researchers have had to draw widely
from other domains o f research in order to situate the problems they have explored
because the général problem o f literature and L2 readers has not been widely examined
and has not yielded enough data for the élucidation o f a particular or testable theory
about the particular cognitive processes involved in the reading o f L2 literary texts. Still,
the conceptual frameworks we choose as lenses for the examination o f the général
problem o f literature and L2 users are necessarily going to inform the questions we are
able to ask (Creswell, 2003; Fortin et al., 1996). Tables 2a, 2b and 2c in Appendix A
summarize the conceptual and theoretical frameworks selected by researchers in this
field so far in détail, and list the questions that arose from the lenses those frameworks
afforded. Table 3 summarizes only the fields that were networked to weave the
conceptual frameworks. There are several interesting points o f note from a close
examination o f the theoretical frameworks and questions o f those studies.
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Table 3. Domains of origin for conceptual frameworks
Bernhardt (1990)

Artifïcial intelligence; L l discourse analysis; L l reading compréhension; Philosophy;
Sociolinguistics
Authentic texts in L2 reading; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research; Ll
reading compréhension; Schema-based models o f L l reading compréhension; Schemabased models o f L l reading compréhension as applied to L2 readers
Component theory o f L l reading compréhension; L l reading compréhension
Literary theory
Component skills analysis; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research;
Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts; Discourse and interpretive patterns in
L l literary classes; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research; L l reading
compréhension; L2 reading compréhension; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts

Miks (1991)

Tian (1991)
Davis (1992)
Chi (1999)
Fecteau (1999)

Scott (2001)
Chi (2002)
Vizcaino (2002)
Mantero (2003)
Donato & Brooks (2004)
Scowcroft, Edwards & Jutras
(submitted-a; submitted-b)

Transactional theory o f reading literary texts (L l reading theory)
Transactional theory o f reading literary texts (L l reading theory)
Sociocultural theory; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts (L l reading theory)
Sociocultural theory
Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability

From a developmental perspective, it is not surprising that a number o f the
earlier studies reached for Ll reading compréhension and schéma theory and research
for framing. What those researchers might have understood intuitively has subsequently
been found true: L2 learners lean heavily on L l language knowledge in any L2 scénario
until the scaffolding that previous knowledge provides becomes more or less
superfluous (De Angelis & Selinker, 2001; Hammarberg, 2001). Any research that is
framed by such concepts will necessarily ask questions about reading compréhension:
either, as in Bernhardt (1990) and Tian (1991), what the nature o f L2 compréhension of
literary texts is, or, as in Miks (1991) and Fecteau (1999), what the nature o f the
relationship between L l and L2 compréhension o f literary texts is.
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Four of the studies in this analysis focus on the problem o f compréhension from
conceptual frameworks grounded primarily in L l literary reading theory. Davis (1992)
writes from the perspective o f modem languages, and reaches to Iserian reader-response
literary theory for a frame, and therefore examines a question about what meaning
readers fmd in their readings o f L2 literary texts, and in particular where the meanings
of authors and the understanding o f L2 readers fail to converge. Chi (1999; 2002), from
the perspectives o f foreign and English as a second language éducation, adopts
Rosenblatf s transactional theory o f reading literary texts (1978), and so ask questions
about how L2 readers, with their particular knowledge bases, transact with key passages
in literary texts in order to create meaning and form interprétations.
Four studies looked at the problem o f L2 language processes within literary
study. The two that examined the nature o f discourse in L2 literary classrooms from the
perspective of foreign language éducation (Donato & Brooks, 2004; Mantero, 2002)
used sociocultural theory for framing, and so ask questions about meaningful classroom
interactions between instructors and students, and whether those interactions provide
opportunities for L2 learners to develop their L2 knowledge. The two studies from the
domain of second language acquisition (Scowcroft, Edwards, & Jutras, submitted-a;
submitted-b) utilized a model o f L2 language ability from the field o f L2 testing for
framing (Bachman, 1990; Bachman & Palmer, 1996), and so asked questions about the
presence o f certain language functions and semantic processes in the language use o f

participants.
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Summarizing the Findings
While the frames we use to construct and analyse research cannot predict exact
findings, they necessarily predict the nature o f the findings we will encounter and the
kinds o f information we choose to analyse in the data we collect. A summary o f the
particular findings in individual studies can be found in Table 4 in Appendix B. Tables
5a and 5b in Appendix C summarize the catégories o f findings in the current research
corpus, and the disciplines drawn on for the conceptual and theoretical frameworks that
were used to collect and interpret those findings.

Summarizing the findings in the

empirical research corpus demonstrates that four main catégories o f findings in this field
have so far emerged.
Methodological Issues
Table 6a shows findings in the category o f methodological issues. The recall
protocol, used in Bernhardt (1990), Davis (1992), Fecteau (1999) and Miks (1991) in
order to collect data about literal and inferential compréhension, is apparently
insufficient in and o f itself for that task, in addition to posing a heavy burden when it
cornes to data analysis (Miks, 1991). “Directed questions” (Fecteau, 1999; Miks, 1991)
or the kinds o f questions that might be designed using the inferential question template
from Hillocks’ taxonomy (Scowcroft et al., submitted-a, submitted-b; Tian, 1991) are
apparently well suited for eliciting inferential knowledge. Finally, Bachman’s model of
com m unicative language ability (Bachman, 1990; Bachm an & Palmer, 1996) can

provide a framework both for examining the acquisition o f pragmatic language through
the study of literary language in literary texts (Scowcroft et al., submitted-b), and for
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examination of the processes involved in understanding and responding to inferential
meaning in literary texts (Scowcroft et al., submitted-a).
Table 6a. Findings in the category o f methodological issues
Category of lïnding: Methodological issues
The recall protocol, used alone, is an inadéquate measure o f L2 inferential
understanding o f literary texts
M yer’s system o f recall analysis poses a heavy analysis task
Hillocks’ taxonomy is a useful measure o f the literal and inferential levels o f
compréhension in L2 reading o f literary texts
Bachman and Palm er’s model o f communicative language ability can provide a
framework for the examination o f pragmatic language use in L2 users

Author
Chi, 1999, 2002; Fecteau, 1999; Miks,
1991
Miks (1991)
Scowcroft et al.(submitted-a); Tian,
1991
Scowcroft et al. (submitted-b)

Findings in the Category ofTeaching/Learning Goals
The category o f teaching/learning goals is depicted i n r "able 6b.

Table 6b. Findings in the category o f teaching/learning goals
Category of finding: teaching/learning goals
There can be a disconnection between what instructors o f L2 literary classes and
L2 leamers want to accomplish through the study o f literature

Author
Donato & Brooks, 2004; Vizcaino,
2002

Both Donato and Brooks (2004) and Vizcaino (2002), from the domains of
foreign and English second language éducation, noted a disconnection between teacher
and learner goals in L2 literary classes. Donato and Brooks, with research conducted in
a university setting in a compulsory class found that while it was important for the
instructor that the students “personalize” their responses to the literary texts discussed,
students wanted to understand the messages authors were conveying. What the
instructor understood to be the language benefït of the L2 literature class was the
opportunity for students to discuss, describe, analyse and personalise the readings; the
language benefits students understood they could harvest were exposure to non-textbook
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language and vocabulary building. Neither students nor the instructor brought up the
possibility of L2 language acquisition through the study o f literature as a possible
benefit until prompted. Vizcaino, who conducted her research with L2 community
volunteers found that the instructor’s goals were to give the participants deeper access
“into the meaningful possibilities in the text,” while the participants, ail immigrant
women, were interested in the free course primarily, though not exclusively, as a means
to build their L2 language ability.
Findings in the Category o f Compréhension
Methodological findings can occur no matter what the domain or framework in a
budding field of enquiry; findings about instructional and learning goals are to be
expected in research from the fïelds o f ESL/FL éducation. For research that has tried to
untangle aspects o f the compréhension and language problems posed by L2 literature,
arguably the two most essential problems at this time within the général problem
literature and L2 learners, a number o f things become apparent when those findings are
juxtaposed with the frameworks that generated them, which are displayed in Tables 7a
and 7b in Appendix C, and summarized by author in Table 6c.
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Table 6c. Findings in the category o f compréhension
C ategory o f fïnding: C om préhension
L2 readers have difficulty accessing the inferential content of
L2 literary texts
Linguistic knowledge in the L2 clearly has an effect on L2
compréhension
Reading L2 literary texts requires a différent awareness than
reading L2 information texts
Awareness o f cultural différences has an effect on L2 reading
compréhension o f literary texts
L2 readers need more time to digest information than L1 readers
The ability to engage schemata appears to aid compréhension o f
literary texts in the L1 or L2
The engagement o f incorrect schemata interfères with
compréhension o f literary texts in the L2
There appears to be a sequence o f processes necessary before
L2 readers can access the inferential content o f literary texts

A uthor
Bemhardt, 1990; Davis, 1992; Fecteau, 1999; Miks,
1991; Scowcroft et al., submitted-b; Tian, 1991
Bemhardt, 1990; Davis, 1992; Fecteau, 1999;
Vizcaino, 2002
Bemhardt, 1990
Bemhardt, 1990; Scowcroft
Vizcaino, 2002
Chi, 1999; Miks, 1991
Chi, 1999; Fecteau, 1999

et

Bemhardt, 1990; Davis, 1992;
submitted-a
Scowcroft et al., submitted-a

al.,

submitted-a;

Scowcroft et al.,

Studies that had as a primary focus differing aspects related to the
compréhension o f L2 literary texts are the majority in the présent corpus, and corne from
researchers in the domains of applied linguistics, foreign and second language
éducation, modem languages and second language acquisition, who have drawn on a
wide variety o f research and theory from a number of domains in order to approach the
problem of literature and L2 readers. Notably in the earlier studies, there was reliance on
L1 reading research and schéma theory models and L1 literary theory, and on those
théories and models as they had been applied in L2 contexts. Again, this seems like a
perfectly natural progression. As far as spécifie findings go however, it is interesting to
note that in those studies that primarily relied for framing on L1 research and that
research as it is applied to L2 contexts, L2 reading is found to be déficient, or déficient
in comparison to L1 reading. Those particular findings are depicted in Table 8.
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Table 8.
Author
Bemhardt (1990)

Miks (1991)
Tian (1991)
Davis (1992)
Fecteau (1999)

Findings related to L2 deficiency
Findings
Often L2 participants are not able to select the most important portions o f a
literary text for processing; they appeared bound by initial syntactic and semantic
décisions that colour their subséquent readings o f the text; By and large subjects
“forgot” that they were reading literary texts, i.e. their metacognitive capacities
were functioning primarily at the lexical level
L2 readers need more time to digest information than L1 readers
Participants had more difficulty with questions that targeted inferential
understanding than they did with questions that targeted literal understanding
Respondents ignored those aspects o f literary text that they did not comprehend,
and built assumptions about the text from what they did comprehend
Participants recalled more idea units in the L1 than the L2; Recall in the L1 was
generally more proficient in the L2

The combination of frameworks that assume L1 reading schéma as a standard
template against which L2 skills can be examined, and the posing o f the kinds of
questions those frameworks naturally lend themselves to, seems to set the research up
for findings that reveal L2 deficiency.

It makes sense, especially in the research

contexts o f the studies that produced those findings (North American university FL
literature classes) that L2 reading pales in comparison with L1 reading expectations and
experience. Fecteau (1999) has found that L2 readers who are strong L1 readers grapple
better with L2 literary texts than do their compatriots who are less strong at reading in
their L is. This is an important fïnding, though again it shifts attention away from what
is happening in the L2 reading experience as L2 reading experience. Kramsch (1993)
has argued elegantly that it might be time to stop thinking about L2 learners as déficient
L1 imitators. Perhaps changing our frames o f reference might move research forward in
that direction.

Studies that noticed “positive” attributes in the L2 compréhension of literary
texts are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9.

Positive attributes in L2 reading compréhension o f literary texts

Finding
Stronger readers engaged schemata immediately and consistently; Rereading gives an opportunity for L2 respondents to understand the texts
more deeply (Chi, 1999)
Grappling with the inferential qualities o f literary texts as they are
connected to meaning appears to benefit L2 reading compréhension, and
therefore a L2 reader’s ultimate capacity to respond to inferential-level
questions; Successfully answering inferential questions about literary texts
requires the engagement o f several processes, and more accomplished
responses show evidence o f the engagement o f a greater number o f those
processes (Scowcroft et al., submitted-a)

Theoretical framework
Transactional theory
reading literary texts

of

Bachm an’s
Model
of
communicative
language
ability

Rosenblatt (1938; 1978; 1994), on whom Chi (1999) has relied to frame his
study, appears as an influence in many of the studies in this critical analysis, and
suggests an approach to the reading and teaching of literary texts that can validate a
reader’s particular interprétation of a given text, and in so doing shift the power of
reading and interprétation away from the teacher-as-expert and back to the reader-asexpert. This enables us to consider the content o f any compréhension task involving
literature as an exchange between text and reader, and can help us to examine what
particular readers bring to a particular text in a given moment, or through progressive
readings, as Chi’s study does. What those who embrace this framework tend to reject is
any conception o f inherent meaning in a text. As Chi interprets Rosenblatt’s
contribution: “ESL/EFL readers should be encouraged to treat reader-text literacy events
as open to new and unique interprétations: each unique context allows them to use their
Personal texts as interpretive playgrounds” (1999, p. 4). Measures o f compréhension are
therefore scaled against the standard o f individual readers rather than the author. What
linguistics teaches us however, is that while the attribution o f particular signs is more or
less arbitrary within languages, the meaning o f signs in the form o f words become
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particular in the context o f given language events. For example, in English the word
“yellow” might dénoté a colour, a state o f cowardice, or an act o f sensationalism. In
French, the word jaune does not carry the meaning o f cowardice. So while Rosenblatt’s
theory can give us an idea about how readers are personally interacting with literary
texts, it might be less well suited for L2 compréhension events precisely because it is
essential to acknowledge that L2 readers are entering foreign territory both linguistically
and culturally when reading literary texts; it matters if they think yellow journalism
means cowardly rather than sensationalistic reporting.
The other study that addressed positive attributes o f L2 compréhension of
literary texts (Scowcroft et a l, submitted-a) uses Bachman’s model o f communicative
language ability from the domain o f second language testing as a frame for examining
answers to inferential-level questions, and so focuses on the processes présent in
successful answers, and those that are absent from less accomplished answers. When
considered against a framework that envisions L2 language acquisition as the interaction
o f language functions and processes, the question of deficiency becomes mute: either a
function or process is présent or it is not, and each function or process acquired can be
perceived as an achievement that can lay an ever-widening foundation for the
acquisition of other functions and processes. With a L1 reading frame, L2 readers will
almost always corne up short; with a transactional frame, L2 readers will almost always
be successful whether or not they actually benefït from perceiving themselves in that
way; with Bachman’s model as a frame, we can imagine the processes and functions
that must be présent for a successful L2 interaction with literary language and texts, and
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so finally, within an acquisition framework, begin to answer questions particular to L2
compréhension and literary texts.
Findings in the Category o f Language Acquisition
There are two distinct kinds o f findings in this category: those dealing with
discourse, and those dealing with the acquisition o f pragmatic language functions; these
are presented in Table 10.

Category of finding

Disciplines
frameworks

While classroom talk provides opportunities for advanced
discourse practice, those opportunities are rarely breached
(Donato & Brooks, 2004; Mantero, 2002)
The act o f grappling with the literary language in literary texts has
the potential to increase the qualities and quantities o f pragmatic
language awareness and use o f L2 readers (Scowcroft et al.,
submitted-b)

Sociocultural theory

Table 10.

Bachm an’s Model
language ability

conceptual

of

of

communicative

Findings in the category o f language acquisition

Again, the frameworks suggest the direction o f the findings. Sociocultural theory
explores how knowledge is acquired through interaction. It is therefore not surprising
that the findings o f Mantero (2002) and Donato and Brooks (2004) suggest that a lack of
particular kinds o f classroom interactions— specifically interactions at the level of
discourse— might be responsible for a lack o f advanced language function and discourse
use by L2 learners. One problem with the frameworks in those studies is that L2
acquisition in literature classrooms might not be the same as the knowledge acquisition
in other classroom scénarios that sociocultural theorists have considered. There are at
least three processes o f knowledge acquisition involved in any L2 literature classroom
that are not involved in classrooms in which language cognition is not at issue: first, the
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acquisition o f language knowledge that will enable L2 readers to access the texts in ail
their layers; second, the acquisition of content knowledge in the form o f the texts and
the cultures they represent; third, the acquisition o f literary compétence, which will
likely build reading schemata.

Harklau’s observations (2002) suggest that oral

interactions might not be primary in building L2 ability in classroom settings, that
learners still acquire L2 language despite what appears to be a dearth o f individual
interaction between instructors and students in classroom settings. What sociocultural
theory allows Mantero and Donato & Brooks to examine is what happens and doesn’t
happen in the classroom; it does not allow them to examine the acquisition o f the
language and discourse functions o f the participants, but rather their display or lack of
display in a particular setting under particular circumstances. In other words, while it is
true that the language and discourse functions the researchers were looking for were
absent in classroom discussions, the research does not reveal whether they were absent
in the cognition of the students.
In the same way sociocultural theory prefigured the findings described above,
the use of Bachman and Palmer’s model o f communicative language ability predicts the
nature o f the findings in Scowcroft et. al (submitted-a; submitted-b). The framework
suggests that L2 communicative language ability can be described as the interaction
between language functions and processes, and that more advanced L2 language users
have more o f those functions and processes engaged than less adept L2 users.

The

functions and processes in Bachman’s model will be explored in the following section.
Briefly, the findings from those connected studies suggest that working with the
inferential nature of literary language enabled participants, in post-test scénarios, to
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increase ideational function use in their responses to inferential-level questions, and that
an increase in that function often predicated an increase in the appearance and variety o f
other functions used. The findings also suggest that more sensitive and astute answers to
inferential questions involved the interaction o f a greater variety o f language functions
and processes, and errors in reading and interprétation could be tracked to an overreliance on one or more particular functions or processes. While différent participants
displayed différent levels o f engagement with the functions and processes in Bachman’s
model, their strengths and weaknesses are measured against their own L2 performance
in the model and against other L2 users, rather than against either L1 models or
theoretical positions. This allows a shift o f focus from what is not happening for L2
acquisition in compréhension and language scénarios to what is happening. Findings
from this study suggest that even when answers to inferential-level questions are not on
target, there is still evidence o f L2 acquisition o f language functions and processes
necessary for the reading o f literary texts in the L2 as a resuit o f interaction with the
literary language in literary texts.
Bachman’s Model and its Advantages
There are several distinct aspects o f Bachman’s model o f communicative
language ability (1990; 1996), two of which will be examined here. The first involves
the interactions o f processes, and is represented in Figure 1, Appendix D. The second
involves the conceptualisation o f language knowledge within that model and is
discussed in section 4.2. How the conceptualisation o f language knowledge might be
applied to research into the problem o f literature and L2 readers is explored in section
4.3.
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The Interaction o f Processes
Bachman and Palmer describe topical knowledge as “real world knowledge”
(1996, p. 65), and affect as “the...em otional correlate o f topical knowledge” (ibid).
Personal characteristics include factors such as “âge, foreign language aptitude,
personality [and] cognitive style...” (ibid, p. 64). An understanding that literary texts
are qualitatively différent than information texts might be categorised as topical
knowledge, one’s exposure to them or not in school as a personal characteristic, and
one’s aversion to or love of them as affect. While it is important to keep in mind that
the framework these authors propose is dynamic, and assumes that ail the components
pictured in Figure 1 in Appendix D are in constant interaction to provide language use,
the current discussion will focus on the components labelled “language knowledge” and
“stratégie compétence.” This is because the authors suggest:
.. .it is this combination of language knowledge and metacognitive stratégies that
provides language users with the ability, or capacity, to create and interpret
discourse, either in responding to tasks on language tests or in non-test language
use (1996, p. 67).
In fact, Bachman (1990) defines the interaction between language knowledge and
stratégie compétence as “language ability.”

In other words, it is the confluence of

cognition and content that can resuit in the expression o f various levels o f language
ability. What is of particular interest here is what Bachman & Palmer include in their
description o f language knowledge, and how those inclusions obtain to literary language
and its potential rôle in the acquisition o f second language ability.
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Language Knowledge
Bachman’s components o f language knowledge (adapted from “components o f
language compétence,” 1990) in Figure 2 présents how the différent attributes of
language might be imagined. In this schematization of Bachman’s conceptualization of
language knowledge, language knowledge can be imagined as apparently discrète
components that together, interact with stratégie compétence (metacognitive skills) to
make up language ability.

It is important to remember that this schéma is not

hierarchical; breakdowns of individual components serve to categorize, not prioritize
them in the larger picture of language ability.
Figure 2.

Bachman’s components o f language knowledge. Adapted from Bachman
(1990) and Bachman & Palmer (1996).
LANGUAGE
KNOWLEDGE

r
O r g a n i s a t io n a l KNOWLEDGE

P r a g m a t ic K n o w l e d g e

Grammatical K now ledge:

Textual k n ow led ge:

Functional K now ledge:

Sociolin guistic K nowledge:

vocabulary, syntax, phonology/
graphology

cohésion, rhetorical/
conversalional organization

ideational, manipulative, heuristic
and imaginative functions

dialects/varieties, registers,
idiomatic expressions, cultural
references/figures o f speech

This conceptualization o f language knowledge has the advantage o f suggesting
that amplitude and breadth o f language knowledge are not additive components, but
intrinsic to full participation in language use, and necessary for any description of
language ability.

Knowledge o f vocabulary, rhetorical organization, imaginative

functions and registers, alongside ail the other kinds o f knowledge suggested in Figure
2, interact constantly with stratégie compétence to define a given L2 user’s language
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ability at a given time. Bachman’s conceptualization o f language use suggests it is not
possible to separate the threads o f language knowledge for the purposes o f prioritizing
one kind o f knowledge over another.

In addition, Bachman & Palmer’s framework

suggests that the more language attributes that are available for stratégie compétence to
interact with, the greater the language ability that will resuit. It also suggests that while
our minds must imagine the différent attributes o f language knowledge as discrète
entities, in fact they flow into and between each other when it cornes to actually
producing and understanding language.
Application o f Bachm an’s Conceptualisation o f Language Knowledge to Research
Investigating the Problem o f Literature and L2 Readers
There are several useful models and conceptualisations o f second language
acquisition that address the cognitive nature o f that enterprise (e.g. Pienemann, 1984,
1989; Pienemann, Johnson & Brindley, 1988; Bialystok, 1990; Skehan, 1998).
Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) conceptualisation of language
knowledge however, because it imagines the différent elements présent in language
ability, can be a useful tool for examining the problem o f L2 learners and literary
language. This is not because it names literary language directly, but because it includes
descriptions of language use that can be conceived of as literary, and might be culled
deductively in language data, and reminds us also to attend to the processes présent in
language production, which might be culled inductively though close examination o f the
language of L2 users. It is the only model known that considers the interaction o f both
processes and specifically named language functions, and as such can help us grapple
with that which is particular to literature and literary study: sensitivity to spécifie
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qualities o f language, and what they do or do not evoke in the process o f L2 reading, or
add to the language ability of L2 users.
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research
Bachman’s interactional framework o f language use was conceived for the
purpose of designing L2 language tests, and therefore describes the spécifie processes
and language functions présent in rounded language ability that language tests might
want to account for. There are several reasons it could serve well as a framework for
examining the général problem o f literature and L2 users. The first is its theoretical
position in second language acquisition. Unlike the domains o f second and foreign
language pedagogy that draw from its findings, second language acquisition research is,
at the core, uninterested in knowledge transference; it is interested instead in the
presence or absence o f L2 language features and processes in L2 users. It tends to look
at language from a micro-perspective, breaking it down in order to account for what is
présent in L2 cognition so to détermine, one day perhaps, exactly how L2 acquisition
takes place.
From that perspective, we might be able to jettison an inclination thus far to
explicitly or implicitly compare L2 performance with L1 performance in research
examining compréhension of literary texts by L2 readers. We are beginning to
understand through other research in the domain o f second language acquisition that the
acquisition of L2 processes is not identical to the acquisition o f L1 processes. It seems
the time might be ripe to explore the possibility that L2 readers o f literary texts are
engaging différent kinds or variations o f processes in différent orders than they do when
they read literary texts in their L l, precisely because o f the problem invoked in the
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presence not only o f a language with alien referents, but o f language that dépends on its
inferential rather than referential nature for communication.

As contradictory as it

might sound, Bachman’s framework provides a kind o f structured tabula rasa: an
invitation to explore the processes présent in the compréhension o f literary texts by L2
users, rather than their comparatively poor performance based on what are essentially
L l standards. This is not to condone any position that says “anything goes” in L2
literary compréhension: that would be detrimental to L2 learners who, in order to
become adept L2 users, need to master navigating the complexity o f the L2 in its terms,
their terms, and often in Kramsch’s “third places” (1993). Rather, it is an invitation to
step backwards in our research processes when examining this problem. Research in
young domains can benefit greatly from the complex task o f observation: we know
something o f how L2 reading compréhension o f literary texts stands up to our Ll
expectations, but what do we really know about what is actually going on from an L2
perspective? Bachman’s frame can allow us to consider both which processes and
functions need to be présent for rounded L2 use, and which processes and functions are
actually présent. Researchers in applied linguistics and L2 éducation then can explore
how best to interpret those observations for pedagogical ends. But first, we have to have
the observations.
The other, and more obvious benefît o f using Bachman’s framework in this field
o f research, is in the examination o f the language functions involved in reading and

responding to L2 literary texts. In order for the study o f L2 literature to remain salient in
modem languages and ESL/EFL programs, we need to address the benefits o f its study
for the acquisition o f L2 language. As stated previously, Bachman’s conception of
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functional language contains descriptions o f language use we might consider “literary” :
that are often présent in literary texts, but also présent in accomplished language ability.
The question becomes how to help L2 learners harness the language functions that make
literary language literary and L2 users accomplished. Findings from Scowcroft, Edwards
and Jutras (submitted-a; submitted-b) suggest that grappling with the inferential nature
of literary language has a positive effect on ideational function use, which in turn has a
positive effect on the number and variety o f other functions présent in L2 language use.
Those findings also suggest that grappling with literary language can help build the
processes necessary for the interprétation the inferential language. What Bachman’s
framework allows us to do is to observe the language use o f participants, note the
presence o f particular language functions and processes, and examine how those
functions and processes interact with each other to produce more or less astute answers,
more or less adept L2 language.
Studies examining expert versus novice L2 readers o f literature would be a
welcome addition to this field, as would longitudinal studies about the L2 language
acquisition o f stable populations such as modem languages university students, or
students in ESL programs that include literary study as an intrinsic component o f native
language content.
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Appendix A
Table 2a.

Theoretical and conceptual frameworks and research questions

Author
Bemhardt
(1990)

Theoretical/conceptual framework
Philosophy (Kant, 1787)
Artificial intelligence (Rumelhart, 1977; Schank, 1984);
Sociolinguistics (Bloome & Green, 1984);
L l discourse analysis (Brown & Yule, 1984);
L l reading com préhension (Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Golden, 1988; Graesser,
1981; Johnston, 1983; Lotman, 1982; Spiro, 1980)

Miks (1991)

L l reading com préhension (Golden, 1988; Goodman, 1970)
Schem a-based models o f L l reading com préhension (Spiro, Bruce, & Brewer,
1980);
Schema-based m odels of L l reading com préhension as applied to L2 readers:
(Bemhardt, 1984; Clarke, 1979; Cziko, 1978);
Interactive ap p ro a c h to L l reading (Carrell, Devine, & Eskey, 1988; Hudson,
1982);
Authentic texts in L2 read in g (Allen, 1988; Kramsch, 1993; Swaffar, 1985)

Tian (1991)

C om ponent L l reading com préhension (Rosenshine, 1980);
L l reading com préhension of lite ra ry texts (Hillocks & Ludlow, 1984)

Davis (1992)

L iterary theory (Culler, 1980; Iser, 1978)

Research questions
-W hat is the nature o f models o f literary
texts built in second-year collège learners
o f German?
-Are there consistencies within these
models?
-Are errors in model building primarily
linguistic or conceptual in nature for
second language readers?
-Does L2 proficiency détermine L2 users’
understanding o f literary texts?
- Do those students reading a literary text
in their L l exhibit a better literary
understanding o f the text than those
reading in the L2?
-Are L2 readers able to go beyond the
literal level o f language processing o f
literary texts?
-To what extent is the literature leaming a
matter o f leaming how to read and process
the text?
-Are the students in the study able to go
beyond the literal level o f compréhension
and apply the higher-order inferential and
structural skills in understanding and
interpreting literary texts?
-Are the hierarchical properties of
Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and
interpreting fiction valid?
-W hat are the common diffïculties L2
readers have with literary texts?
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Table 2b.
Author
Chi (1999)

Fecteau (1999)

Chi (2002)
Vizcaino (2002)

Theoretical and conceptual frameworks and research questions
Theoretical/conceptual framework
Schematic and interactional research (Bamett, 1989; Block, 1992; F. M. Chi,
1994; Eskey & Grabe, 1989; Grabe, 1991);
Component skills analysis (Haynes & Carr, 1990);
Reading in FLs (Caimey, 1990; Davis, 1989);
Literature in the FL (Cook, 1994);
C2 awareness via literary texts (Pugh, 1989);
Transactional theory o f reading literary texts (Rosenblatt, 1978)
Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research (Bemhardt, 1991; Carrell,
1987; Carrell et al., 1988; Grabe, 1991);
L2 reading research (Alderson, 1984; Bemhardt, 1991; Bemhardt & Kamil, 1995;
Grabe, 1991; Kramsch, 1993);
L l reading research (Dagostino & Carifio, 1994; Stanovich, 1980);
L l research about reading literary texts (Vipond & Hunt, 1989);
Models o f L l literary compréhension (Purves, 1985)
Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts (Miks, 1991);
Discourse and interpretive patterns in L l literary classes (Marshall,
Smagorinsky, & Smith, 1995)
Transactional theory of reading literary texts (Rosenblatt, 1938)
Interactional view o f L2 reading (Carrell et al., 1988);
The transactional theory of L l reading (Rosenblatt, 1978)
The transactional view of L l reading (Rosenblatt, 1964, 1985, 1994);
L l Literary interprétation (Purves, 1985)
Framing (Goffman, 1974)

Research questions
-How do 10 EFL students comprehend and interpret 2 English
language texts with literary language?

-Do students comprehend and reconstruct texts with equal accuracy
in their L l and L2 (as measured by written recall)?
-Does students’ performance on interpretive or inferential tasks
differ in their L l and L2?
-What is the relationship between literal compréhension and
inferential or literary compréhension?
- Do L l reading compréhension skills and L2 profïciency
contribute equally to L2 compréhension o f literary texts?

-How do 12 EFL collège students comprehend and interpret 2
English language literary texts in initial encounters with them?
-How can previous content knowledge, cultural background and
linguistic background influence the way native speakers o f Spanish
interpret literary texts in English?
-What impact can the framing o f the reading event by the instructor
and classmates have on the way Spanish-speaking readers interpret
and respond to literary texts in English?
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Table 2c.

Theoretical and conceptual frameworks and research questions

Author
Mantero (2003)

Theoretical/conceptual framework
Sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1962);
The transactional theory o f L l reading (Rosenblatt, 1938)

Donato
&
Brooks (2004)

Sociocultural theory (Donato, 2000; Lantolf, 2000; Lantolf & Appel, 1994; Wells,
1999; Wertsch, 1985)

Scowcroft,
Edwards
Jutras (a; b)

B achm an’s model of com m unicative language ability (Bachman, 1990; Bachman
& Palmer, 1996)

&

Research questions
-W hat is meant by “conversation” (classroom talk) in a literaturebased foreign language classroom?
-W hat rôle do opportunities provided by the instructor or students
have on the development o f classroom talk?
-Primary: Does a senior-level literature course for Spanish
language majors provide occasions during group discussion for
participation in advanced speaking functions as defmed in the
ACTFL Speaking Proficiency Guidelines?
-Secondary: Do literary discussion in this class reflect functions o f
advanced-level speaking?
-If yes, does the discussion offer opportunities that challenge a
leam er to perform and develop advanced-level speaking functions?
-Can the practice o f grappling with literary language in literary
texts enable L2 users to integrate fimctional and sociolinguistic
aspects o f language into their L2 language use?
-Can the practice o f grappling with literary language in literary
texts have an impact on the way in which L2 users understand
literary texts?
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Appendix B

Table 4. Summarized findings
Author

Summarized findings

Bemhardt (1990)

Often L2 participants are not able to select the most important portions o f a literary text for processing; they appeared bound by initial syntactic and
semantic décisions that colour their subséquent readings o f the text; by and large subjects “forgot” that they were reading literary texts, i.e. their
metacognitive capacities were fimctioning primarily at the lexical level
Among m ore proficient L2 learners, L l reading skills contribute more to L2 compréhension than does L2 profïciency; linguistic knowledge in the L2
clearly has an effect on L2 compréhension; Participants recalled more idea units in the L l than the L2; Recall in the L l was generally more proficient in
the L2; The capacity to engage appropriate schemata led to better reading; The recall protocol is inadéquate alone for harvesting inferential knowledge
Participants had more difficulty with questions that targeted inferential understanding than they did with questions that targeted literal understanding;
Hillocks’ taxonomy as a useful measure o f the literal and inferential levels o f compréhension in L2 reading
Respondents ignored those aspects o f literary text that they did not comprehend, and built assumptions about the text from what they did comprehend
Stronger readers engaged schemata immediately and consistently; re-reading gives an opportunity for respondents to understand the texts more deeply
Among m ore proficient L2 learners, L l reading skills contribute more to L2 compréhension than does L2 profïciency; linguistic knowledge in the L2
clearly has an effect on L2 compréhension; the capacity to engage appropriate schemata led to better reading; the recall protocol is inadéquate alone for
harvesting inferential knowledge
L2 respondents spent half o f their reading time decoding literal meaning, and h alf on inferential meaning; respondents relied on summarizing when they
had difficulty understanding a text; beliefs about reading influenced how readers approached the reading task
Motivation, L2 status, cultural background and personal experience (in that order) had the greatest influence on the way participants interpreted literary
texts
Most classroom talk at level o f dialogue; the instructor provided opportunities for discourse, but no student-led dialogue led to discourse; the fact that
texts were discussed in terms o f “intrinsic meaning” limited possibilities for engagement in discourse
The prédominant teacher-dominated discourse pattem o f the classroom inhibited student élaboration and prevented students moving beyond isolated
word-level and sentence-level utterances to paragraph-level discourse characteristic o f advanced speakers; what teachers express as a goal for literary
study in classrooms (discourse) may not be realized in practice
Grappling with the literary in language can resuit in an increase in certain kinds o f pragmatic language engagement in L2 users, and a decrease in
others; When examined individually, increases and decreases in the pragmatic language use o f participants reveal the linguistic stratégies used to answer
literal and inferential questions; When examined together, the increases and decreases in pragmatic language use suggest that more accomplished L2
users have a greater variety o f language functions in play
Grappling with the inferential qualities o f literary texts as they are connected to meaning appears to benefit L2 reading compréhension, and therefore a
L2 reader’s ultimate capacity to respond to inferential-level questions; the capacity to extract one or more général thèmes in a given story and the
capacity to recall inferential détails appear to be dépendant on a L2 reader’s short-term memory recall, which itself appears dépendent on the level o f
cognitive challenge a given text présents; the more culturally familiar a given story is, the easier a reader can apparently recall inferential détails;
successfülly answering inferential questions about literary texts requires the engagement o f several processes, and more accomplished responses show
evidence o f the engagement o f a greater number o f those processes

Miks (1991)

Tian (1991)
Davis (1992)
Chi (1999)
Fecteau (1999)

Chi (2002)
Vizcaino (2002)
Mantero (2003)
Donato
&
Brooks (2004)
Scowcroft,
Edwards
&
Jutras
(submitted-b)
Scowcroft,
Edwards
&
Jutras(submitted-

a)
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Appendix C
Table 7a.

Catégories o f fmdings according to disciplines of conceptual frameworks
Disciplines of conceptual frameworks

Category of fïnding
L2 readers have difficulty accessing
inferential content of L2 literary texts

the

Linguistic knowledge in the L2 clearly has an
effect on L2 compréhension
Reading L2 literary texts requires a différent
awareness than reading L2 information texts
Awareness o f cultural différences has an effect
on reading L2 compréhension o f literary texts
L2 readers need more time to digest
information than L l readers
The ability to engage schemata appears to aid
compréhension o f literary texts in th e L l or L2
The engagement of incorrect schemata
interfères with compréhension o f literary texts
in the L2
There appears to be a sequence o f processes
necessary before L2 readers can access the
inferential content o f literary texts
There can be a disconnection between what
instructors o f L2 literary classes and L2
learners want to accomplish through the study
o f literature
While classroom talk provides opportunities for
advanced
discourse
practice,
those
opportunities are rarely breached

Artificial intelligence; Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts; Component skills analysis; Component theory
o f L l reading compréhension; Discourse and interpretive pattems in L l literary classes; Interactive models and schéma
theory in L2 research; Ll discourse analysis; L l reading compréhension; L2 reading compréhension; Authentic texts in
L2 reading; Literary theory; Philosophy; Schema-based models o f L l reading compréhension as applied to L2 readers;
Schema-based models o f L l reading compréhension; Sociolinguistics; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Artificial intelligence; Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts; Discourse and interpretive pattem s in L l
literary classes; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research; L l reading compréhension; L l discourse analysis;
L2 reading compréhension; Literary theory; Philosophy; Sociolinguistics; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Artificial intelligence; L l discourse analysis; L l reading compréhension; Philosophy; Sociolinguistics
Artificial intelligence; Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability; L l discourse analysis; L l reading
compréhension; Philosophy; Sociolinguistics; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Authentic texts in L2 reading; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research; L l reading compréhension; Schemabased models o f L l reading compréhension; Schema-based models o f L l reading compréhension as applied to L2
readers; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts; Discourse and interpretive pattems in L l literary classes; Interactive
models and schéma theory in L2 research; L l reading compréhension; L2 reading compréhension; Transactional theory
o f reading literary texts
Artificial intelligence; Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability; L l discourse analysis; L l reading
compréhension; Literary theory; Philosophy; Sociolinguistics
Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability

Sociocultural theory; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts

Sociocultural theory; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
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Table 7b.

Catégories o f findings according to disciplines o f conceptual frameworks

Category of finding

Disciplines o f conceptual frameworks

The way we approach the teaching o f literary texts can have an impact on the
language development o f L2 learners
The act o f grappling with the literary language in literary texts has the
potential to increase the qualities and quantities o f pragmatic language
awareness and use o f L2 readers
The act o f grappling with the literary language in literary texts has the
potential to unleash the processes required to answer inferential-level
questions
The recall protocol, used alone, is an inadéquate measure o f L2 inferential
understanding o f literary texts

Bachman’s Model o f communicative language
Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability

Hillocks’ taxonomy as a useful measure o f the literal and inferential levels o f
compréhension in L2 reading o f literary texts
Bachman and Palmer’s model o f communicative language ability can provide
a framework for the examination o f the L2 language processes involved in
understanding and responding to inferential meaning in literary texts

ability;

Sociocultural

theory;

Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability

Authentic texts in L2 reading; Comparisons o f L l and L2 reading o f literary texts;
Discourse and interpretive pattem s in L l literary classes; Interactive models and schéma
theory in L2 research; Interactive models and schéma theory in L2 research; L l reading
compréhension; L l reading compréhension; L2 reading compréhension; Schema-based
models o f L l reading compréhension as applied to L2 readers; Schema-based models o f
L l reading compréhension; Transactional theory o f reading literary texts
Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability; Transactional theory o f reading
literary texts
Bachman’s Model o f communicative language ability
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Appendix D
Figure 1.

Bachman’s model o f communicative language ability
(Bachman, 1990; Bachman & Palmer, 1996)

A f f *6 c t

Stratégie
compétence

j

CftàrâCtôrtstics of the
language use or tes*
task and setting

Figure 1. In this figure, topical knowledge, language knowledge and personal
characteristics ail interact with a L2 learner’s stratégie compétence, and with the
characteristics of the language use task, to describe L2 language ability. Affect
médiates ail variables.
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4.2

The Literary Text and the Acquisition of Pragmatic Language: A
Developmental Case Study Involving Three Non-Native Speaking ESL
Teachers

Abstract:

Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer’s (1990) conception o f language
ability framed this qualitative developmental case study, which examined the
acquisition o f pragmatic language in three non-native English speaking teachers after
a 7-week intervention involving the study and use o f literary language. Comparison
o f pre- and post-test answers to taxonomy questions measuring the participants’
literal and inferential understanding o f two short stories yielded the following
conclusions: literal-level questions elicited less pragmatic language use; post
intervention responses elicited greater pragmatic function use, especially for a story
with greater cultural résonance for participants; decreases in certain pragmatic
functions often indicated the engagement o f a wider variety o f functions in the post
tests, and; variety o f pragmatic function use appears to be an indicator o f language
ability.
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The Literary Text and the Acquisition o f Pragmatic Language: A Developmental
Case Study Involving Three Non-Native Speaking ESL Teachers
Introduction
Many non-native English speaking teachers (non-NESTs) worldwide receive
training in programs where native or native-like English speaker input, access to
genuine rather than stereotypical représentations o f native English speaking cultures,
or native-like interprétation o f those cultures is limited for social, political, and
économie reasons. Consequently, the acquisition o f pragmatic language, issue of
actual use in particular cultural contexts, can suffer. Is there some way that literary
study might help them gain purchase on pragmatic language knowledge in contexts
where, geographically or psychologically, access to native or native-like versions of
the English language and its cultures is circumscribed? This article examines one
particular aspect o f a developmental case study that was designed to address gaps in
both methodology and knowledge in the study o f literature in L2 contexts. First, how
can we gather and analyse data regarding the impact o f interaction with literary
language on the acquisition o f pragmatic language in L2 users? Second, can
interaction with literary language affect L2 pragmatic language use?
The questions this study investigates have been addressed by examining the
confluence of three particular areas o f inquiry. The first is second language
acquisition, and the beliefs o f certain researchers and practitioners in that domain who

are convinced that the study of literature has a place in L2 learning contexts (e.g.
Kramsch, 1993; Widdowson, 1992); the second is language assessment, and
particularly what Bachman’s model o f communicative language ability suggests are
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essential components o f language knowledge (Bachman, 1990; Bachman and Palmer,
1996); the third is empirical research that examines the pragmatic language use needs
expressed by non-NESTs. As Donato and Brooks (2004) have pointed out, evidence
that the study of literature is useful in developing L2 ability is primarily anecdotal at
this point. Even so, there is a considérable body o f literature from the domain of
second language pedagogy that advocates for the use of literary texts in L2 contexts,
despite scant empirical data that could lend credence to such a stance or situate L2
literary praxis. The study of literary works often constitutes the “native language
content” in second language pedagogical training courses in non-English speaking
countries or communities. This suggests that there is a général belief that the study of
literature can aid L2 acquisition, but can it in fact do so, and if so, how?
Review o f Previous Research
The Language Needs o f Non-NESTs
Cullen (1994), writing from the perspective o f a teacher-trainer in a nonEnglish speaking country, suggests that most TESOL training courses assume
learners have substantial English language proficiency and need only hone their
understanding of grammar.

He suggests that this is especially problematic in

countries where access to authentic English is not readily available, and that weighted
emphasis on language structure over language use can be especially crippling for preand in-service non-N ests who are increasingly expected to embrace com m unicative

teaching methods. Non-NEST participants from the studies o f Medgyes (1994),
Murdoch (1994), and Lee (2004) expressed a need to focus more on language use,
although Lee also cites Numrich (1996) and Richards, Ek> & Giblin (1996) to
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demonstrate that there is proof novice non-NESTs avoid the teaching o f grammar
“due to their own sense o f inadequacy” (Numrich, 1996, p. 237), and should therefore
receive adéquate grammatical training both for their own and for pedagogical uses.
Medgyes (1994) and Pastenak & Bailey (2004) specifically mention the need for
courses in speaking, listening, and pronunciation. Pessoa & Sacchi (2002), Pasternak
& Bailey (2004), and Brinton (2004) report that courses focusing on pragmatic
language use are a priority for the pre-service teachers surveyed in their studies. The
respondents in the Ârva & Medgyes (2000), Brinton (2004), Tang (1997), KamhiStein (1999), and Samimy & Brutt-Griffler (1999) studies ail expressed a need to feel
more fluent in their L2. Language features respondents mentioned specifically
include idioms, slang, colloquial expressions, and phrasal verbs.
Results from Ârva & Medgyes (2000) and Lamie (2006) demonstrate that in
service non-NESTs tend to focus almost exclusively on grammar in classroom
instruction either because they do not believe that they can approach cultural content
adequately, or because they are trained to privilège form over content. Some o f the
respondents in Bayyurf s study (2006) expressed discomfort about teaching cultural
content that might be stereotypical in a world o f multiple English language identities,
and for this reason focused on grammar instruction. The Tang (1997), Kamhi-Stein
(1999), and Samimy & Brutt-Griffler (1999) studies ail reported that their
respondents believe they need more cultural knowledge in order to navigate their L2
more authentically in the classroom.
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Literary Language and the L2 Reader
“Literary language” is understood here to mean complex, multi-layered
language that is often replete with cultural nuance and language play. The reflections
and explorations o f Kramsch (1993) and Carter & McCarthy (1995) draw attention to
the need L2 learners have for precisely that kind o f language. These authors suggest
that literary language, by which they do not always mean the language o f literary
texts, can hold several keys to L2 language use. First, by navigating between the
shadow and light o f other languages, L2 learners can become aware that the L2 holds
layers of ambiguity that must be attended to, and second, that their own cultures and
languages and the realities these reflect are not as homogeneous as might have been
imagined. Third, by negotiating with complex language rather than language that has
been pre-digested for L2 consumption, L2 learners might gain linguistic access to the
territory L1 speakers inhabit rather than resign themselves to being only outsiders
looking in. These ideas and observations make intuitive sense. What the reflections
and expériences o f these authors have not been able to reveal is whether or how L2
leamer interaction with literary language can resuit in L2 language development.
Theoretical Framework
Bachman (1990) and Bachman & Palmer (1996), from the domain of
language assessment, propose a conceptualisation o f language knowledge that
suggests that interaction between organizational know ledge and pragmatic know ledge

in the L2 mind can defïne L2 ability. Pragmatic knowledge in that model comprises
the knowledge o f ideational, manipulative, heuristic, and imaginative functions, as
well as dialect, register, idiomatic expressions, cultural references, and figures of
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speech. Because those spécifie aspects o f language are articulated in the model, and
because those aspects can reflect that which is “literary” in language, Bachman’s
model o f language ability was chosen as the lens through which the présent study
selected data for collection and analysis.
Language Knowledge
Bachman’s conceptualisation of the components o f language knowledge
(Figure 1) suggests how the différent attributes o f language might be imagined.
Figure 1.

Bachman’s components of language knowledge. Adapted from
Bachman (1990) and Bachman & Palmer (1996).
LANGUAGE
KNOWLEDGE

O r g a n is a t io n a l k n o w l e d g e

P r a g m a t ic K n o w l e d g e

Grammatical K now ledge:

Textual K now ledge:

Functional K now ledge:

Sociolin guistic Know ledge:

vocabulary, syntax, phonology/
graphology

cohésion, rhetorical/
conversational organization

ideational, manipulative, heuristic
and imaginative functions

dialects/varieties, registers,
idiomatic expressions, cultural
references/flgures o f speech

In that conceptualization, différent aspects o f language knowledge appear as discrète
components. Those components interact with stratégie compétence (metacognitive
skills) to make up language ability. This représentation o f communicative language
ability suggests that the more language attributes there are for stratégie compétence to
interact with, the greater the language ability that will resuit. It also suggests that,
while our minds and the model must imagine the différent attributes o f language
knowledge as discrète entities, in fact they flow into and between each other when it
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cornes to actually producing and understanding language. Breakdowns o f individual
components serve to categorize, not prioritize them in the larger picture o f language
ability.
The Literary in Language Knowledge
Because this study focuses on pragmatic language acquisition, that is the
aspect of Bachman’s conceptualization that will be examined here. Bachman defines
pragmatic knowledge as:
the knowledge necessary, in addition to organizational [knowledge], for
appropriately producing

or

comprehending

discourse.

Specifically

it

includes [functional knowledge], or the knowledge o f how to perform
speech acts, and sociolinguistic [knowledge], or the knowledge o f the
sociolinguistic conventions which govem language use (1990, p. 42).1
Bachman’s définition o f pragmatic knowledge does not have a category for
“literary language” neatly tucked within its parameters. Yet, within the subcategories
of functional and sociolinguistic knowledge, it is easy to imagine a place for literary
language both bounded by texts whose purpose it is to exploit that kind o f language
use to reflect on the human condition, and unbounded in Street talk and colloquial
language use, advertisements, jokes, and songs (Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Kramsch,
1993).
Methodology
Study Design and Data Collection
This developmental case study (Brown & Rodgers, 2002) employed a mixed
methods design in which a quantitative procédure in the form o f pre- and post-test
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language collection was embedded in an otherwise qualitative study (Creswell &
Piano, 2007). Because no previous studies specifically examined the problem o f L2
language acquisition as it relates to interaction with literary language, the researcher
hoped to test, on a small scale, a template for language collection and analysis that
could serve as a model for larger-scale studies. Data were collected prior to testing,
during a seven-week literature and language intervention, and in pre- and post-testing
before and after the intervention between late April and mid-July 2006. The data
collected were in regard to participants’ reading ability in their L l, their général level
o f L2 ability, and their use of pragmatic language as defined within the study.
Participants and Research Environment
The participants in this developmental case study were three non-NESTs
whose first language is Singhala, the majority language in a country that is also home
to native Tamil, English and Vedda speakers. The participants each teach between six
and seven 45-minute classes, five days a week, in a in a rural public school on the
outskirts o f the capital Colombo that accommodâtes students from grades 1-12. Their
teaching experience, educational backgrounds, and teaching charges are depicted in
Table 1.

Participant Information

P a r ticip a n t
(p seu d o n y m )

Y ea rs
te a c h in g
ex p e rien ce

E d u ca tio n and te a c h e r tr a in in g é d u cation
and te a c h e r train in g

Anura

8 years

Ihali

16 years

A2
level exam s; Professional teaching
certification; w orking towards a B .A . in
E nglish with a focus on teaching ESL
O
level
exam s;
Professional
teaching
certification

Pallame

15 years

0
level
exam s;
certification

Professional

teaching

L evels in stru cted

Grade 6 (±11 yr olds); Grade 7 (± 12 yr
olds); Grade 8 (±13 yr olds); Grade 9
(± 14 yr olds, O -level, year 1)
Grade
Grade
2)
Grade
Grade

11 (± 16 yr olds, A -level, year 1);
12 (± 1 7 -1 8 yr olds, A -level year
10 (± 15 yr olds, O -level year 2)
11
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Ihali and Pallame had never met a native English speaker before encountering
the researcher, and read in English only when their work requires it. Anura had
fréquent contact with an English-speaking grandparent as a child and is a voracious
reader in both Singhala and English.
Measuring L2 Compétence
Empirical studies that have previously examined the intersection o f L2 readers
and literary texts have highlighted the importance o f establishing participants’ général
language compétence in the L2 (Bernhardt, 1990; Vizcaino, 2002) before drawing
conclusions about their capacity to understand L2 literary texts. Because the
participants in the présent study were established non-NEST professionals without
university degrees, it seemed inappropriate to ask them to complété the kinds o f L2
placement tests utilized in previous studies with North American university cohorts.
Instead, they were asked to self-rate their English reading, writing, speaking, and
listening abilities on a scale from low-novice to superior. This was done with a
questionnaire that replicated the définitions o f proficiency provided by the American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) proficiency guidelines
(Brenier-Sanders, 2000). As non-NESTs have been observed to underestimate their
L2 ability (Àrva, 2000; Cullen, 1994), the researcher additionally assessed those same
skills as they were employed both in an informai interview and in answering oral and
written questions about a short text one week prior to the pre-test, using the same
guidelines. Anura’s self-assessment at the highest levels o f L2 use was largely
consistent with the researcher’s assessment. Ihali and Pallame primarily perceived
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themselves as advanced L2 users, though the researcher assessed their skills at the
intermediate level as defined by the ACTFL guidelines.
Measuring Pragmatic Language Use
Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and interpreting fiction (1994) was
used to préparé questions that would collect the respondents’ oral and written
pragmatic language use with think-aloud verbal protocols (Green, 1998; Ericsonn,
1993) in pre- and post-test scénarios.3 The taxonomy is a set o f seven question
templates that structure the design o f questions that measure both literal and
inferential levels o f literary text compréhension.

The cognitive challenge o f the

questions is designed to increase in a hierarchical fashion from the first question to
the seventh question (Hillocks & Ludlow, 1984; Tian, 1991). As an example, the
level 1 question in the taxonomy elicits “basic stated information,” and was
represented by this question for the story “Colpetty People” : “We learn that someone
has died at the beginning o f the story. Who was that person, and how do you know?”
The level 7 question elicits a “structural généralisation,” and was represented for the
same story by this question: “Explain three ways in which the author uses references
to Gnanam’s lab to develop the story.” It is possible for a reader to skim the text and
locate the answers for the first three questions because they are stated directly. The
answers to the last four questions in the taxonomy must be drawn from the reader’s
understanding o f what is happening “between the lines” o f a given literary text. Three

literature professors examined the questions created from Hillocks’ template to
ensure that they conformed to the taxonomy.
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In addition to the pre-and post-test collections, the weekly interventions
conducted by the researcher were recorded and transcribed. These took place over a
seven-week period either during school hours, after school hours, or during a school
holiday. The participants received 1114 hours o f intervention time in blocks that
averaged 1!4 hours.
General Research Procédure
Participants first completed the L2 self-assessment questionnaires. Next they
took the pre-tests for each story on two separate days. The pre-tests consisted of
reading one of the two short stories and answering seven taxonomy questions, first
orally and then in written format. Participants were given two hours for each story
and question set. The first story, “Colpetty People,” was written by Ashok Ferrey, an
anglo Sri Lankan, and the second, “Forgiveness in Families” by the Canadian Alice
Munro. Over the next seven weeks, participants were scheduled for weekly
intervention sessions with the researcher. Finally, the post-test procédure was
conducted in the last two weeks o f the study. It was believed that the eight- to tenweek delay between reading the stories would produce ffesh language in reporting
understanding of the questions.
Intervention
The interventions had three distinct components. First, participants read a text
or portions o f a text aloud to the researcher. 4 Second, the researcher brought the
participants’ attention to spécifie instances o f pragmatic language use as it has been
defined by Bachman within the texts, and together the participants and researcher
explored how the différent authors created inferential meaning through the medium of
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those functions in literary language. Third, the researcher designed exercises that
required the participants to use, or attempt to use, the language or narrative features
that had been examined. For example, with The Story o f Ferdinand, the participants’
attention was drawn to the “register” in which the story was written. The narrative
voice relays the story of a peace-loving bull in a way that makes him seem perfectly
normal, and any characters who believe otherwise are made to look and sound like
buffoons. The participants and researcher looked at how the author achieved that
effect through language choices related to register, and then the participants were
invited to re-tell the story in a différent register, from the perspective of another
character in the story. Two of the seven interventions focused on the concept of
“register.” The others focused on these language functions: imaginative language,
especially as it is employed by writers to layer meaning; idiomatic language; figures
o f speech; and embedded cultural references.
Analysis
In keeping with the theoretical framework of this study, each utterance was
coded with one or more pragmatic function labels based on Bachman’s définitions.
The nature of the pre- and post-test collection tools ultimately precluded the inclusion
of ail functions but “idiomatic” under the category of sociolinguistic knowledge. In
ail, it was possible to account for imaginative (IF), heuristic (H), idiomatic (ID),
instrumental regulatory (IM ), and regulatory m anipulative (RM ) functions. Idiomatic

usage presented the greatest challenge for coding. Native English-speaking and
bilingual Sri Lankans validated the coding o f that function in the data. Spécifie
idiomatic words or phrases were counted only once per question per participant. This
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was because some participants had a tendency to repeat certain words and phrases
several times in a short time span in order to buy cognitive time, which in tum
inflated some of the scores in a way that did not seem représentative. Examples from
the data for each function appear in Table 2, in the Appendix.
In order to détermine whether the literature and language interventions had an
effect on the pragmatic language use o f the participants in their post-test
performances, the data from this study were examined in two ways. First, brute scores
that reflected the occurrences o f each function in the data were calculated and
compared for the pre- and post-tests. Second, change-ratios between the ideational
function and each o f the other functions between the pre- and post-tests were
calculated for each participant and each story. Change-ratios were calculated because
Bachman’s framework depicts the interactional nature o f language functions as they
obtain to language ability. For this reason, the data in the study required an analysis
that could not only identify the various functions, but also take the relationship
between various functions into account in order to explain the shifts in pragmatic
function use between the pre- and post-tests.
Ideational function use was by far the most common pragmatic feature in the
data, which supports Bachman’s observation that it is “the most pervasive function in
language use” (1990, p. 92). Ideational function use is represented in the data by
utterances that utilize either the participants’ real-world knowledge, or spécifie
knowledge acquired in the reading o f the texts (Bachman, 1990, p. 92). In other
words, the ideational function represents “content,” whereas the instrumental
manipulative,

regulatory

manipulative,

heuristic,

imaginative,

and

idiomatic
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functions describe the qualities of language use présent within the expression o f the
ideational function. In other words, even if the brute scores often displayed dramatic
increases and decreases between the pre- and post-tests, ultimately those changes had
little meaning unless considered in relation to the knowledge from which they sprang.
For example, a response that used beautiful language but avoided answering a
question with any textual or real-world knowledge would reflect négative ratios for
the functions utilised because the ideational function would be poorly represented in
that data. As Bachman’s model suggests, form and content cannot be considered in
isolation when we discuss language use, and examining the change in ratios between
the ideational and other functions in this corpus allowed the researcher to glean
information about pragmatic function use as it is related to the language use stratégies
that participants consciously or unconsciously engage when answering literal- and
inferential-level questions.
In the process o f analysis, the researcher realised that the participants had
utilised the written responses to summarize their oral responses, and that the
processes of answering questions in an impromptu manner in the verbal protocols and
summarizing in written protocols what was remembered from what had been said
were différent cognitive processes. Therefore the written responses were ultimately
excluded from the analysis.
Finally, one utterance could potentially demonstrate multiple language

functions simultaneously. For example:
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It’s kind o f like partly she wanted the blâme going to Cam and she want

her

mother to die and then she could / close that chapter o f her life forever, no
brother.
In this excerpt from a verbal protocol, Anura is employing the ideational function by
reaching into her knowledge o f the story in order to answer the question. She
employs the heuristic function in its problem-solving aspect by reading between the
lines of the story to infer that the main character held a kind o f forbidden hope that
her mother would die so that her brother might once and for ail be blamed as the
cause o f ail the family’s problems. She employs the imaginative function with the use
of “close that chapter o f her life,” a metaphor; and finally, that metaphor is also used
idiomatically in the utterance.
Results
The verbal protocol data were examined in order to détermine whether
pragmatic language use increased for the participants in post-test scénarios as a resuit
o f the literature and language intervention, and to describe what the change-ratios
between

the

ideational,

instrumental,

and

imaginative,

heuristic,

idiomatic,

instrumental regulatory, and manipulative regulatory functions indicate about the
participants’ language abilities and stratégies as they answered literal- and inferentiallevel questions about two short stories. An examination o f the brute scores for ail
pragmatic language functions for ail participants appears in the next section.
Subséquent sections examine first the occurrence and significance o f the ideational
function in the data, and then individual case results for each participant.
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Occurrence o f Pragmatic Functions in the Data
The participants’ brute scores for ail functions across ail questions for the preand post-test responses for the Sri Lankan (S.L.) and Canadian stories (CN) are
depicted in Figure 2. These suggest that participants generally used more pragmatic
functions in their post-test answers. Pallame and Ihali, the less adept L2 language
users in this study, demonstrated greater increases in pragmatic function use for
answers to questions about the more culturally familiar story. Anura, as the most
adept L2 user in this study, consistently used the greatest variety and number of
pragmatic language functions in her answers.
Figure 2.
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Ideational Function Use
Table 3 shows the occurrences o f the ideational function use in responses to
questions about the Sri Lankan and Canadian stories for ail participants.
Table 3.

Brute occurrences o f the ideational function for the Sri Lankan and
Canadian stories

Q U E ST IO N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

PA L L A M E
pre
CN

pre
S.L.

post
S.L.

9*
2
5
5
7
0
3

4
4
5
20
30
27

11

post
CN

pre
S.L.

1

2

5

4

3
3

6

8

1

5

4

10

26

16

10

2
12
16

2

12

18

IHALI
post
pre
S.L.
CN
4
6
6
3
3
6
6
8
18
15
18
36
12
16

ANURA
post
pre
CN
S.L.

post
CN

pre
S.L.

5
4
13

13

4

13
4
12
18

13
6
12
18

3
4
18
15
33

4
5
27
10
20

18

17

26

21

6

21

9

15

6
17
26
21

post
CN

The brute scores o f the ideational function tended to increase from the pre- to post
tests for ail participants for both stories. Generally speaking, for those questions that
elicited increases, the participants were tying their answers more to either real-world
or textual knowledge in the post-test scénarios than they had in the pre-test scénarios.
Decreases, on the other hand, tend to reflect more assured, direct answers in the post
test scénarios for the literal-level questions. The exceptions to these generalizations
will be examined in the following sections.
There are two révélations of note in this aspect o f the data. The first is that
successful completion of questions that elicited literal rather than inferential
knowledge tended also to elicit less pragmatic function use for the intermediate-level
participants. In other words, questions that elicit literal levels o f understanding might
give less adept language users the opportunity to demonstrate content knowledge at
the expense of flexing their language skills. Second, an increase or decrease in
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function use as it is reflected either in brute scores or ratios cannot in and o f itself be
labelled positive or négative. Instead, within the framework used for this research,
which considers the apparently discrète elements o f language use as working parts o f
a larger language process that answering questions about stories set in motion for the
participants, changes between the pre- and post-tests beg the question, “why?”
Pallame
Table 4 shows the change-ratios between the ideational function and the
remaining functions accounted for in the data between the pre-and post-tests for
Pallame’s responses to questions about the Sri Lankan and Canadian stories.
Questions 1 to 3 were literal-level questions; questions 4 to 6 were inferential-level
questions. The discussion about the meaning o f the change-ratios which follows
explores why the changes apparently occurred in this data.
Table 4.

C h a n g eratio
b etw een
id ea tio n a l
fu n ctio n
and:

Change-ratios of functions in Pallame’s responses to the Sri Lankan
(S.L.) and Canadian (CN) stories

S.L .

IM'

01
0.00

RM
H
IF
ID

0.00
-.11
0 .0 0
0.14

S .L .
Q2

S.L .

-0.25

Q3
0.60

0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.25

0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0

S.L .
Q4

S.L .

0.10

Q5
-0.44

0.00
-.05
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.30
0.03
-0.30

S .L .
Q6

S .L .
Q7

-3.85

0.64

0.00
0.52
0.04
0.19

0.00
0.55
0.09
0.21

CN

Q1
-0.50

CN
Q.2
-0.15

CN
Q3
-0.33

CN
Q4
-0.20

CN
Q5
-0.08

CN
Q6
-0.13

-1.42

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
-0.38
0.00
-0.08

0.00
-0.35
0.00
-0.40

0.00
-0.10
0.04
0.13

0.20
-0.21
0.00
0.19

0.17
-0.75
0.00
-0.08

CN

Certain results for Pallame’s responses to questions for both stories are
similar. There was relatively little pragmatic function use in the literal-level
questions, and decreases in the use of the instrumental manipulative function (IM)
point to a reduced reliance in the post-test on utterances that had bought her cognitive
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<27

time in the pre-test; she answered more confidently, with more concrète information
from the texts, in the post-test scénarios.
For the Sri Lankan story, Pallame increased her use o f the ideational function
use in ail but question 1, which she answered more confidently and succinctly in the
post-test. That succinctness also accounts for the drop in ratio o f the heuristic
function in her answer to that question, as she did not apparently feel the need to
problem-solve her way to an answer she felt confident about in the post-test. The
change-ratio between the ideational and idiomatic functions (ID) in questions 1 and 2
increased, and can be imagined in terms o f richness; in fact, she employed that
function only once more for each question but, because she answered the questions
more directly, the idiomatic usage came into greater relief. Increases in the changeratio between the ideational and heuristic function (H) in answers to the inferentiallevel questions indicate an increased capacity to engage her problem-solving abilities
in the post-test for questions 5 to 7, which she had essentially been unable to answer
in the pre-test. Increases in the change-ratio between the ideational, imaginative (IF),
and idiomatic functions in the inferential-level questions simply indicate a greater
richness in language use.
The decrease in change-ratio between the ideational and idiomatic function in
question 5 can be accounted for by the significant increase, from 7 to 30 occurrences,
in ideational function use for that question. Again, she was essentially unable to
answer the question in the pre-test and eut her answer short as soon as she could.
While she used twice as many idiomatic words or phrases in the post-test, the fact
that she had dramatically increased her ideational usage resulted in a négative
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change-ratio. Note that the heuristic function, as it reflected an ability to problemsolve, increased in the answer to that question even as the change-ratio between the
ideational and idiomatic function diminished. The language in her answers might not
have been quite as idiomatic, but the answers themselves were meatier in content that
reflected her understanding o f the story.
Pallame reported having no memory o f having previously read the Canadian
story at the moment of the post-test. The consistent decrease in change-ratio between
the ideational and heuristic function is indicative, for answers to this story, o f more
direct, assured answers. That decrease, coupled with a decrease in ideational function
use for question 4, resulted in one o f the more significant ratio decreases in her
performance for this story, even though the brute number o f idiomatic usages had
increased in the post-test. Interestingly, the more culturally distant story is associated
with increases in the regulatory manipulative function in Pallame’s language use in
answers to questions 6 and 7. For those questions, that meant that she used her own
cultural mores to frame answers to questions she seemed otherwise at a loss to
answer. Results for questions 5 and 6 suggest that her post-test answers demonstrated
a slightly richer use o f imaginative and idiomatic functions.
It is important to re-emphasize here that positive or négative values cannot be
attributed to any individual functions when examined within the context of
Bachm an’s framework. For exam ple, in her responses to the Sri Lankan story,

Pallame demonstrated what could be considered “positive” increases in heuristic
function use in the post-test because she had understood the story better and could
attempt answers to questions she had not been able to address in the pre-test. In her
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pre-test responses to the Canadian story, Pallame did a significant amount of
problem-solving, based largely on ideational knowledge drawn from her real-world
experience rather than her tenuous memory o f the story. Her increased understanding
of the story in the post-test enabled her to problem-solve more directly, which
resulted in over-all decreases in the change-ratio o f the heuristic function—decreases
that in this case might be considered “positive.” In the same way, we could say that
utilising the instrumental manipulative function as a strategy to buy cognitive time is
useful for language users, even positive for poor language users, who are at least
enabling some kind o f language use, just as it is encouraging to see that usage
diminish in favour o f increased heuristic usage. As Bachman’s framework suggests, it
is how the various functions interact that is ultimately o f both interest and value in
examining L2 language use in this way.
Ihali
Table 5 shows the change in ratios between the ideational function and the
remaining functions between the pre-and post-tests for Ihali’s responses to questions
about the Sri Lankan and Canadian stories. As with Pallame, Ihali primarily exhibited
a decrease in instrumental manipulative function use (IM) in relation to ideational
function use in the post-test across most questions in this data. Those decreases were
indicative o f a reduced reliance on différent kinds o f verbal hedging she had
employed in the pre-tests to buy cognitive time. The one instance o f an increase in
ratio can be attributed to a significant increase in the occurrence o f the ideational
function from 16 in the pre-test to 36 in the post-test for question 6, and also an
increase in heuristic (H) usage: the more she problem-solved and reached into her
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knowledge bases to find an answer in the post-test for a question she had poorly
understood in the pre-test, the more she required the hedging that would enable her to
pull her thoughts together.
Table 5.
C h a n g eratio
b etw een
id ea tio n a l
fu n ctio n
and:

Change-ratios of functions in Ihali’s responses to the Sri Lankan (S.L.)
and Canadian (CN) stories

S .L .
Q1

S.L .
Q2

S.L .
Q3

S.L .
Q4

S.L .
Q5

S.L .
Q6

S .L .
Q7

IM'

- 0 .1 7

0 .0 0

- 0 .3 3

-0 .8 3

0 .0 0

0 .1 6

- 0 .5 0

RM

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 8

0 .0 0

H

0 .1 7

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .8 3

- 0 .0 3

0 .5 4

0 .6 7

1F

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 8

- 0 .0 6

ID

0 .3 3

0 .0 0

0 .3 3

- 0 .1 7

- 0 .0 6

0 .0 1

0 .0 8

CN
Q1
-0.30
0.00
0.20

CN
Q2
-1.92
0.00
-0.83

Q?
-0.26
0.00
0.35

CN

CN
Q4
-0.38
0.00
-0.04

CN
0.5
-0.14
0.00
0.23

CN
Q6
-0.11
0.07
-0.36

CN
Q7
-0.10
-0.06
-0.04

0.00
0.20

0.08
0.75

0.08
0.22

0.33
0.21

0.00
0.22

0.02
0.27

-0.01
0.37

Results from Ihali’s responses to the Sri Lankan story suggest that like
Pallame, she used few pragmatic functions in the literal-level questions. The
exceptions to that observation are the increase in ratio o f the heuristic function in
question 1, and o f the idiomatic function (ID) in questions 1 and 3. Those increases
appear tied to the rise in ideational usage: the more she was able to directly engage
her knowledge o f the story in answering the questions, the richer her language use
became in those instances. In her answers to the inferential-level questions for that
story, increases in the use o f the heuristic function as it was expressed both by
problem-solving and by clarifying particular turns o f phrase stand out most in this
data. In the pre-test, her answers were fairly général, drawing on accurate concepts
from the story, but drawing on very little concrète détail. Compare, for example, these
excerpts from her pre- and post-test answers to question 5, which asked her to explore
what made the protagonist of the Sri Lankan story feel most like a stranger in her new
home:
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Padma’s life in Putney was very.. .quick.. .1 mean she was very active.. .and in
Colom bo.. .she has no work in Colombo and no house.. .earlier when she was
in Putney.. .She was in a place so / When she came to Colombo after marriage
/she had a big house / Because she had been in Putney a long tim e... Her
lifestyle was différent [pre-test].

Now / when Padma was in Putney in her own fiat, she had a busy life / and
here in Colombo after Ayoub’s marriage / now she’s idle...she has no...w ork
... she didn’t have to cook and /Ayoub was always he was out and / there was
no one here to talk to and / but when she was in Putney she was busy and she
did her work / she feels that she’s a stranger to that house because / always
she was alone and Ayoub was not there and Wimila she was a stupid woman
she didn’t talk to [post-test].
Minor decreases in the change-ratios between ideational/heuristic and
ideational/idiomàtic functions in question 5 can be explained by the increase in
ideational function use, especially apparent in the post-test example above when she
draws on spécifie knowledge she has recalled from the story. The slight increase in
change-ratio between the ideational and imaginative (IF) functions in question 7 can
be attributed to a more concise answer in the post-test; she used the imaginative
function once in both pre- and post-test answers, so the single appearance o f the
imaginative function in the post-test suggests “richer” usage when juxtaposed with
reduced ideational use.
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It took Ihali 90 minutes to read the Canadian story in the pre-test scénario.
She reported that it was boring and that she had gotten sleepy while reading. Pre-test
verbal protocol data for the inferential-level questions from that story indicate that
she had retained little in her short-term memory from the reading. O f note in this data
are the increases in imaginative and idiomatic usage in the literal-level questions. In
her pre-test response for question 2, she problem-solved her way towards an answer
that did not corne to her readily; in the post-test, she answered that literal-level
question very directly, thus accounting for the substantial decrease in her use o f the
heuristic function. That explanation also serves to explain the decreases in heuristic
function use in the inferential-level questions. The increase in question 5 can be
accounted for by the increase in ideational function use, which allowed her to use
information from the text in a concrète way to problem-solve her way to a response
she had not been able to attempt in the pre-test. Her idiomatic usage increased across
ail the inferential level questions; the ratio of imaginative function use changed little.
Anura
Table 6 shows the change-ratios between the pre-and post-tests for Anura’s
responses to questions about the Sri Lankan and Canadian stories.
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Table 6.

C hangeratio
betw een
id ea tio n a l
fu n ctio n
and:

Change-ratios o f functions in Anura’s responses to the Sri Lankan
(S.L.)and Canadian (CN) stories

S .L .

S.L .

S.L .

S .L .

S .L .

S.L .

S.L .

CN

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

CN
Q2
0.20
0.00
0.20
0.20

CN
Q3
0.07
0.00
0.41
0.15

CN
Q4
0.10
0.00
0.70
0.30

CN
Q5
0.15
0.20
0.80
0.10

CN
Q6
0.14
0.38
0.52
0.00

0.00
0.00
1.07
0.13

1.60

0.33

0.90

0.85

0.71

1.07

IM*

0 .3 7

- 0 .0 8

- 0 .0 8

0 .0 0

0 .1 5

0 .0 1

- 0 .1 9

RM

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 0

0 .0 6

0 .1 2

0 .0 0

H

- 0 .2 3

- 0 .0 8

0 .0 0

0 .1 7

0 .3 2

0 .2 6

0 .5 2

IF

0 .2 5

0 .2 3

0 .0 0

0 .4 2

0 .3 2

- 0 .0 4

0 .0 5

Q1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25

ID

0 .4 6

0 .3 1

- 0 .3 3

- 0 .5 8

0 .1 2

1 .1 0

- 0 .7 6

0.50

IM = in str u m en ta l m a n ip u la tiv e fu n c tio n ; R M = r e g u la to r y m a n ip u la t iv e fu n c tio n ; H = h e u r is tic fu n c tio n ; IF =
im a g in a tiv e fu n c tio n ; I D = id io m a tic fu n c tio n . O c c u r r e n c e s o f th e id e a tio n a l fu n c tio n , a g a in s t w h ic h th e s e
fu n c tio n s w e r e c o n s id e r e d in r a tio , a p p ea r in T a b le 3 .

Certain observations made about the meaning o f increases and decreases in
pragmatic function use in the L2 language o f Pallame and Ihali also apply to Anura:
decreases in instrumental manipulative function use (IM) are indicative o f reduced
reliance on time-buying language; decreases in heuristic function use (H) are
generally tied to more succinct post-test responses; increases in that function are
indicative o f problem-solving that involves increased reference to knowledge pulled
directly from the stories; usage o f the regulatory manipulative function (RM) are
more fréquent in responses to inferential questions about the Canadian story;
increases in the ratios of imaginative (IF) and idiomatic function use (ID) are
evidence o f richer language in the expression o f the ideational function. Substantive
decreases in idiomatic use, as in question 7 o f the Sri Lankan story, which asked how
the author had used references to a character’s laboratory to develop the story, appear
tied to a more direct approach to answering the question, as these excerpts from the
beginnings o f Anura’s answers to that question in the pre- and post-test demonstrate:
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CN
Q7

Well. / I’m not sure I remember it exactly...A t the foot of a stairway is an
open garden and a granité path leading to a room and / There’s a room with a
reeded / glass door. / And / that room was locked and / that used to be /
Gnanam’s laboratory. Once / when she saw that...W im ila cleaning the room
she went inside the lab / and was surprise...in contrast to the other places of
the house a very clean and a tidy place /And / she saw the .. .instruments that /
she had used the pipettes the burettes the the callipers and an electric drill and
other instruments that Gnanam had used / the Bunsen burners and ail the
laboratory equipments and / the racks filled with some crystals [pre-test],

Actually it’s a room with a reeded glass door. It’s an isolated room, nobody
was allowed there. Not a single speck o f dust inside there an d .. .it kind o f that
/ when the houses are deserted they fill up with dust. / then somebody
occupies the house so / it has a spécial feeling / they keep it clean and they
don’t allow dust to get piled up on the furniture / it’s kind

of

like

that

somebody had been always there in the lab, not in the house. / 1 do feel that
the author wants us to see that point as well / that having occupied by
somebody continuously, it had not been deserted like the house [post-test].
In the pre-test excerpt, Anura literally re-imagines the room in accurate détail, but
without addressing its signifïcance in relation to the question. In the post-test
response, the meaning o f the lab’s cleanliness mentioned in passing in the pre-test
becomes the focus, as it is related to the author’s intent in developing the story—the
crux o f the question she was asked to answer. The fact that there is proportionally less
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idiomatic language in the post-test response in relation to occurrences o f the
ideational function does not make that response weaker; in this instance, it means that
in the pre-test this participant used detailed recall o f the room in question either to
situate an answer that never came, or to evade incorrectly answering the question. In
the post-test, she reduces her idiomatic usage but increases her imaginative and
heuristic function use while decreasing her instrumental manipulative use. In other
words, she more frequently employed the voices o f the characters, problem-solved to
a more cohesive and direct answer, and less frequently used time-saving linguistic
devices. In short, she used pragmatic functions more roundly in the post-test for that
question.
Pragmatic Language Use and Language Ability
The primary question this study addressed was: Can interaction with literary
language affect the pragmatic language use o f three non-NESTs in rural Sri Lanka?
The answer is a qualified “yes,” given the impossibility o f separating out the
influence o f factors such as contact with the researcher, or English in the participants’
environments, which might have stood out in greater relief to them as a resuit o f
contact with the researcher, or the participants’ motivation to communicate well with
her in the intervention and test scénarios. Still, both the brute and change-ratio data
indicate that the participants used a greater variety o f pragmatic functions in the
composition of their answers to questions in the post-test.
In a linked study that examined these participants’ understanding o f the
inferential nature o f these stories (XXX, submitted), it was found that Pallame and
Ihali had made more accurate inferential assessments of the Sri Lankan story in the
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post-test scénarios. Because it was the first story read, their limited pragmatic
language use in the pre-test might have been reflective o f their discomfort with the
task, but it also seems likely that same-culture résonance in the second reading o f that
story, coupled with a reduced cognitive burden due to a “better” reading experience
in the post-test, added to their ultimate compréhension and linguistic performance.
What caused that “better” reading? Results from the study mentioned above suggest
that neither of these participants had retained much inferential détail from their initial
reading o f the story, which resulted either in generalized answers or in an inability to
answer the questions at ail, and thus in less significant pragmatic language use that
could describe the inferential quality o f the story that some o f the answers required.
Anura, who clearly remembered both stories in the post-test, showed proportionally
fewer gains in pragmatic language use.
It seems then that something more than a second reading o f the story added to
Pallame and Ihali’s increased pragmatic language use in the post-test; it appears that
the experience of interacting with literary language in the interventions increased
their capacity to understand and engage pragmatic language use in their post-test
responses. For Anura, the results are less clear; certainly the gains she made in usage
are encouraging, but it is diffïcult to know whether they were due to the intervention
or due to a more attentive post-test reading o f stories she had largely understood in
the pre-test scénarios. What we can say about Anura’s results, when compared with
those o f the other two participants, is that, as the more advanced language user, she
was consistently able to employ more functions in greater numbers.
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Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research
It seems appropriate to conclude a study about pragmatic language use as
framed by Bachman’s conceptualisation o f communicative language ability with a
simile: learning to use an L2 roundly is like learning how to juggle. The more, and
more complex functions we have in the air, and the more fancy manoeuvres we can
perform as we juggle those functions, the more language ability we might be said to
possess. For beginning learners, we can applaud one instrumental manipulative
function in the hand, say the size and weight of a tennis bail, as another Aies into the
air. As advanced users, we imagine ourselves on the stage juggling flaming bâtons
and crystal goblets as we balance a chair on our chins: metaphor, innuendo, inside
jokes. Several studies mentioned in the literature review suggest that non-NESTs, as
lifelong L2 learners, crave access to the pragmatic knowledge that they perceive will
enable them to inhabit their L2 with more confidence and authenticity. We have to
ask ourselves how responsible it is to give primacy to organizational knowledge
above the pragmatic knowledge that situâtes that organizational knowledge in their
language and pedagogical training.

By the same token, it would be a mistake to

favour pragmatic knowledge over organizational knowledge.

Again, Bachman &

Palmer’s model suggests that not only is it artificial to separate those kinds of
knowledge, but ultimately, perhaps detrimental to language ability. Results from this
study suggest that the practice o f interacting with the literary in literary texts might be

one way to help non-NESTs, and other L2 users, gain purchase on pragmatic
language use. The results also suggest that questions that elicit literal-level
compréhension do little to exercise pragmatic language use in less adept L2 users. In
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addition they suggest that stories with more cultural résonance for L2 users might
elicit more pragmatic function use over-all. These fmdings might be o f particular
interest for educators and materials préparation teams.
Replicate studies with différent populations would shed more light on how we
might perceive L2 acquisition o f pragmatic language functions through the lens of
Bachman’s conceptualisation o f communicative language ability, as would studies
designed to account for the sociolinguistic functions o f pragmatic language, which
the parameters o f the présent study were largely unable to account for. Studies that
examine written rather than oral production would also be a welcome addition to the
examination of pragmatic language acquisition as it is related to L2 users and their
capacity to interact with the literary in language.

Notes
In 1990, Bachman used the term “illocutionary compétence”; in 1996 Bachman & Palmer used the
term “functional knowledge” to designate the same category o f knowledge. Where in 1990 Bachman
calls the catégories “competencies,” in 1996 they have been re-named as catégories o f “knowledge.”
2 These are the marks that can be attributed for the O-level papers: A (distinction, 75% and above); B
(65-75%); C (Crédit Pass, 45-64%); S (Simple Pass, 35-63); and Weak Pass (35% and below). It is
important not to compare the 75% “distinction” mark with the 75% o f North American standards. With
the exception o f maths and sciences, it is rare to see marks above 80%; one ministry official suggested
that, in language and literature papers, 100% must be perceived as “infïnity.”
3 The respondents’ literal and inferential levels o f compréhension and therefore their capacity to
process the literary nature o f the texts was also collected with this taxonomy but is the subject of
XXXX {, submitted #291}.
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4 The novel was Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling {, 1997 #274}. The
children’s stories were: Amelia Bedelia by Peggy Parish; The Letter by Arnold Lobel; The Sneetches,
by Dr. Suess; Millions o f Cats, by Wanda Gag and The Story o f Ferdinand, by Munro Leaf, ail o f
which were taken from an anthology called The Twentieth Century Children’s Book Treasury
{Schulman, 1998 #273}. In addition, participants ail did two exercises from Lazar {, 1993 #271} that
worked with “maggie and milly and molly and may” by e.e. cummings, and an excerpt from A House

fo r Mr. Biswas by V.S. Naipaul.
5 Results from XXXX {, submitted #291} suggest that in fact there is a way to compare the processes
engaged in the reading o f literary texts— even différent literary texts. At the time the présent study was
designed, however, the problem o f comparing the compréhension results from two qualitatively
différent texts did not seem feasible.
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Appendix
Table 2.

Descriptions o f functions considered in relation to the ideational
function

F u n ctio n

B a c h m a n ’s d escrip tion
(B a c h m a n , 19 9 0 , pp. 9 3-94)

Instrumental
manipulative
function (IM )

U ses o f language to “get things
done.”

Regulatory
m anipulative
function (R M )

Utterances w hose purpose is to
formulate or State rules, law s or
norms o f behaviour.
Pertains to the use o f language to
extend our k n ow led ge o f the world
around us, and occurs com m only
in such acts as teaching, learning,
problem solving, and conscious
m em orizing

Heuristic

function

(H)

Im aginative function
(IF)

U sed to create or extend our ow n
environm ent for humorous or
esthetic purposes. E xam ples are
tellin g jo k es, constructing and
com m unicating fantasies, creating
metaphors or other figurative uses
o fla n g u a g e

Idiom atic function

1.) Characteristic o f, or in keeping
w ith, the w ay a language is
ordinarily and naturally used b y its
native speakers
2)
H aving
a
m eaning
not
deducible from the com bined
m eanings o f the words that make
up an expression w ithout an
understanding o f their m eaning
beyond the literal

A d d itio n a l
d escrip tors
r cv e a le d by th e p r ésen t
stu d y
IM -T : Tim e-buying
IM-R: R ote language use to
signal beginning or ending
o f a response

V o ic e Asnect: w hen the
participant took on the
vo ice
of
a
particular
character in a response

E x a m p le s from th e data

IM-T: it has been a certain time

that I read that story and / but
still it / 1 / how to say / ju st like
the first time it / it is as
interesting as the first time
IM-R: and / that is how 1 came to
know about this incident about
this lady Gnanam ’s death
Actually as humans we must
always consider other s...
Problem so lvin g aspect: She
secretly desired to p ut the blâme
on Cam and let the world know
that i t ’s Cam who ‘killed’ their
mom.
T eaching asDect; Back in the
market means / what we fin d in
the market is something that we
can buy / We buy goods at the
market. / So he is fo r sale.
V o ic e AsDect: Yeah. it tells that
my baby brother / the day I
started schooling my mother was
not with me he was away in the
hospital having a baby that baby
wa,s Cam
1.) from Ayoub ’s perspective;
immune to it; envions; when it
cornes
to;
weird
things;
motherland; voodoo; spirits;
black magic; Bunsen burner;
auditory hallucination; merely;
visual hallucination; climax; ail
over the place; there ’s a
possibility;
subconscious;
trespassed on someone else ’s
territory; crucial; like having a
ghost with you; nagging feeling;
either way
2.) a réalisation had dawned on
her
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4.3

The acquisition of language processes through the reading o f L2 literary
texts: The case of three non-native English speaking teachers

Abstract:
This qualitative developmental case study examined the acquisition of
language processes in three non-native English speaking teachers after a 7-week
intervention involving the study and use o f literary language. Comparison o f pre- and
post-test answers to taxonomy questions measuring the participants’ inferential
understanding of two short stories yielded these général conclusions: a capacity to
recognise inferential détails in literary texts is key to interpretive understanding;
ultimate compréhension and interprétation of inferential meaning is compromised
when respondents assign incorrect meanings to lexical and semantic elements;
participants found it easier to breach higher levels o f understanding in the text written
by the author who shared their culture, and; composition o f “correct” and “incorrect”
answers to inferential-level questions contain nuances that are o f interest to SLA
researchers, as they appear to suggest at least some o f the processes that need to be
involved in reading and understanding texts with high inferential content.
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Introduction
There is a général consensus in the relatively few empirical studies that have
examined the problem o f L2 readers and the literary text that second language readers
simply, and often, have a difficult time understanding authentic literary texts in the
way they were written to be understood. In that last phrase lies a snake’s nest, yet for
the purposes of the présent study it is assumed that authors do intend to convey
certain meanings through nuanced language in the texts they write, and that it is
within our reach as instructors to show L2 users how to attend to reading in a way
that reveals those particular meanings over and above those which, by virtue of their
developing L2 status and personal knowledge, L2 readers may additionally observe.
Nowhere is the problem o f compréhension o f language nuance more
important than in the training o f pre- and in-service non-native English speaking
teachers (non-NESTs), who necessarily act as native language experts and
interpreters o f L2 culture in any given classroom— from primary school where
nursery rhymes are often taught because of their inherent mnemonic qualities and
despite their often confusing and archaic referents, to advanced secondary and postsecondary study where ESL/EFL students are often required to read literary texts that
prove enigmatic both linguistically and culturally. If pre- and in-service non-NESTs
are not themselves able to read the nuances in literary texts it is difficult to conceive
that they will provide their charges with the kind o f instruction connected with such
texts that will make their study meaningful for building L2 language and cultural
acuity. As Carter and McCarthy (1995) have suggested, the qualities that literary
language exhibits are not artifacts found only in difficult classics one must read in
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order to pass examinations. Conversations, newspapers, advertisements, films,
télévision: these are only some o f the vehicles o f culture in which native speaker
users interact with each other in highly metaphoric ways. Access to that kind of
language both in understanding and in use is arguably what enables L2 users to feel at
home and confident in the L2: something non-NESTs apparently crave (Arva &
Medgyes, 2000; Brinton, 2004; Cullen, 1994; Kamhi-Stein, 1999; Lee, 2004;
Murdoch, 1994; Pasternak & Bailey, 2004; Pessoa & Sacchi, 2002; Samimy & BruttGriffler, 1999; Tang, 1997). The question the présent qualitative research examines is
this: Can the practice of grappling with literary language in literary texts have an
impact on the way in which non-NEST readers process and understand L2 literary
texts?
Review of pertinent research
Bernhardt (2001) summarizes four key fmdings from empirical studies up to
the publication o f that article which looked at the problem o f L2 reading
compréhension o f literary texts. First, the more proficient learners are in their L l, the
more probable it is that they can learn to read L2 literary texts proficiently. Second,
the more proficient learners are in L2 grammar, the more capable their reading
performances will be. Third, L2 readers are more adept at understanding information
in L2 literary texts that matches their L l cultural pattems than they are at
understanding information that reflects L2 cultural patterns; it follows that a reader’s
inability to imagine the L2 cultural context o f the story, or position themselves to
read the story in an L2 cultural context can inhibit their capacity to properly read the
L2 cultural eues embedded in the text. Finally, a reader with expert knowledge can
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sometimes navigate a L2 literary text well despite linguistic déficits and that
conversely a reader with expert linguistic skills can sometimes get lost in a literary
text that requires spécifie knowledge.
Other observations from the empirical data Bemhardt summarizes, as well as
studies published since that article are also o f interest when considering this problem.
Findings from Bernhardt (1990), Tian (1991), Davis (1992), Fecteau (1999) and
Vincaino (2002) suggest that subjects navigate through literary texts first lexically,
then semantically, then analytically. Feng-ming (2002) estimated that his subjects
exerted half of their reading efforts on compréhension of literal meaning. Bernhardt
(1990), Davis (1992) and Fecteau (1999) ail observed that their respondents had a
tendency to assign fixed meanings to lexical and semantic elements that consequently
coloured their understanding o f the texts.

In other words, respondents were not

necessarily interacting with the texts, but jumping from island to island o f assumption
based on knowledge they had fixed as “true.” Vincaino’s study, exceptional in the
field because it took place over a two-month frame rather than frames o f one or two
sittings, revealed that her subjects did not skip through the comprehension-focused
stage (including one subject completing a M.A. in Spanish literature), but did
eventually develop confidence to hazard interprétation.
Fecteau (1999) and Feng-ming (1999; 2002) observed that their respondents
searched for something on which to “hang” the input they were processing. Fengming noted that the sooner his subjects engaged in negotiating a frame work for the
stories they read, the sooner they were able to make sense o f them.

Those

respondents who failed to impose frameworks on the stories, and instead expected a
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framework to be imposed explicitly by the author, remained at sea in their
compréhension. He also observed that the text used in his 2002 study that had a clear
beginning, middle and end was easier to navigate for ail subjects. Fecteau observed
that the text in her study that mimicked a fairy-tale structure posed fewer problems
for her subjects.

Feng-ming also remarked that subjects who were able to attain

greater understanding o f one particular text referred back repeatedly to the title o f that
text to inform their reading.
Bernhardt’s observation that her subjects had only a reduced lexicon in
common with the author and target audience o f the literary texts in her study
represents one o f the only forays of empirical research thus far into the realm of
culture in language and its potential impact on the L2 reader. A common culture, or
common cultural knowledge is likely another “hook” L2 readers might use to hang
textual information on. Vincaino’s observation that her immigrant subjects focused
on lexical and syntactic structures intentionally is an interesting illustration o f Cook’s
(2003) argument that L2 users might not have the same agenda for the L2 acquisition
that L l users have.1
The Case Study
This research utilized a qualitative developmental case study design in which
the “case” under considération was the language development o f three non-NEST
respondents.
Participants and Research Environment
The participants were three non-NESTS whose first language is Sinhala, the
majority language in a country that is also home to native Tamil, English and Vedda
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speakers. The pseudonyms by which they will be identified in this text are Anura,
Ihali, and Pallame. The participants each teach between six and seven 45-minute
classes, five days a week, in a in a public school in a rural suburb o f the capital
Colombo that accommodâtes students from grades 1-12.
Sélection o f Texts and Inferential Questions
Given Berhardt’s observation that unfamiliar cultural referents might play an
important rôle in a reader’s understanding o f a literary text in the L2, two stories were
selected for the pre- and post-test data collection: “Colpetty People”

by Ashok

Ferrey, an Anglo Sri Lankan, and “Forgiveness in Families” by the Canadian Alice
Munro. The first criteria in the sélection of the stories was that they be représentative
of contemporary literature, in the sense that they be idea- and language-driven rather
than strictly plot-driven, and conclude in an open-ended manner. Both stories also
have first-person narrators. The second considération was length: in a pilot study
conducted with L2 pre-service non-NESTs, particpants were able to read each story
in one hour or less.
Flillocks’ Taxonomy o f reading and interpreting fiction (Hillocks & Ludlow,
1984), which was used to design the questions for the collection process, and to
collect the language production of participants, elicits two kinds o f understanding:
literal and inferential. For this paper, only the inferential level questions were
examined.
General Research Procédure
After completing L2 self-assessment questionnaires, participants took the pretest, for which they read the two short stories and answered two sets o f seven
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taxonomy questions first orally, then in written form. Participants were given two
hours for each story and question set, and sat for this procédure individually on two
separate days. Oral responses were collected using verbal protocol procédure
(Ericsonn & Simon, 1987, 1993; Green, 1998).
During the seven-week interventions, which were recorded and transcribed,
participants read chapters from a novel and certain North American children’s
stories,2 and worked with those texts in a way designed to draw their attention to how
each author used language to convey meaning that was not stated explicitly in the
texts. The researcher coached participants to notice the literary conventions o f the
stories, and in post-reading tasks, sought to help them bring that language use from
the stories into their own written and oral L2 production.
The post-test consisted o f administering the same questions sets with the same
stories under the same time restrictions as in the pre-test procédure. It was believed
that the eight- to ten-week delay between readings of stories the participants had only
an hour to read in the pre-test would produce firesh readings. It was also believed that
using the same stories would allow for a comparison o f compréhension that using
new stories would have made difficult.
Transcription and Analysis
Bachman and Bachman and Palmer’s (1990; 1996) conceptualisations o f the
components of pragmatic language knowledge were used as the framework for
coding the language data collected in this study.

In keeping with that theoretical

framework, a grid was designed using the language functions identified by those
authors and applied to the transcribed verbal and written protocols o f the participants.
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How and when the heuristic function in its problem-solving capacity was utilised by
participants was first closely examined in order to détermine how well they had
understood both explicit and implicit meanings in the stories.

Quantifying the

“correctness” of the participant’s answers, however, gave limited insight into how or
where correct or incorrect interprétations occurred. For this reason, the content of
each answer from the oral and written pre-and post-test procédures was examined
closely to gauge where or how participants either correctly or incorrectly read or
interpreted events or language in the two stories. Five catégories describing the
qualities of the processes engaged in suitably answering inferential questions, and
four catégories describing the qualities of processes that apparently interfered with a
respondent’s capacity to suitably or fully answer inferential questions were ultimately
isolated in the data. Those qualities are depicted in Table 1 and described fully in the
Results section. Ultimately the written data were excluded from the final analysis as it
became apparent that participants used that part of the data collection task to
summarise their oral answers rather than think through the questions anew.

Table 1. Qualities o f the processes engaged in answering inferential questions
Q ualifies o f th e p rocesses engaged in su itab ly
an sw erin g inferential qu estion s
Capacity to extract one or more général thèmes in a
story
Capacity to recall inferential détails
Capacity to clearly connect inferential détails to answer
Feasible interprétation o f character motivation or event

Q ualities o f processes th a t interfered w ith
capacity to su itab ly an sw er inferential questions
M isreading o f key détails

a

Cultural overlay
Generalised discourse answer
Inability to enter the field o f discourse required for
answer

Feasible interprétation referencing personal/cultural
experience
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When considering how to account for the

amplitude o f “correctness” or

“incorrectness” o f a given answer, the presence o f a given feature was awarded a
single point. Examples o f how the participants’, responses were charted appear in
Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2.
answer

Qualities o f processes that interfered with a capacity to suitably
inferential questions

Anura -1 pre

M isreading o f key
inferential détails

Cultural overlay

Generalised
discourse answer

Inability to enter the field o f
discourse required for answer

Total

5a

0

0

1

0

1

Table 3.

Qualities o f the processes engaged in suitably answering inferential
questions

Anura -1 pre

C apacity to extract
one or m ore général
thèm es in a story

C apacity to
recall key
inferential
détails

Capacity to clearly
connect key
inferential détails
to answer

F easible
interprétation o f
character m otivation
or event

Feasible
interprétation
referencing
Personal culture/
experience

Total

5a

1

1

0

1

0

3

Features that added to or diminished the suitability o f a given answer were
considered side-by-side. Table 2 shows the weaknesses in Anura’s response stem
from over-reliance on a général discourse frame. She re-iterates part of the question
in the first sentence o f her response: “When we think about the différences between
Padma’s life in Putney and her life in C olom bo...”. Unfortunately, she then neglects
to follow up on the promise in that frame and instead proceeds to describe only the
inconveniences o f that character’s life in Colombo. It’s as though leaning cognitively
on the général discourse frame to begin her answer releases her from following
through, which in turn weakens her answer. Table 3 shows that the strengths in
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Anura’s answer are found in the her capacity to extract a général theme, recall
inferential détails, and make a feasible interprétation o f a character’s motivations as
these features relate to the question. There were times that the participants, unable to
answer a question, would reach more or less wildly around the story to corne up with
some kind o f response that did not address the question. The content o f responses that
did not address the question, but may or not have reflected the various qualities
reflected in successful responses were not tabulated.
Results
What makes a “correct” answer to an inferential-level question? Participant
responses to inferential-level questions about these literary texts often manage to
reflect some knowledge about the story in question, but often not enough to be truly
satisfactory. The understandings and misunderstandings represented in the data
collected for this study are interesting because they reveal d u es about some o f the
cognitive processes L2 readers might need, sometimes can, and sometimes can’t
engage, in order to process inferential questions about literary texts. The comparison
of pre-and post-test results also indicates that working with the inferential qualities of
literary texts as they are connected to meaning appears to benefit L2 reading
compréhension and therefore a respondent’s ultimate answer to inferential-level
questions. The findings also offer some insight into gradations o f “correctness” that
could allow us to begin seeing those apparently disappointing answers as a map of
our students’ cognitive location in relation to the task as a language task concurrent
to, and not exclusively as, a compréhension task. That seems an essential perspective
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to maintain when considering the problem arising at the intersection o f L2 readers
and literary texts.
The easiest way to consider the results is to look first at what processes the
participants were able to successfully engage in their responses, and then to consider
what might have hindered their capacity to fully engage with the texts as they are
written, rather than as they were sometimes perceived through myriad veils of
possible misunderstanding.
Isolating the Processes Engaged in Suitably Answering Inferential Questions
Five catégories describing qualities o f the processes engaged in suitably
answering inferential questions were isolated in the data collected for this study. The
total frequency of each of those features across ail questions for the three participants
is pictured in Figure 1 in the Appendix. The catégories and examples as they
appeared in the data are described in the following sections. The first two catégories,
“Capacity to extract one or more général thèmes in a given story” and “Capacity to
recall inferential détails” appear to be dépendant on a respondent’s short-term
memory recall. In the case o f data from the post-test, long-term memory was also
implicated, depending on how challenging the cognitive task o f reading the stories
was for each respondent and each story in the pre-test. For example, Pallame did not
realize until she had reached the end o f the Canadian story that she had read it in the
pre-test; she had virtually no long-term memory engagement o f the story. This is not
especially surprising, as her short-term recall during the pre-test appeared
compromised by the cognitive challenge that reading the texts presented to her; her
cognition was entirely engaged in just getting through the texts as language while the
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story floated above the words at another level, more or less unnoticed. By contrast,
Anura stated that the reading of both stories had been an easy task, and when asked
what différences she noticed in her second reading stated: “I already had a
background on the story. It permitted me to think a bit broader than the first time.”
Anura’s data suggest that some o f the ideas she formulated in the pre-test and held in
her long-term memory enabled her to deepen her observations about the stories and
make leaps into interprétation. The data also suggest however, that during the post
test, ill-conceived assumptions about certain aspects o f the stories retained from her
pre-test reading might have interfered with her capacity to read inferential clues
présent in the texts during the post-test. Finally, while the last three catégories
depicted in Table 1 appear dépendant on the second category, “Capacity to recall
inferential détails,” neither the second category nor any o f the others is apparently
dépendent on the first: “Capacity to extract one or more général thèmes in a given
story.” In other words, a reader who does not possess the cognitive capacity to fully
answer an inferential-level question might still be able to cull one or more général
ideas from the story without being able to recall spécifie inferential clues to justify
their answer. On the other hand, that same reader might be able to recall inferential
clues without being able to assign to them significance as they relate to the question
asked.
C a p a c ity to e x tra c t one o r m ore g é n é ra l th èm es in a g iv e n story.

Pallame, who was the most challenged by both texts in the pre-test,
demonstrates an ability to extract a général idea in her pre-test answer to a question
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that solicited her understanding o f simple implied relationships in the Sri Lankan text,
without benefit of inferential détails to support her claims:
She wanted to meet/ Gnanam’s husband Ayoub an d .../ there was a close
relationship between/ Ayoub and Padma too and/ when that when her friend
died she wanted/ she wanted to marry./ Maybe she decided to marry him
[story 1],

The général claim made in the pre-test answer to the question “What is the real reason
Padma returns to Sri Lanka, and how do you know?” is accurate. When compared
with this excerpt from her post-test answer, however, certain important différences
become apparent:
her friend Gnanam died now and.../ her husband Ayoub was a friend o f her
earlier... [reads from text: “Even then he used to look at me in a funny way so
I knew there was something there, but you don’t poach on your best friend’s
territory, do you?”] That means .. ./Gnanam was also her best friend so even if
she also has some feelings fo r.. .A youb.../ she want them to live happily.. .So
Gnanam has died now/ then only she thought to go back to Sri Lanka/ because
to meet Ayoub [story 1],

In the post-test response this participant reaches into the text for inferential
clues posited by the author that support her argument, and those clues strengthen her
answer even if they are listed independently rather than linked with her final
pronouncement that the character Padma has returned to Sri Lanka “because to meet
Ayoub.” Additionally, we can see that she has been able to feasibly interpret from the
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author’s inferential clues that Padma wouldn’t have interfered with her friend’s
happiness back in the days when they were young, at which time Ayoub might also
have fancied Padma. It appears that in the post-test Pallame’s short-term memory was
able to retain détails that the cognitive challenge o f the task in the pre-test made
extraneous, and perhaps also that her capacity to notice more o f what was going on in
the text was heightened by the intervention activities that took place between the preand post-tests. The comparative results from the pre- and post test responses are
shown in Table 4, and suggest that there is more cognitive engagement in the post
test.

Table 4.

Pre- and post-test response tabulations for Pallame: Sri Lankan story
C apacity to
extract one or
m ore général
thèm es in a
given story

Capacity to
recall key
inferential
détails

Capacity to
clearly connect
key inferential
détails to
answer

Feasible
interprétation o f
character
m otivation or
event

Feasible
interprétation
referencing
Personal culture/
experience

T o ta l

4

1

0

0

0

0

1

P o st- 4

1

1

0

1

0

3

P re-

Capacity to recall key inferential détails.
“Inferential détails” are considered here to be those détails which, in the
parlance o f Creative writing teachers, “show” instead o f “tell,” and are arguably the
backbone o f writing that is considered “literary.” To use an example from Pallame’s
post-test response cited above, the character Padma says “you don’t poach on your
best friend’s territory, do you?” instead o f saying “It would have been inappropriate
for me to pursue Ayoub when I knew my best friend was in love with him.”
Inferential détails, which convey information indirectly rather than directly are one of
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the reasons most literary texts are more difficult to read than information texts; the
reader must keep track o f and process their cumulative effect in order to understand a
story in the way an author might intend. The following response is from Ihali’s pretest response to question 7 o f the Sri Lankan story, which was designed to elicit a
structural généralisation about the story with the question “Explain three ways in
which the author uses référencés to Gnanam’s lab in developing the story” :
Gnanam’s lab was/ there was dust everywhere/ not in the lab/ not on that coat/
everywhere in the house there was/ the house was full o f dust but Gnanam’s
lab was/ she couldn’t find dust there and/ specially in the coat/ there was not
dust / she noticed that and...[reads from story: “strange there was not a speck
o f dust anywhere.”]

There is a considérable amount of détail retained in this participant’s response
about one aspect of the lab in question: its lack o f dust. Metaphorically speaking, the
participant was able to enter one room o f the story, but the question had asked her to
enter at least three o f its rooms and then draw a conclusion about the logistics o f the
floor plan. Still, given the cognitive difficulties literary texts have been documented
to cause L2 readers, the capacity to engage the short term memory in recall of such
détails needs to be seen as an achievement. If we compare the above response with
the pre-test response to the same question by Pallame, this becomes clear:
She recalls her memory/ and sometimes when she sees these things she
describes/ and through discussion with her friend Niloo/ sometimes she
mentioned it also.
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Neither participant is able to enter the field o f discourse the answer requires, yet the
Ihali is able to grasp some of the inferential détails it would be necessary to know in
order to eventually formulate a successful response. In the post-test she is
additionally able to extract a général message from those and other détails:
Now at the last [the author] wanted to let [us know that] somebody is coming
o u t.../ wanted to tell us that [the ghost] is coming out

Pallame is able to demonstrate the same cognitive process in her post-test response:
Padma is enquiring about [the lab] from Ayoub...suddenly she wake up and
hear some noises/ so when she enquire about those noise she came to know
that something is happening in that lab/ so she ask what is that place/ then
only she knows that place is Gnanam’s lab.... ail these incidents reveals/ that
place is very important in their life/ it has some spécial/ some impact on their
lives.

So while both post-test responses remain flawed, both participants manage to increase
the number o f processes engaged in those responses.
Capacity to clearly connect inferential détails to answer.
One of the reasons the post-test responses cited above remain flawed is
because the respondents, in that instance, were unable to connect the inferential
détails they had retained from their reading to a cohesive answer that addressed the
requirements of the question. Anura was the strongest linguistically in her L2, and
was also the most successful at connecting inferential détails to a cohesive answer, as
demonstrated by an excerpt from her post-test response for question 4 o f the
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Canadian story, which asked “How does Cam feel about working, and how do you
know?” :
He never wanted to/shoulder any kind o f responsibility...And when he was
employed at the farm/ the excuse he gave for resigning from the farm ... is that
they are quite religious and they are always after my soul. It’s not a very good
excuse, but the mother was quite/ so fond o f him that to accept that as an
excuse...he was ail the time pampered by his m other...and/ pampering and
mollycoddling him ... had made him ... irresponsible....

She begins by extracting the général message that the character never wanted to
shoulder responsibility, gives inferential détails from the story as proof, makes a
connection between his behaviour and the conclusion that he “never wanted to work
hard,” and finally offers a feasible interprétation, based on inferential détails provided
by the author, that Cam had been spoiled and so became the kind o f irresponsible
person who doesn’t like to work. Compare this with Pallame’s post-test response for
the same question:
He doesn’t like to do a job for a long time/ it corne to my mind/ he went to
that orchard or something/ that farm/ he came back in a few weeks or/ because
o f his illness or/he doesn’t

do any permanent job [reads from text: “Cam

took off fforn the farm ...he sent word the job had folded but he didn’t send
back any m oney.. .everywhere that b o y .. .turns into a disaster area.”]

Pallame is able to extract the général idea that Cam “doesn’t like to do a job for a
long time,” and can remember two inferential détails from the text that might support
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this, but does not make the link to actually answering the question with those détails
as support.
Feasible interprétation o f character motivation or event.
Feasible interprétations appear to occur when respondents feel comfortable
enough with the inferential détails they have gathered to venture into its territory.
Those interprétations, rather than others such as Ihali’s cursory summation o f her
impressions of the second story, “now this short story is not very interesting one,” or
Pallame’s unsubstantiated suggestion that the character Padma and her new husband
Ayoub “don’t have a mutual understanding” that were considered in this analysis.
Pallame made several forays into the interprétation of character in her post-test
response to question 5a of the Sri Lankan story, which asked “What exactly are the
différences between Padma’s life in Putney and her life in Colombo?”
I think though she was alone [in Putney] she led a better life.../in both places
she is not happy/...her fiat [in Putney] is better than her new life [in
Colombo]/ later on she feels this/ because she didn’t get the happiness she
hoped to get/ she wished to be happy with Ayoub and lead a happy life/ a
marriage life/ .. .but/ I think she couldn’t make this happens.

Ihali made no discernable interprétations in this category for either story, but Anura
recorded eight feasible interprétations of characters or events for the Sri Lankan story,
three in the pre-test and five in the post-test, and two for the post-test o f the Canadian
story. One example cornes from question 6 o f the Sri Lankan story, which sought to
elicit the author’s généralisation about the forces o f magic:
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When we are ... guilty when we are not...happy about our décisions/ there’s
always a ghost that haunts us...Padm a feels the very presence o f Gnanam ail
over the place and she’s worried about it.../it’s kind o f her inner conscious
her subconscious that gives her this feeling that you have trespassed someone
else’s territory.../This is Gnanam’s place. Maybe it’s her own conscious that
she sees as a ghost. That is what I feel that when you are not happy with
something, when you regret or something, especially when it cornes to your
very crucial décisions.. ./it’s like having a ghost with you.

In addition to comfort with the inferential détails gathered, the capacity to
formulate these kinds o f responses might well be linked to the passage o f time for L2
readers and the relative luxury o f being able to gather their thoughts when presented
with an opportunity to read a story a second time: a luxury that might be absent in the
performance stresses of the unknown pre-test scénarios. Informai questions posed at
the end o f the post-test scénarios suggest that Anura was the only respondent who
carried detailed long-term recollections of both stories into the post-test sessions.
This, by her own suggestion, gave her the freedom to think more “broadly.” When
asked to clarify what she meant by that she said:
[In the pre-test] I have never mentioned about this the guilt that people have
and that’s one thing that came to mind ail o f the sudden and it’s because I already had
the background already for the story. The first time I saw it as she saw it as the
ghosts are there, but now it came with the feeling o f the guilt as well.
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With the “background” o f the story firmly in mind, Anura was free to delve more
deeply into certain questions and produce more contemplative, rounded answers. Ihali
and Pallame struggled more reading the texts in the pre-test scénarios— indeed
Pallame had no recollection o f the Canadian text at ail— and so that luxury was
largely missing.
Feasible interprétation referencing personal/cultural experience.
As discussion o f “cultural overlay” will explore in the following section,
interférence from L1 cultural perspectives can sometimes render L2 readers incapable
of engaging their cognitive skills in a useful way when reading texts with unfamiliar
cultural referents. The capacity to form interprétations that draw on personal or
cultural experience in a parallel rather than blanket fashion was rare in this data: there
was no activity in this category for any participant for the Canadian story. Not
surprisingly, Anura, who showed the greatest activity in the other spheres, was the
one who engaged this kind of interprétation twice in the post-test for the Sri Lankan
story. The clearest example appears below, in an excerpt o f her answer to question 5a,
which elicited the ability to recognize complex implied relationships in the story with
this question: “What exactly are the différences between Padma’s life in Putney and
her life in Colombo?”
...and it’s kind of she was having a carefree and very contented life [in
Putney].../She ... has nothing to worry about [in Putney].../ But here in Sri
Lanka when she met Ayoub Khan .../Y ou know in Buddhism they say that
when you have close bonds with people it always makes you suffer/.... So
when you say it’s ‘mine’...The feeling I, me mine, my always leaves behind
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something sad. So here she is having ail kinds o f relationship. She has
renewed her relationship with Niloo, and when she neglects Padma, she
bothers about th at...She says ‘she has dumped me now ... ’/So ail these kind of
relationships and close bonds make us sad. So that’s what happened to Padma
in Sri Lanka.
What is especially interesting here is this participant’s capacity to take a precept from
her own culture and apply it in a surprising and appropriate way to the story: it is true,
Padma has only herself to worry about in Putney. Only when she renews intimate
relationships with old friends does life get complicated. And that is a major
inferential différence between her lives in the two places that the foray into Anura’s
Personal culture illuminâtes very well.
Qualities o f Processes that Interfered with a Capacity to Suitably Answer Inferential
Questions
Close reading o f these data revealed four général catégories o f processes that
apparently interfered with the participants’ capacity to answer questions in an entirely
suitable manner. The total frequency o f each of those features across ail questions for
the three participants is pictured in Figure 1 in the Appendix. Participants generally
had more processes interfering with their capacity to find suitable answers to the
questions for the Canadian story. Post-test responses, which largely demonstrated an
increase in the processes engaged for suitably answering inferential questions, also
gave insight into problems that were not revealed in the pre-test, especially for Ihali
and Pallame, for whom the cognitive challenge o f reading the texts was greater in the
pre-test scénarios than it was for Anura.
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Misreading o f key détails.
The misreading o f key inferential détails apparently posed a greater problem
for ail participants in their reading o f the Canadian story. This might indicate that the
more “foreign” a text is to the cultural sensibilities of its reader, the greater cognitive
challenge it will pose for understanding. In addition, the higher the question number
was, and so in principle the greater its cognitive challenge according to Hillocks’
taxonomy, the higher the frequency o f misreading was evinced. This is apparently
true even for a strong reader such as Anura, who was able to navigate the ironie
nature o f the Canadian story, but was unable to suitably account for what changed the
narrator’s tone at that story’s apex in either the pre- or post-test:
fSJhe’s always quite pessimistic about Cam eron...so/ now actually after the
mother’s recovery/ she had to alter her...attitudes... she was bound to her
ideas/ But after mother’s recovery she’s coming to a neutral tone...now she
has to admit that Cameron has not done anything harmful to his mother’s life/
so she was wrong about Cameron [excerpt from question 5a: pre-test]

[A]t first [mother’s recovery] was a shock to her/ but she gradually adjusts to
that situation. Now she doesn’t argue with the mother. Earlier when she said
that mother’s...preference is always going to Cam, and she is kind o f jealous
with this brother, but at a latter stage we see.../she had changed her
attitude/...One thing is the mother’s recovery/ the other is that the
disappointment, the shock that caused/ when she got the good news/ It’s like
she used to criticizes whatever her brother did, but now

it’s

kind

of

a
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realization that had dawned on her that the way we see things may be
différent from somebody else’s point o f view [excerpt from 5a: post-test]

It is interesting to note that général affirmations such as “she’s coming to a
neutral tone” in the pre-test, or “she had changed her attitude” in the post-test are
never substantiated by inferential détails, and that the pronouncement o f such
affirmations fonctions as a hedge when the correct answer is elusive. In both
instances Anura can document the moment o f change in the narrator’s tone: when
mother is hospitalised. In the post-test, Anura even mentions the narrator’s
“disappointment,” which is crucial to a correct understanding o f the answer. Yet she
cannot reach information posited inferentially by the author; the narrator questions
the foundations o f her life-long attitude o f moral superiority over her brother when
she finds herself secretly wishing her mother will die as a resuit o f his négligence.
From the moment the narrator recognises this less than savoury aspect of her own
personality, her own rather than her brother’s actions become the focus of her
scrutiny.
The act o f reading inferential détails in a literal manner led Ihali and Pallame
to misreadings that had a domino effect on their misunderstanding of the Canadian
story as well. This is especially évident when considering Ihali’s post-test responses
to two o f the questions:
Now Cam didn’t like/...to be em ployed.../ mother sent him to school or he
came out and/ once he was sent to a farm .. .he didn’t stay long there and again
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he was put into a working place.. .it seems that he doesn’t like to be employed
[post-test question 4]
In response to “How does Cam feel about working and how do you know?” she is
able to understand the inference that Cam cannot and does not hold down a job, a
state o f being which is amply described in the story. Yet in her post-test response to
question 5b, which asks the reader to account for Val’s change o f tone, she crédits a
fundamental change in Cam’s character as part o f the reason:
At the end o f the story it says/ now Cam wanted to learn again/ he wanted he
wanted to become an accountant/ and that means he has changed/ so I think
that is also.. .made Val [think that]... / now he is going to be a useful person/ a
good man in society.
In fact, Munro writes that the character Cam is “thinking” about becoming an
accountant; there is no evidence in the story to suggest this is not just another harebrained false start in a long history o f similar career moves Val has assiduously
narrated for the reader. Like Anura, neither Ihali nor Pallame were able to identify
Val’s moral wake-up and consequently had to read Cam’s intentions literally in order
to account for her change o f tone.
Cultural overlay.
The problem o f cultural overlay can be defined in those moments when the L1
cultural perspective blankets inferential material in the text so that the L2 nuances ail
but disappear. This occurred the most obviously in the data from question 6 of the
Canadian story, which asked: “What comment or généralisation does the author make
about out ability as humans to forgive each other?” Without exception, in both pre-
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and post-tests, ail participants launched into very similar mini-lectures on the value o f
forgiveness that echo the sentiments in Pallame’s pre-test answer to that question:
As humans they/ sooner or later they admit their mistakes/ and always they
forgive others/ it may be at earlier stage or later. It is a must.
While the question asked what comment or généralisation the author made in the
story, ail participants began their answers with cultural généralisations about the
importance of forgiveness that might consequently have influenced the remainder of
their responses to the question. Anura, who in one utterance says “ [Val] was never
able to forgive her brother for something he had not done” in another shortly after
States, without substantiation, that “everyone has their own

strengths and

weaknesses...so she réalisés her folly,” implying she must forgive Cam, even if she
does not go so far as to say Val has done so. Ihali and Pallame, however, conclude
unequivocally that Val forgives her brother, perhaps reading through the veil o f those
earlier assertions about forgiveness. For example:
Through their mother’s illness/ this sister and brother are close to each
other.../and

the sister can be able to understand her brother further/ and

through this forget ail his earlier life/ and forgive each other/so we forget
everything.. .Ail the bad incidents [post-test for Pallame: question 6]
Pallame suggests that Val and her brother “are close to each other” during the
mother’s illness, but in fact their paths cross only once without exchange o f any kind.
There is no sense in the story that Val has buried the past: not-so-subtle barbs about
her brother’s eating habits appear on the final pages of the story that re-affïrm this. It
seems possible that if one has begun answering the question with a firm stance in
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ones’ own cultural beliefs, proof for any initial assertions would need to be construed
from the story. Again, there is a noticeable lack o f inferential détail that could back
the suppositions the participants make, which perhaps suggests that they were not
Processing the question in a part o f their minds where a memory o f the story persists,
but in a part of their minds where parameters of forgiveness are clearly defined.
Because o f the apparent difficulty this story posed in reading for Ihali and Pallame, it
could also be that few inferential clues remained in the participants’ short term
memories, and the opportunity to search elsewhere for a relevant answer became a
salient solution for demonstrating knowledge. It does seem possible, however, that
reliance, off the top, on applying a strongly held L1 cultural more could have
interfered with how the participants thought through the question.
Generalised discourse answer.
Generalised discourse answers appear in the data as those responses that try to
answer a question by re-using the question itself with various bits o f information
folded in. Essentially they are a hedge, but perform their masquerade with a certain
amount o f authority. For example, when asked to explain the différence in Val’s tone
before and after her mother recovers, Anura begins “The différence is quite
distinctive,” without ever examining the différences at ail. She also peppers her
response with references to “tone” without providing any examples. Leaning on such
a convention allows her to side-step actually answering the question, which is
cognitively clever if you think about it, but also interfères with the possibility that she
will think through the question and perhaps remember one or more inferential détails
that could lead her in a différent direction.
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Inability to enter the fie ld o f discourse required fo r answer.
The inability to enter the appropriate field of discourse can be described as a
participants’ failure to address what the question actually asked o f them. So while
Ihali’s post-test answer to question 7 of the Canadian story might be full o f inferential
détail:
suddenly she wake up and hear some noises.../so she ask what is that place/
then only she knows that place is Gnanam’s lab/.. .in the morning she saw that
Wimila is...cleaning/ when she ask about that she/ she didn’t want to answer
her
An inability to or avoidance of shaping a response that can answer the conditions of
the question with the contents of that détail necessarily compromises the answer.
Evidence o f this occurred exclusively in the questions that elicited an author’s
généralisation and a structural généralisation about the stories, and occurred for ail
participants across both stories for those questions.
Conclusions and Considérations
The findings o f this study show that if the participants were not always able to
answer a given question in the post-test in an entirely suitable manner, they did
manage to engage more processes in the post-tests than they had in the pre-tests. This
suggests that the 11 ‘A hours of literature and language-based intervention performed
with the participants over a 7-week period likely had some effect on their capacity to
process and understand literary texts. The findings also suggest that a capacity to
recognise inferential détails in the texts is key to further levels o f understanding. In
addition the findings demonstrate that the participants found it easier to breach higher
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levels o f understanding in the text that came closer to their own culture. Finally, this
study confions observations by Bemhardt (1990), Davis (1992) and Fecteau (1999)
that when respondents initially assign incorrect meanings to lexical and semantic
elements, it has a négative domino effect on ultimate compréhension and
interprétation.
The findings also suggest that the composition o f a “correct” answer contains
nuances that are o f interest to researchers in second language acquisition, as they
appear to suggest at least some o f the processes that need to be involved in reading
and understanding texts with high inferential content. Bachman’s conceptualisation of
communicative compétence suggests that the more language functions a language
user has in play, the better the language ability that user demonstrates. That could
also be used as a metaphor for the more successful answers provided by the
participants in this study: the more processes engaged, the more successful the
answer. Additionally, and keeping in mind the challenges literary texts pose to L2
readers, it is important to remember that the engagement o f each o f the processes
described in this study might be considered an achievement. It is no small linguistic
accomplishment to move from struggling with a text word by word to recognising
inferential content, which implies, among other things, the magical release o f the
story into the words on the page.
The verbal protocol as a collection tool had its limits; it was not always clear
the respondents were expressing ail that they knew. Further examination o f how best
to collect literary understanding would be a welcome addition to this field of
research.
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Notes
The subjects in that study were ail immigrant women who attended the free course set up by the
researcher with the explicit intent o f improving their English, and consequently their stations in the
social hierarchy of their adopted country.
2 The novel was Harry Potter and the Philosopher ’s Stone by J.K. Rowling (1997). The children’s
stories were: Amelia Bedelia by Peggy Parish; The Letter by Arnold Lobel; The Sneetches, by Dr.
Suess; Millions o f Cats, by W anda Gag and The Story o f Ferdinand, by Munro Leaf, ail o f which were
taken from an anthology called The Twentieth Century Children’s Book Treasury (Schulman, 1998). In
addition, participants ail did two exercises from Lazar (1993) that worked with “maggie and milly and
molly and may” by e.e. cummings, and an excerpt from A House fo r Mr. Biswas by V.S. Naipaul.
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Appendix
Figure 1

Raw frequency o f processes engaged in suitably and unsuitably answering inferential-level questions
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CONCLUSION

The spécifie problem that gave rise to the research this dissertation documents
can be summarised by this excerpt from the project proposai:
When a reader only has syntax to rely on, a second language text replete with
cultural allusions and associations, metaphors and double-entendres will serve
either to frustrate, or to fonction as a blank canvas on which the reader’s
imagination, unbounded by intentions the author may have had in selecting
words and phrasings, créâtes a new and entirely unrelated meaning. Or worse,
no meaning at ail.
That problem, which alludes specifically to literary texts, can be subsumed
into a larger problem that second language users évincé: a général diffïculty engaging
with the inferential language that infuses ail language use, not just in the language
that makes a given text “literary.” The highly referential nature o f conversations
between those who are culturally intimate, or allusions made by native speaker
lecturers, advertisers, journalists and politicians are easily lost on developing L2
learners, who, often despite years of classroom study, stand resolutely on known L1
semantic scaffolding before the complex architecture o f the L2, with a handfol of
memorized L2 rules and vocabulary held in their hands like brushes dipped, suddenly
and inexplicably, in paint o f the wrong colour.

There is a consensus among those who employ literature in second language
learning contexts that its use is fun, life-altering, and therefore motivating, just as
there is consensus among those who shun its use that it is difficult, unrepresentative
and therefore de-motivating. The arguments for and against using literature in second
language contexts, which appear primarily in teacher-oriented joum als and dominate
the ERIC data base’s listings for the search terms “literature” and “English second
language,” tip to one side or the other on the fulcrum o f motivation largely because
the problem has rarely been approached empirically, and even more rarely from the
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perspective o f acquisition. Second language acquisition heavyweights like Kramsch
(1993) and Widdowson (1992) make élégant, convincing, and well-documented
theoretical arguments in favour o f using literary texts in particular ways and contexts,
but fall short of demonstrating that L2 user interaction with literary texts can bring
about L2 acquisition. The anecdotal evidence that literature is good for L2 acquisition
is bountiful; empirical evidence that it can facilitate L2 acquisition had yet to be
presented when this research was conceived. In fact, the few solid empirical studies
that examined the problem of L2 learners and literature empirically prior to the study
presented in these pages tend to conclude either that L2 learners poorly understand
literary texts or rarely get to practice advanced language functions in L2 literature
classrooms. A poor report card from researchers who, one senses, would like very
much to help cleanse literature of its bad réputation in L2 contexts.

The problem o f poor understanding o f literary texts seemed especially acute
within the experience o f the researcher, who has lectured for many years in a French
university in Quebec, chiefly to francophone pre-service non-NESTs in the
Baccalauréat en enseignement de l ’anglais langue seconde program. These preservice ESL teachers receive most of their pedagogical training from the Faculté
d ’éducation and their English language content classes from the Faculté des lettres et
sciences humaines 25 Though the latter also provides courses germane to second
language acquisition, it is primarily the provider o f English language content through
composition and literature classes that were initially designed with L1 clientèle in
mind. Was their considérable interaction with literature having an effect on their L2
acquisition? It did not appear so to the researcher, who noticed that even the study of
authentic texts for children posed an interpretive problem for L2 students: this despite
the fact that they were generally very enthusiastic about the potential entertainment
value o f children’s literature in their future ESL classrooms. When asked to design
activities connected with the texts they read, they generally came up with games or

25 This is not unlike the divide M odem Languages students experience between language and literature
departments.
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worksheets that explored a curricular requirement for the level of study they had
targeted, such as the simple past or the présent progressive; ultimately, the stories
became expendable, serving only as the hook for grammatical exercises whose
meaning and correctness, not incidentally, were easy to control. So keen to use
literature, yet so limited in their own capacity to correctly interpret or address the use
of inferential meaning in even apparently simple stories, how were they to make the
study o f literary texts in their own classrooms meaningful for acquisition? Literature
can be entertaining and even transformative, but finally in the language classroom, if
we aren’t taking advantage o f its particular qualities to give students purchase on
language use, what’s the point? Subject, verb direct object— examples o f this and
hundreds o f other essential syntactic structures can be found on shaving cream
canisters; we don’t require literature to fmd examples or exploit their use. Access to
inferential meaning is one of the kingpins o f “belonging” in any language; it seems
essential that non-NESTs have native-like access to that meaning, for their own sense
o f worth in the classroom and in professional organisations, and for the benefit of
their students. And that is precisely the kind o f meaning literary language holds in
spades. Certainly there are other ways to address this need; communications courses
corne to mind. But literature is already an intégral part o f modem language and
teacher training programs in North America, and often an available, affordable
vehicle in the rest o f the world.

1.

The object of study
The object o f this study was twofold: the acquisition (or not) o f pragmatic

language functions and the acquisition (or not) o f language processes by non-NESTs
as a resuit o f their grappling with the literary nature of the language in literary texts.
The site o f the study was rural Sri Lanka, with participants who were perhaps more
représentative of this problem world-wide than those in North American university
undergraduates with whom the majority o f the research to date on literature and L2
readers has taken place. The North American context has also generated the majority
of new research into the language needs o f non-NESTs, generally graduate students
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in TESOL programmes. At the same time, there were similarities between Quebec
and Sri Lanka that made the choice appealing, notably a sudden diminishment of
English language usage as the resuit of language laws, and a perceived diminishment
over the resulting time o f English language ability among non-NEST teachers.

2.

Research questions and results
The research conducted in light o f the questions those objects gave rise to

resulted in some interesting and encouraging answers. More often though, it gave rise
to reflections about how research might be more successfully conducted in this field,
and the advantages and problems connected with using Bachman (1990) and
Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) conceptualisation o f language knowledge as a frame
for this kind o f inquiry.

2.1

Literary language and the acquisition o f pragmatic functions

The first question was: Can the practice o f grappling with literary language
enable non-NESTs to integrate pragmatic language into their L2 language use? The
général answer to which became a qualified “yes.” Brute scores of each o f the
language functions isolated in the data: ideational, instrumental manipulative,
regulatory manipulative, heuristic, imaginative and idiomatic, showed sometimes
considérable increases, especially for the less adept language users in the study. It
would have been tempting to heed the ruby-throated call o f the pernicious hidden
agenda, and conclude that the study o f literary language resulted in dramatic gains in
pragmatic language use, thus sealing the debate on the value o f literature in L2
contexts forevermore, or at least until it was challenged by another researcher who
could see the flaw in analyzing brute scores. Fortunately reason, and the logic behind
Bachman’s framework, intervened.

That logic essentially States that no isolated language function is o f worth in
and o f itself, but rather in relation to other functions and processes at work in the
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model o f language knowledge and communicative language ability. The scope o f this
research did not extend to examining the data collected in the category of
organizational knowledge within the model o f language knowledge, or the larger
model o f communicative language ability Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer
(1996) propose. But the framework does provide définitions within pragmatic
language knowledge that suggest ideational language can tell us where knowledge
cornes from (for example real-world knowledge or textual knowledge), while the
other functions examined in this study describe the qualities language might possess,
for example command or metaphor. Therefore, instead o f examining brute scores
exclusively, the ratios between the ideational and other functions were also
calculated: the ratio between knowledge and content. A clever response by a
participant who used language beautifully to avoid answering the question would
therefore have a négative ideational number that would drag down even the most
splendid display of idiomatic usage, thus providing a picture o f how well the question
was answered, or, relating knowledge to content: that most essential fonction of
language use.

Examining the data by change in ratios between functions in the pre- and post
tests also demonstrates that no increase or decrease in fonction use can be
permanently labeled positive or négative: each case is unique. A decrease in
instrumental manipulative fonction use often signaled a participant’s engagement of
other functions as they became more sure in their language use in the post-test, which
might be considered “positive.”

On the other hand, an increase in instrumental

manipulative fonction use in the form o f hedging for cognitive time while answering
a question that had stumped a participant in the pre-test might also be considered
“positive.” Essentially the model’s application in this research is a reminder that
language is a process and not a linear accumulation o f vocabulary and grammar, and
as such it is the examination o f what is happening in that process which is valuable.
Finally, while increases in the change-ratios between the ideational and other
functions were not nearly as dramatic as brute increases in each score, still, and
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especially for the two less adept L2 users in the study, there is evidence o f a notable
increase in pragmatic language use as it is expressed in ratio to ideational use. It
seems likely that the increase can be explained, at least in part, by the 7-week
literature and language intervention that took place between the pre- and post-tests.

The advantage o f the theoretical framework selected for this study is in its
naming o f language functions that might be considered literary within the catégories
o f functional and sociolinguistic language knowledge, which allows for a deductive
grid to be applied to language use as a preliminary frame with which to view this kind
o f language data. At the time the analysis took place, it was realized that, with the
exception of idiomatic expressions, it would not be possible to collect those functions
Bachman and Palmer (1996) classify under the rubric o f sociolinguistic knowledge.
This was sometimes because o f the collection tool used, and sometimes because there
was not enough clarity in distinction between Bachman and Palmers’ définitions of
particular functions. The collection tool used was Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in
reading and interpreting fiction (1984), which elicits literal and inferential
understanding about literary texts. The sociolinguistic functions o f “dialects/varieties”
and “registers” were not elicited with that tool. Spécifie questions about the presence
o f those aspects in the texts themselves would have been necessary to document the
participants’ récognition o f those functions; spécifie requests to produce the functions
would have been necessary to gauge whether participants held the capacity to use
them. This might in turn provide a more rounded picture o f pragmatic language use.

In addition, the distinction between “idiomatic expressions” and “cultural
references/figures o f speech” was not entirely clear to the researcher in the aspect of
production: their définitions seemed to largely overlap. When considering the
idiomatic function another problem reared its head: the researcher is Canadian but the
research took place in Sri Lanka, where English has been largely influenced by
British usage and has also developed valid particular uses in its own right. Idiomatic
usage o f English, which has been adopted in many countries in many valid guises, is
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not a stable entity, and the analysis o f the fonction’s presence in the data required in
this instance collaborative discussions between two North Americans, two Sri
Lankans whose first language is English and who were schooled in English both in
Sri Lanka and Britain and who also speak street-Sinhala, and two Sri Lankans whose
first language is Sinhala and who were primarily schooled in that medium, but who
consider themselves bilingual. Any future analysis of this fonction will also need to
take into considération the particularities o f use in the immédiate environment of
participants.

2.2

The acquisition o f processes salient to the compréhension o f literary texts

The second question this research examined was: Can the practice of
grappling with literary language in literary texts have an impact on the way in which
non-NEST readers process and understand L2 literary texts? First, the fmdings
suggest that the composition of a “correct” answer contains nuances that are of
interest to researchers in second language acquisition, as they appear to suggest at
least some o f the processes that need to be involved in reading and understanding
texts with high inferential content. Bachman’s conceptualisation o f communicative
compétence influenced the qualitative analysis for the data addressing this question,
and so the data were read recursively in order to discover what kinds o f processes
particular to the reading of literary texts were apparent in the data. This led to the
général conclusion that the greater number o f those identified processes that were
engaged, the more successfol the answer was.

The fmdings for this question suggest that that even if the participants were
not always able to answer a given question in the post-test in an entirely suitable
manner, they did manage to engage more processes in the post-tests than they had in
the pre-tests. This suggests that the 11 'A hours o f literature and language-based
intervention performed with the participants over a 7-week period likely had some
effect on their capacity to process and understand literary texts. The fmdings also
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suggest that a capacity to recognise inferential détails in the texts is key to further
levels o f understanding and confirms observations by Bernhardt (1990), Davis (1992)
and Fecteau (1999) that when respondents initially assign incorrect meanings to
lexical and semantic elements, it has a négative domino effect on ultimate
compréhension and interprétation. Additionally the fmdings demonstrate that the
participants found it easier to breach higher levels o f understanding in the story
written by a Sri Lankan author.

The framework used to address this aspect of the overall study allowed the
progress made in engaging successful processes in the post-test to be perceived as
achievements; it is no small L2 linguistic accomplishment, after ail, to move from
struggling with a text word by word to recognising inferential content. This
“positive” perspective stands in contrast to the majority o f empirical fmdings in this
small field, which generally conclude that for a number o f reasons L2 learners do not
understand L2 literary texts and also do not benefit linguistically from classroom
exchanges on the subject of literature. That shift in perspective might be the most
valuable element of this study, and is due to the sélection o f Bachman (1990) and
Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model o f language knowledge from the domain of
second language acquisition as a framework.

2.3

Frameworks for inquiry into the problem o f literature and L2 readers

The previous studies in this field that dealt with the issue o f compréhension
and relied primarily on conceptual frameworks drawn from research into L1 reading,
schéma theory, and sociocultural theory found, for the most part, L2 reading to be
déficient, implicitly or explicitly, in comparison to L1 reading. Those studies that
addressed the problem of L2 reading compréhension from frameworks based
exclusively on reader-response type théories tended to reject any conception of
inherent meaning in a text. Conclusions about reading ability were, not surprisingly,
positive. The exception in that small corpus is Davis (1992), who adhered to the
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Iserian condition that the author's intentional acts impose restrictions and conditions
on interprétation, and who therefore concluded that in mis-reading authorial dues, L2
readers had misinterpreted the story used in that study. Studies about classroom
production framed with sociocultural theory also found L2 literary discussions
déficient in the use o f advanced language functions such classes have the opportunity
to afford. So the overall picture is rather bleak, perhaps due to the theoretical
perspectives selected for those studies, which necessarily inform the kinds of
questions that can be asked. The theoretical frameworks in the studies explored above
led to questions about why L2 readers don’t understand authentic literary texts, or
whether they succeed in practicing advanced language functions in L2 literature
classrooms. In contrast, the questions that arose from the research explored in this
dissertation approached the problem o f L2 readers and literary texts from a
framework in the domain o f second language acquisition, and so was able to pose a
différent kind o f question, namely: what kinds of language, processes, and
understanding are L2 readers acquiring when they read authentic literary texts?

Asking that kind o f question, which shifts the focus away from the L1 and any
deficiencies that might be related to L2 learners in that comparison, and doesn’t
assume interaction is the key to L2 acquisition, sheds light in a direction research in
this field had yet to explore before the présent research, even if that research isn’t
much more than a match struck in a high wind in that direction. It will take far more
observation o f the différent kinds o f language and processes présent in L2
interactions with literary texts, and more long-term studies with larger and varied
cohorts, before anything truly conclusive can be said about how literature might
benefit L2 acquisition. Research in a second language acquisition frame also imposes
a temporal requirement largely missing from previous research; Vizcaino (2002),
whose study explored the capacity of respondents to develop interpretive skills, and
Chi (2002) who collected data from first and second readings o f selected texts are the
only studies that collected data over time previous to this research, but did so through
reader-response frames that are unlikely to lead to any kind o f generalisable
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conclusions. Any question about acquisition necessarily implies time as a factor. The
studies about compréhension described in the previous paragraph can make
statements about what learners understand o f particular texts at particular moments in
time, but by their singular collection frames necessarily omit possible discussion
about acquisition, the primary discussion it seems we need to be having about
literature in L2 contexts if we are to justify its inclusion in curricula with the implicit
or explicit agendas o f developing a knowledge o f L2s with the end o f language use in
mind.

3.

Methodological considérations

How best to collect language data for this kind o f research is not a question
that was answered definitively by the présent study. Considérations about the spécifie
tools used in the présent study, and suggestions for further exploration o f this aspect
of the research appear in the sections below.

Hillocks’ taxonomy o f skills in reading and interpreting fiction

Working deductively from the other studies in this field suggested that the
recall protocol, used in Bernhardt (1990), Davis (1992), Fecteau (1999) and Miks
(1991) in order to collect data about literal and inferential compréhension, is
apparently insufficient in and of itself for that task, in addition to posing a heavy
burden when it cornes to data analysis (Miks, 1991). “Directed questions” (Fecteau,
1999; Miks, 1991) or the kinds o f questions that might be designed using the
inferential question template from Hillocks’ taxonomy (Tian, 1991) are apparently
better suited for eliciting inferential knowledge. What seems especially valuable with
Hillocks’ taxonomy is that it is a template that can be adapted to any literary text,
including poetry, and provides guidelines for designing questions that test both literal
and inferential knowledge, and so can explore the relationship between literal and
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inferential understanding o f literary texts. In the présent study, and in Tian (1991),
only one question was used for each cognitive ability represented in the taxonomy.

The taxonomy does not suggest it is necessary to link the literal-level
information sought by the first three questions to the inferential-level information
sought in the last four questions, yet that seems a logical step to take that neither Tian
nor the présent research did take. Otherwise it seems difficult to make assumptions
about whether

literal-level

misunderstandings

interfère

with

inferential-level

understandings. Tian’s study confïrmed the hierarchical nature o f Hillocks’
taxonomy, but in the présent study it was not confïrmed: sometimes respondents were
able to offer acceptable responses to inferential-level questions despite inaccurate
responses to unrelated literal-level questions. In the future it would seem salient to
ask not just seven questions o f respondents, but 14 or 21 questions, with the literal
level questions relating to aspects o f the inferential-level questions. This would
provide a clearer picture of what kinds o f literal understanding or misunderstanding
might interfère inferential understanding o f literary texts. And the experience o f this
research suggests that in that scénario, it would be best to détermine what the
inferential-level questions should be about a given story before designing the literallevel questions, and not the other way around. Literature professors validated the
questions designed with the taxonomy in the présent study by determining that they
respected the qualities Hillocks and Ludlow suggest they should respect in each level
of question. In retrospect, they should also have been asked directly to validate the
nature o f the authorial inferences the researcher targeted in the texts selected for this
study before the questions were designed. This would be most easily done using a
Likert-scale questionnaire, with inferential statements the question designer considers
to be true about the story, such as: “Val never forgives her brother.” Establishing
some kind o f professional consensus about the inferential messages in a given text
seems absolutely necessary not only before designing questions that address those
messages, but also before judging the quality o f L2 response to another person’s
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reading of inferential material. By providing the pre-designed questions only to pré
test evaluators, it might be too easy to find the inferences they contain valid.

3.2

Verbal protocol procédure

The verbal protocol procédure was more effective in collecting data the
taxonomy elicited for the question about pragmatic language use that it was for the
question addressing the participants’ inferential understanding o f literary texts.
Ultimately, it was too restrictive for answering that question. It might be obvious, but
it is no less true for being so: no processes can be documented for things left unsaid.
There were many moments in the pre-test collection when it was tempting to re-direct
a respondent or to delve more deeply into a respondent’s understanding o f a question,
but the protocols o f the collection process were respected.

The researcher allowed

herself to re-direct respondents in the post-test procédure to try to détermine when
they were just off on a tangent and when they were off on a tangent because they just
didn’t know how to answer the question. But the experience o f this study suggests
that moderate probing might be in order: the shyness or anxiety o f certain participants
might lead them to conclude a task without having revealed everything that they
really know, and a silent interlocutor sitting apart from them might appear as much a
judge as a researcher, especially to the participants who had never made contact with
a native-language speaker before. Ail participants in this study expressed anxiety
about their language ability in the pre-test period, and perceived the pre-test
collection task not as research, but as an assessment of their L2 language skills. And
it is not just the appearance o f workable processes that might suffer from a
constricted answer: this study found that several processes that interfered with a given
participant’s capacity to give a suitable answer did not appear until the post-test, and
sometimes not until participants had been re-directed to the question. The problem is,
o f course, how to probe respondents’ answers for fullness without leading them in
any particular direction with those questions. Further examination o f that problem
would be of great worth in this field o f inquiry.
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3.3

Collecting sociolinguistic knowledge as it is defined in Bachman (1990) and
Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model of language knowledge
Finally, as has been mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, only one o f the

sociolinguistic functions mentioned in Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer’s
(1996) model o f language knowledge could be culled from the data using the
taxonomy as a collection tool. Another tool in the form o f a template will need to be
designed to collect “dialects/varieties” and “registers.” In fact it seems that design,
évaluation and validation of collection tools for the purpose o f collecting ail the
pragmatic language functions as they related to literary understanding would make a
fine subject for a PhD dissertation; certainly it deserves a study ail of its own.

3.4

Sélection o f literary texts

The rational for choosing one literary text over another has not been
thoroughly examined in research in this field thus far, and remains one o f the larger
inconsistencies that needs addressing. The studies that compared the L1 experience
o f reading literary texts to L2 experience utilised “classic” foreign language texts that
appear regularly in university syllabi, in the original and translation, to compare
compréhension (Miks, 1991; Fecteau, 1999). Bernhardt (1990) Davis (1992) and
Donato and Brooks (2004) also examined original-language versions o f classic texts
from university syllabi for their studies. Ail o f the texts in those studies were written
between the 18th and early 20th centuries, and were likely selected because the
research cohort available were university students enrolled in courses that required
the reading o f such texts, and because it was o f interest to the researchers to know
what students were understanding o f those required texts. Chi’s studies both took
place in Taiwan; the first study (1999) utilised literary journalism written by
American doctor-writers, and his second (2002) utilised an excerpt from The Joy
Luck Club by Amy Tan, a Chinese American writer. Tian (1991), whose study took
place in Singapore, used English-language translations o f de Maupassant and Lu
FIsun stories, and one original English language story by the British author
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Naughton. It is not known whether the texts selected by Chi and Tian were part of
pre-designed curricula. Vizcaino (2002) did not specify the texts utilised in her
study.

There are a certain amounts o f either convenience or disarray apparent in the
text sélections cited above, and it was difficult to lean on any kind o f protocol for
text sélection in the previous studies for the présent study. Because of the
researcher’s own memories of studying Voltaire as a university undergraduate from a
very small mid-western town as far as humanly possible from the likes o f a
rigorously intellectual 18th century French imagination, it did seem a bit unfair, for
example in Davis’ 1991 study, that students were given 20 minutes to digest a
sélection from Candide and 15 minutes to write down everything they remembered
about that excerpt in English.

Davis attributes the subjects’ inability to correctly

interpret the literary meaning o f the text exclusively to L2 linguistic poverty.
Perhaps the fact that the selected text is loaded with cultural and historical baggage
in addition to a healthy dose o f irony not necessarily obvious to twentieth century L2
readers without any previous scaffolding might also have posed a problem. Cultural
and historical baggage will always be a problem for L2 readers o f literary texts, but it
might be wise in the early stages o f research in this field, when we are trying to
identify processes, to control that baggage as much as possible.

The research presented in this dissertation utilised one late 20th century story
by a Canadian writer, and one 21st century story by an Anglo Sri Lankan writer. The
sélection o f contemporary texts was a deliberate attempt to use stories that would
reflect général realities with contemporary twists the participants would be cognizant
of, at least in part: sibling rivalry in the Canadian story and the issues of
displacement and belonging in the Sri Lankan story. The sélection o f stories from
différent cultural realities was a deliberate attempt to probe how important the
element of culture might be to understanding. N ot surprisingly, participants showed
more pragmatic language use and more o f the language processes essential to
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understanding inferential meaning in their post-test responses to the Sri Lankan
story. Both stories were open-ended, both were written in the first person, both took
place in the realm of the “real”; though the Sri Lankan story addressed the
supernatural, it did so in a way that was recognised as possible by the participants.
The factors of fïrst-person, contemporary and open-ended might be less important
than the consistency o f such elements between stories, especially those from
différent cultures.

Finally, it is important to note that the participants were at a certain cultural
remove even from the Sri Lankan story: while the setting and characters were
definitely recognisable, Anglo Sri Lankan culture is not a mirror for Sinhala Sri
Lankan culture by any means. In retrospect, it would have been valuable to have
additionally tested the participants’ language use and compréhension as it was
connected to interpreting a contemporary, first-person, open-ended story in Sinhala
by a native Sinhalese writer, though it would have added an additional time demand
for participants who were, as the saying goes, as easy to corral as cats for the
requirements of the study as it was designed. Still, a baseline understanding of how
they were reading a literary text from their own spécifie culture and language would
have provided insights that might have been extremely valuable, and would have
allowed this research to make connections with two o f the more substantial studies in
the corpus, Miks (1991) and Fecteau (1999).

4.

Limitations

The hedging o f “seems likely” or “might” rather than “does” in any claims
about the fmdings from the study this dissertation présents are a direct resuit o f the
limits o f qualitative inquiry in the domain of language acquisition: its inability, above
ail, to control variables such as motivation and anxiety in participants, and also
language influences outside the room in which language interventions take place. Did
the novelty o f meeting a native speaker for the first time wake up a desire to perform
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or improve performance for Ihali and Pallame? Did their weekly interactions with the
researcher suddenly make the English in their environment stand out in relief, where
it had only been the fifteen-year old wallpaper o f work before? Did they begin to
speak in English more with each other, or with their children? Were they inspired to
read more in English on their own time, or watch télévision in English? What was
Anura learning in her weekend university courses that might have influenced her
interprétation of the stories? Any o f these factors might have had an impact on the
participants’ post-test performances. The limited time-frame also cannot account for
long-term rather than short-term acquisition; will the capacities for inferential
awareness build for the participants over time as a resuit o f the relatively short
intervention, or will they diminish through lack o f use as other L2 abilities have been
known to do? Did they perform less well on the pre-test because they felt judged in
the presence of a native speaker? The cultural prescriptions o f the environment in
which the research took place likely made answering that question, which the
researcher did ask, complicated for the participants, who unequivocally answered
“no,” even if their body language during the collection process said “yes.” While not
part of the culture and its implicit caste system, still the researcher was perceived in
the way superior castes are perceived, and simultaneously as a guest, which would
make any suggestion that she was making anyone uncomfortable impossible. These
are the kinds of variables that cannot be controlled in language collection tasks.

5.

Suggestions for further research

Some suggestions for further research have already been put forward in this
conclusion, notably in the collection o f data: there is a need in the field for refinement
or design, évaluation and validation o f tools used for collecting literary knowledge.

In its original design, this study intended to collect participant responses to the
taxonomy questions in written protocols for analysis in addition to verbal protocols.
Those written responses were collected, but ultimately removed from the analysis
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because the researcher realised after-the-fact that respondents had used the written
protocols to summarise the answers they had provided in the oral protocols. Thus, the
cognitive processes engaged in the two collections were understood to be
inconsistent. This was an unforeseen design flaw, even if obvious in retrospect.
Replicate studies that examine written rather than oral production would be a
welcome addition to this field, as would replicate studies examining either oral or
written production with différent populations. Studies designed to account for the
sociolinguistic functions of pragmatic language, which the parameters of the présent
study were largely unable to account for, would also be o f use.

Additionally, studies examining expert versus novice L2 readers o f literature,
rather than L1 versus L2 readers, and longitudinal studies about L2 language
acquisition as viewed through the lens o f the literary understanding o f stable
populations such as modem languages university undergraduates over the course of
their 3- or 4-year programmes, or undergraduates in ESL/FL programmes that include
literary study as an intrinsic component o f native language content would be
bénéficiai. And while the corpus has already thinly established that stories such as
fairy-tales that have recognisable schemata are easier for L2 readers to navigate, a
study designed specifically to test that finding as it relates to language acquisition
would also be valuable.

Finally, the fmdings in this study address the need non-NESTs have expressed
for access to what is essentially the inferential-level of language native speakers use,
and which results in a sense o f ownership and belonging that is apparently not dealt
with adequately in the programmes designed to train them for their profession. But
inferential misunderstanding and the importance o f attending to inferential meaning is
not exclusively an L2 issue. In any L1 culture, access to the kinds o f inferential
meaning that is created, understood and expressed by the educated or politically
connected, who have a tendency to dominate in policy décisions and the economy, is
not necessarily understood universally in that culture. As an example, the researcher
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took part in an L1 English educational project for teen mothers in a rural community
that has been recognised by the government offices which approved funding for the
project to be poorly educated, chronically unemployed and largely disenfranchised.
The participants in that programme demonstrated the same kinds o f difficulties with
navigating inferential meaning in their L1 English that the non-NESTs in the présent
study demonstrated in their L2 English, and expressed some o f the same sentiments
voiced by non-NESTs in surveys about their sense of linguistic inadequacy, notably
they felt they were “other” than the hegemony o f English speakers and so felt more
comfortable circulating in the community that “talks like us.” What is the relationship
between class, poverty, disenfranchisement and access to inferential language in
understanding and use in L1 cultures?

More pressing within L1 cultures globally however might be the issue of
access to inferential versus literal meaning as it concerns the interprétation of
religious doctrine that increasingly appears to influence governance in countries such
as the United States, the Sudan and Sri Lanka, among others. Those who approach
fundamentalist interprétations o f religious doctrine as literal truth tend, ironically and
tragically, to betray the fundamental precepts o f their own religions, often to the
détriment o f anyone who does not adhéré to the same literal interprétation. It seems a
terrible abuse of power to convince people that something as fluid and intractable as
language might be tied to a chair and ordered to confess a single truth. And it seems
equally terrible that there might be millions o f people in the world who have not been
educated to recognise the différence between inferential and literal meaning, or the
fundamental betrayal of leaders who insist the truth as expressed in their singular
interprétations of religious texts is a blunt stone that must be swallowed whole. What
is the relationship between a capacity to interpret L1 inferential meaning, and
tolérance towards other cultural and linguistic world-views? Are those people who
have greater intercultural understanding also better interpreters o f inferential
language?
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Granted, reading literature in L1 or L2 contexts for the ends o f increasing
pragmatic and inferential language récognition and use is not going to solve the
problems o f poverty and disenfranchisement, or religious intolérance as it relates to
policy décisions or justifies genocide. But it might be an infinitésimal start by those
o f us inclined to teach literature in both L is and L2s. It is an accepted truth in both
linguistics and SLA that the acquisition o f language, even the smallest fragments,
changes the quality of mind and therefore perception. George Bush might be a little
beyond our reach. But Sylvie, in the third row by the window, who reads that a
protagonist in Michael Ondaatje’s Divisadero “was responsible for a many-headed
family” (p. 225) and thinks Lucien is perhaps alluding to a mysterious and distasteful
congénital family defect: with her we can begin.
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Table 1. Breakdown o f respondent profiles and research contexts in empirical studies
Study
Bemhardt
(1990)

N um ber of
respondents
12

G eneral context

Spécifie context

2ndyear U.S.
university

Extra-class context (2"d
year German class
participants tested
individually).
Advanced level German
foreign language literature
class

Language ability of
respondents
“compétent”
respondents

Miks
(1991)

58

U.S. university

Tian (1991)

671

Lower level
secondary school

Davis
(1992)
Fecteau
(1999)

25

U.S. university

42

U.S. university

Introduction to French
literature course. Mixed
respondents (years 1-4).

Not discussed

Chi (1999)

10

Taiwanese
university

“advanced”

Chi (2002)

12

Taiwanese
university

Vizcaino

3

Donato &
Brooks

?

Free community
course
U.S. university

Extra-class context
(respondents majoring in
four différent subject
areas).
In class context: English
literature or language class
(English majors)
In-class context: literature
class
Senior level Spanish
literature course

In-class context in public,
private and parochial
schools.
“French class” context.

M easure o f language ability
Standard grammar-based test. 8 “A ” students, 3
“B” students, 1 “C” student

34 “intermediate”
respondents
24 “advanced”
respondents
Not discussed

Not discussed

“intermediate”

6th term o f university French foreign language
classes
4 years o f high school French; average amount
o f university study 6.8 semesters; most had
either completed or were completing an
advanced grammar course
“capable o f verbally expressing their thoughts
without obvious difficulty”

Not discussed

N ot discussed

6 years o f junior/high school English + 2 years
o f university English

Assigned by researcher

Not discussed

Not discussed

Not discussed
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Table 2. Research instruments and procédures o f empirical studies
Study
Bemhardt
(1990)
Miks (1991)

Tian (1991)
Davis
(1992)
Fecteau
(1999)
Chi (1999)

Chi (2002)
Vizcaino
Donato &
Brooks

Instruments and procédure
“Unlimited” reading access to texts, followed by a written recall. Immediately after the recall, respondents were asked to give
an oral rendition o f the text, and then questioned about vocabulary difficulties, style, author, inferences, and comparisons with
other pièces o f German literature
6 classrooms on 2 différent days. 10 minutes to read and re-read a passage of text. Respondents were then given 10 minutes
to write a recall protocol without referring back to the story. Then respondents were asked to refer to the stoiy again for the
next 2 tasks: written responses to directed questions and underlining o f passages that pertained to spécifie aspects o f the
questions.
Two 70-minute collection scénarios for each o f three reading tasks and the accompanying set o f taxonomy questions.
Respondents were allowed to refer to the texts as they answered the questions.
One 20 minute reading period followed by one 15 minute recall, followed by a questionnaire focusing on the “intenf ’ o f the
text. Access to texts limited to 20 minute reading period.
2 background questionnaires. 2 inferencing tasks: a 4-item multiple choice sentence completion task targeting type of
narration, prédominant thèmes, tone, and author’s presumed aim; 3 open-ended character analyses o f protagonist, main
female character and society in général. 50 minute time-limit for 1 reading and 2 tasks.
Respondents read 2 short stories & were requested to report what they thought and felt each time they encountered a spécifie
marker in the text (“verbal reports during reading”). They were then allowed “secondary exposure” to the text & asked to
make additional oral comments (“Free oral post-reading responses”).
After reading each of 4 stories, respondents were asked to write a 1-2 page “free response paper”. Unlimited access to texts
implied.
Background questionnaire; Videotaped class sessions; field notes; written responses; open ended interviews with participants
and instructor before and during video-viewing.
Observation o f a 15-week course; audio recordings o f the courses; some videotaping. 5 courses selected for discourse
analysis.
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Literal Level of Compréhension
1.

26

Basic stated information (BSI)

These questions are basic in at least three senses. The information to which they are
directed is extremely important to the higher level meanings o f the text. It is usually
both prominent and repeated in the text, and therefore, very obvious. Finally, the
readers who miss it are probably totally unequipped to deal with the text in a way
which is likely to be enjoyable for them in a meaningful way.
2.

Key détail (KD)

Key détails are those which are important to the twists and turns o f the plot.
Ordinarily, they occur at key junctures in the plot and bear some causal relationship
to what happens in the plot.
3.

Stated relationship (SR)

In dealing with a question of this type the reader must locate the relationship which is
said to exist between at least two pièces o f information (two characters, two events, a
character and an event, etc.). The relationship, which is frequently causal, must be
directly stated in the text. Ordinarily, such relationships are stated only once in the
text.
Inferential Level of Compréhension
4.

Simple implied relationships (SIR)

Questions o f this type are similar to those o f type three, with the important exception
that the answers are not explicitly stated in the text. Apparently, in order to make
these inferences, readers must deal with denotative and connotative dues in the text,
relate them to their own personal experience and knowledge, and then infer the cued
relationship.

5.

Complex implied relationship (CIR)

Complex implied relationships are inferred from many différent pièces of
information. Their com plexity arises from the fact that they involve a large number

o f détails which may simultaneously imply various patterns or sets o f relationships.
That is, a group of détails may serve to move the plot forward, reveal some important
26

Excerpted from Hillocks (1980): “Toward a hierarchy o f skills in the compréhension o f literature,”
pp. 56-57.
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facet o f personality change, and, at the same time, imply something about the
environment. The reader must identify the détails, discem whatever pattems exist
among them, and then draw the appropriate inference.
6.

Author ’s generalization (AG)

Every work o f fiction necessarily reflects certain abstract generalizations about the
nature o f the human condition. Whether or not the writer consciously attempts to
illustrate those generalizations is not at issue here. Even the simplest basai readers,
by the presence or absence of certain détails imply some conceptions o f the
relationships among human beings and their environments. Generalizations at this
level are based on and implied by the whole fabric of the literary work as it reflects
some conception o f the human situation as it exists outside the work.
Questions in the category o f author’s generalizations contrast with those in the
preceding section (complex implied relationships) in that they deal with ideas implied
about the world outside the work. Complex implied relationship questions focus on
relationships existing primarily within the fabric o f the text. Thus, complex implied
relationship questions might deal with how and why a particular character changes in
the course o f a story. An author’s generalization, in contrast, would push beyond the
spécifie changes in a character to what they imply about human nature as it exists
outside the text.
7.

Structural generalization (SG)

Questions in this category require the reader to explain how parts o f the work operate
together to achieve certain effects. Obviously, ail the preceding question types
involve a response to the structure o f the work, since ail elements o f the work are
necessarily part of its structure. Questions o f this type, however, require an analysis
o f structure per se. That is, they focus on certain aspects o f the structure and require
explanations o f the functions of those aspects, or they require the reader to identify
and explain aspects of the structure which contribute to certain effects. To belong
properly to this category, a question must meet the two criteria. First, it must require
the reader to deal with the arrangement o f certain parts o f a work. Second, it must
require an explanation of how the structure works in supporting certain effects.
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Characteristics et the
language use or test
task and seftîng

Bachman & Palm er’s interactional framework o f language use (1996, p. 63).

F ig u re 1 .

In this figure, topical know ledge, language know ledge and personal

characteristics ail interact with a L2 learner’s stratégie compétence, and with the
characteristics of the language use task, to describe L2 language ability. Affect
médiates ail variables.
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INFORMATION LETTER AND CONSENT FORM
Invitation to participate in a pilot study of the methodology for a research
project entitled:
Developing an awareness o f the literary in L2 language and its affect on the L2 language development offive non-native English
speaking teachers

Under the responsibility of Ann Scowcroft, PhD candidate in the Faculté d ’éducation
at the Université de Sherbrooke in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

This document describes a research project for which your participation is being
solicited. The main project will attempt to ascertain what effect developing an
awareness o f the literary in language has on the acquisition o f the functional and
sociolinguistic aspects o f a second language, whether a focus on the literary in
language can resuit in a more profound understanding o f literary texts in a second
language, and whether there is any change in the metacognitive or cognitive stratégies
of participants when reading literary texts after a three-month long reading
intervention. The objectives o f the présent pilot study are the following:
1. To détermine whether the questions selected to elicit lower and
higher order compréhension o f respondents are compréhensible to
non-native English speakers.
2. To détermine whether it is more efficacious if questions for the
think-aloud protocol are made available to respondents before they
read the texts or after they read the texts.
3. To détermine whether the time that the researcher has allocated for
reading and responding to two literary texts in one sitting (two
hours) is reasonable.

Your participation in this research can be described in two stages. The first stage
consists o f reading one literary text. The second stage consists o f responding to
seven questions about the text. For the last four questions, you will be asked to think
aloud as you search for your responses. Your oral responses will be recorded by the
researcher.
The data gathered from this study w ill remain entirely confidential. Your name w ill

never appear in the transcription o f the data; your data will be assigned a code and
will never bear your name. Any discussion of the data will refer only to the code of
each participant. Results from this research will be published in a PhD dissertation,
and subsequently in ajournai article that will examine the methodology used in both
the pilot and main studies.
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Ail transcribed data will be stored electronically; access to the data will be restricted
to the researcher, and will be inaccessible without a password. The data will be
destroyed as soon as the researcher’s PhD dissertation has been defended; this will
take place no later than January, 2008. The data will be used for no other ends than
those described in this document.
Your participation in this study is understood to be voluntary. You are free to remove
yourself from the research process at any time without rétribution o f any sort. The
risks involved in participating in this research are minimal and the researcher will be
attentive that they remain so. The only inconvenience associated with your
participation is time. Your participation will require approximately seventy minutes.
If you have any questions conceming this project, please communicate with Ms. Ann
Scowcroft at Ann.Scowcroft2@usherbrooke.ca. If you have questions concerning the
ethical nature of this project, please communicate with M. André Balleux, président
o f the Education and Social Sciences ethics committee, at (011) (819) 821-8000
extension 2439, or at andre.balleux@usherbrooke.ca.

I have read and understood this information document concerning the project entitled “Developing an awareness o f the
literary in L2 language and its affect on the L2 language development o f five non-native English speahing teachers. ” I
understand the conditions, the risks, and the benefits o f my participation. 1 have obtained answers to any questions I had
concerning this project and m y participation in it. I freely accept to participate in this research project.

Participant :
Signature :

Researcher :
Signature :

Name :

Name : SCOWCROFT, Ann

Date :

Date :
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SELF-ASSESSMENT OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS
Instructions:
1. Please put a check mark next to the description you believe best describes your English
ability in each category. For example, “intermediate high” for speaking, or “advancedmid,” for reading, or “novice high” for writing.
2. Please read the description you have checked for each category in the “DESCRIPTION OF
SKILLS” pages that follow.
3. If the description you chose describes your skill well, please circle that description on this
page. If it doesn’t quite describe your ability, please read further in the DESCRIPTION OF
SKILLS pages, select the description that best describes your abilities, and circle that
description on this page.
4. Please remember—this is private! No one else should know or have an opinion about how
you have described your ability.

Novice-Low
Novice-Mid
Novice-High

Novice-Low
Novice-Mid
Novice-High

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-High

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-High

Advanced-Low
Advanced-Mid
Advanced High

Advanced
Advanced High

Superior

Superior

2. LlSTENING

4. W r it in g

Novice-Low
Novice-Mid
Novice-High

Novice-Low
Novice-Mid
Novice-High

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-High

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-High

Advanced
Advanced High

Advanced
Advanced High

Superior

Superior
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1. SPEAKING:

N o v ic e 27

Novice-Low
Novice-Low English second language speakers, given the proper support, might be
able to exchange ritual greetings, give their names and other basic information if
asked, and identify certain objects in their environment. Their pronunciation makes it
very difficult to understand them. They cannot participate in even the most basic
conversation.
Novice-Mid
Novice-Mid English second language speakers can communicate at a very basic level
by using isolated words and memorized phrases. When asked a direct question, they
can produce only two or three words, or perhaps a memorized phrase. They pause
frequently when speaking. Novice M id speakers, because they hesitate so frequently,
lack vocabulary, and use forms inaccurately, are understood only with great difficulty
even by sympathetic listeners who are used to dealing with non-native English
speakers.
Novice-High
Novice-High English second language speakers can participate to a certain degree in
concrète conversational exchanges about predictable topics such as self and family,
daily activities, personal preferences or making simple purchases, but they fïnd it
difficult to sustain their performance (for example, they might not always be able to
form complété sentences). They can respond to simple, direct questions or requests
for information but can only ask a very few formulaic questions themselves. They
rely quite heavily on learned phrases, or combinations o f those phrases and things
that they hear the person they are speaking with say. They respond to questions with
short or partial phrases. Their first language influences their English pronunciation a
lot. They are frequently misunderstood, but they can make themselves understood
when they repeat or rephrase themselves.

S p e a k in g :

in t e r m e d ia t e

Intermediate-Low
The conversation of Intermediate-Low English second language speakers is generally
limited to concrète exchanges and predictable topics such as self and family, daily
27

These texts are adapted from the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines:
American Council for the Teaching o f Foreign Languages. 1983. ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines.
Revised 1985. Flastings-on-Hudson, NY: ACTFL Materials Center.
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activities and personal preferences or making simple purchases. They can ask simple
questions without much trouble, but struggle to answer direct questions. They often
hesitate when they speak. They often re-formulate things to make their meaning
more clear. How they formulate English is still quite influenced by their first
language. Intermediate Low speakers can generally be understood by sympathetic
listeners, especially those who are used to dealing with non-native speakers.

Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-Mid English second language speakers find that when they engage in
conversation with Superior-level or native English speakers, they are generally more
comfortable with predictable and concrète exchanges o f personal information relating
to themselves, their family, home, daily activities, personal preferences and social
needs such as food, shopping or travel. They have a tendency in social settings to
speak when someone asks them a question rather than to initiate conversation in
English. They switch sometimes to their native language for words or phrases they
cannot express in English. They pause when speaking in English when they search
for a way to express something. They self-correct frequently. Native English
speakers might experience misunderstandings with Intermediate M id speakers, but
Intermediate M id speakers can be understood by sympathetic listeners who are
accustomed to dealing with non-native English speakers.
Intermediate-High
Intermediate-High English second language speakers can converse with Superior or
native English speakers with ease and confidence in social situations that require a
basic exchange o f information about work, school, hobbies or particular areas of
interest to them. They can handle a variety o f speaking tasks, but they might have
difficulty sustaining their performance for very long. They have difficulty using
stratégies in English that might be available to them in their native language when
they are finding it difficult to express themselves. Their vocabulary might be a bit
limited for certain conversational tasks. Intermediate High speakers can generally be
understood by native speakers who aren’t used to dealing with non-native speakers,
but their native language is still quite évident, and gaps in communication can occur.

SPEAKING:

A dvanced

Advanced Low
Advanced Low English second language speakers can handle a variety o f speaking
tasks, but find that they tend to hesitate when they speak. They are most comfortable
in informai conversations with native speakers about work, school or home, rather
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than in formai conversations. They have a good command o f the past, présent and
future time-frames in English, but experience difficulty with the progressive or
perfect aspects of tense use (for example, not always being sure when it is appropriate
to say “I was going to school” and when it is appropriate to say “I went to school”).
Their spoken English is still quite coloured by the pattems o f their native language.
They correct themselves or are aware they are making errors when speaking. Their
vocabulary knowledge is firm, but général. Native English speakers can understand
them, even if they ask for a word or phrase to be repeated sometimes. If they were
challenged with Superior level tasks, their confidence and language use would suffer.
Advanced M id
Advanced M id English second language speakers are most comfortable expressing
themselves in English when the subject is concrète, such as: work, home, current
events, or personal interests. They can participate in both formai conversations (about
work issues, for example) and informai conversations with native speakers, but find
themselves more comfortable in informai conversations with native English speakers.
They can use ail the major time-frames (tenses) with good control. They speak
fluently, but sense that their English often reflects the patterns o f their native
language. Their ability to express themselves deteriorates when asked to perform the
tasks associated with Superior level ability (such as defending themselves in an
argument). Advanced M id speakers are easily understood by native English speakers,
even those who are not used to speaking with non-native English speakers.
Advanced High
Advanced High English second language speakers can explain things in détail and
with accuracy in ail the right time-frames (tenses) with a native English speaker.
They can manage the complex speaking tasks that Superior speakers can manage, but
find they are more comfortable with concrète subjects rather than abstract subjects in
English. When they have difficulty explaining themselves in English, they use
stratégies to move around the language that they find difficult to express, in order to
approach the idea from another direction. In a situation where they have to defend an
idea in English, they sometimes have to simplify what they would like to express, by
describing or explaining rather than arguing.

S p e a k in g :

s u p e r io r

This person can explain very complex things (both concrète things such as the issues
behind the last élection, and abstract things such as your personal philosophy) to a
native English speaker in great détail with great ease, fluency and accuracy in English
in ail time-frames and aspects (past-present-future as well as the progressive and
perfect). They can discuss social and political issues with native English speakers
and hold their own ground in arguments fluently and accurately. Second language
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speakers at this level do make occasional errors, especially with structures they don’t
frequently use, but those errors, if they occur, would not distract a native English
speaker or interfère with communication.

2. LlSTENING:

N o v ic e

Novice-Low
Novice-Low English second language listeners can only understand isolated words,
such as those that sound similar and mean roughly the same thing in their first
language (for example, “modify” in English and modifier in French), or those words
in the second language that have been adopted by their first language culture
(technical terms such as “software” often get adopted, for example), or common
words and phrases such as “Hello” or “How are you.” Essentially, Novice Low
listeners have no ability to comprehend even short non-formulaic phrases.
Novice-Mid
Novice-Mid English second language listeners can understand some short, learned
phrases (such as those that might occur frequently in a language classroom),
especially when the speech is very clear and easy to understand. They can understand
some words from longer phrases, and from formulaic phrases that refer to basic
personal information or the immédiate physical setting. They require long pauses to
understand what has been said, and will sometimes ask the speaker to repeat or to
slow down.
Novice-High
Novice- High English second language listeners can understand short, learned phrases
and some sentence-length phrases, especially in contexts where those phrases are
used consistently (such as at work or in the classroom) and the speech is very clear.
They can understand words and phrases from simple questions and formulaic social
conventions such as “How are you?” They may need speakers to repeat themselves,
or slow down their speech.

LlSTENING:

I n t e r m e d ia t e

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Low English second language listeners can understand sentences that
combine words and phrases they have already learned, especially if they are in a
familiar context. Their understanding o f face-to face spontaneous listening tasks that
address the immédiate situation or surroundings is often uneven; they may require the
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speaker to repeat or reword what has been said. They often misunderstand both main
ideas and détails.

Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate M id English second language listeners can understand sentences that
combine words and phrases they have already learned, especially if they are in
familiar contexts. They can function well enough to understand face-to face
spontaneous listening tasks that address the immédiate situation or surroundings,
short téléphoné exchanges, and some deliberate speech, such as announcements or
reports over the radio or télévision. Understanding at this level continues to be
uneven.
Intermediate-High
Intermediate High English second language listeners can understand longer stretches
o f speech covering a variety o f subjects, and not only those subjects that address the
immédiate situation or surroundings, but their understanding is still uneven due to
their inability to grasp main ideas and détails.

LlSTENING:

A dvanced

Advanced
Advanced English second language listeners can understand the main ideas and most
of the détails about a variety of subjects, and not only those subjects that address the
immédiate situation or surroundings, though unfamiliar topics can still sometimes
interfère with their understanding. They can understand language that includes
différent time-frames (tenses) and aspects (for example, progressive or perfect) in a
variety o f médiums: interviews, short lectures on familiar topics, and new items or
reports dealing primarily with factual information.

Advanced-High
A d v a n c e d Ilig h English second language listeners can understand the main ideas o f

most speech in standard dialect, though they might have difficulty sustaining their
understanding of speech that is very complex (for example, long speeches, lectures or
reports on topics they are unfamiliar with). This listener is becoming aware of
culturally implied meanings beyond and beneath the surface meaning o f spoken
language, but might not always be able to grasp that meaning.
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LlSTENING:

S u p e r io r

Superior English second language listeners can understand the main ideas o f ail
speech in a standard dialect, including technical discussions in a field of
specialization. They can understand speech that is very complex (for example, long
speeches, lectures or reports on topics they are unfamiliar with). They can understand
and appreciate idioms and colloquial language. They are aware o f culturally implied
meanings beyond and beneath the surface meaning o f spoken language, and can
regularly grasp that meaning. Superior listeners rarely misunderstand, but they might
have difficulty with very fast and highly colloquial speech, or speech that has very
high cultural references.

R e a d in g :

n o v ic e

Novice-Low
Novice-Low English second language readers can sometimes identify words or major
phrases in a text if they are strongly supported by the context (for example, if the text
is accompanied by illustrations).
Novice-Mid
Novice-Mid English second language readers can recognize the symbols o f the
language that the text is written in, and can identify more words or phrases than
Novice Low readers, especially words that sound similar and mean roughly the same
thing in their first language (for example, “modify” in English and modifier in
French), or those words in the second language that have been adopted by their first
language culture (technical terms such as “software” often get adopted, for example),
or common words and phrases such as “Hello” or “How are you.” They can rarely
understand more than one phrase at a time and sometimes need to reread in order to
understand.

Novice-High
Novice-High English second language readers can read instructions, directions and
other texts that serve a direct, practical need (for example, signs, menus and maps).
Sometimes, though not consistently, they might be able to understand texts at a
slightly higher level if the context supports their understanding (for example, a poster
that announces a change in train schedules in a train station, or a text that is
accompanied by images).
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3. R e a d i n g :

in t e r m e d ia t e

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Low English second language readers can understand main ideas from
simple texts dealing with basic personal and social needs. Those texts are written in
simple, clear language and give basic information that the reader likely needs for
practical purposes. Some misunderstandings still occur.
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-Mid English second language readers can read with better understanding
a variety of clear, simple texts that hold no surprises and that convey information that
the readers are interested in. Examples might include descriptions o f people, places
or things written for a général audience.
Intermediate-High
Intermediate-High English second language readers can read with full understanding
a variety of clear, simple texts that hold no surprises and that convey information that
the readers are interested in. They can find the main ideas o f texts that are just above
their level. Sometimes the fact that those texts are not written simply can interfère
with their understanding. The fact that their grammatical knowledge is limited also
sometimes interfères with their ability to make sense o f texts not written explicitly for
beginning learners. They might have to read a text several times for understanding.

READING:

A dvanced

Advanced
Advanced English second language readers can read several paragraphs o f text that
have familiar sentence pattems. They can understand the main ideas and facts but
still miss détails. Their understanding cornes not just from a général understanding of
the subject the text discusses, but also from their increased understanding o f the
English language. Texts these readers would be able to understand include simple
short stories, news items, personal letters, standard business letters, and simple
technical material written for général readers.

Advanced-High
Advanced-High English second language readers can understand the main ideas of
texts that are just above their level when those texts address the readers’ spécial
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interests or knowledge. They can understand complex, abstract language and texts
that deal with topics or situations that are unfamiliar to them, including texts that
require an understanding o f English language culture. They have an emerging
awareness o f the cultural aspects o f language, and can understand certain texts that
draw on that understanding, such as literary texts. Misunderstandings still occur.

R e a d in g :

s u p e r io r

Superior English second language readers can read with almost complété
compréhension and at normal speed texts that discuss a variety o f unfamiliar
information and a variety of literary texts. Some texts that require an in-depth
cultural knowledge might still pose some problems. These readers read easily for
pleasure if they choose to. They can read complex texts outside their areas of
knowledge. Material they would be readily able to understand includes a variety of
literary texts, newspaper éditorials, général reports and technical material in
professional fields. They rarely need to reread and misunderstanding is rare.

4. W r i t i n g :

n o v ic e

Novice-Low
Novice-Low English second language writers can form some letters in the English
alphabet.
Novice-Mid
Novice-Mid English second language writers can copy familiar words or phrases and
reproduce some words or phrases from memory. They do not have the ability to
communicate through writing in English.
Novice-High
Novice-High English second language writers can write ail the symbols o f the English
alphabet, though they might sometimes be only partially correct. They can also write
simple, fixed expressions, some memorized material, and some combinations of those
two kinds o f material. They can write names, numbers, dates, their nationalities and
other simple information about themselves, as well as some short phrases and lists.
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W ritin g :

in t e r m e d ia t e

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Low English second language writers can write for limited practical
needs. They can write short notes such as post-cards and téléphoné messages. They
can create questions and statements within the limited scope o f their language
knowledge, usually simple sentences about familiar topics. They make fréquent
errors in grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling, but the writing can be
understood by native or Superior speakers who are used to the writing of non-native
English speakers.
Intermediate-Mid
Intermediate-Mid English second language writers can meet a number o f practical
writing needs. They can write short, simple letters dealing with personal preferences,
daily routine, everyday events and other topics o f personal interest. They can express
the présent or one other time-frame consistently. They can control basic structures in
their writing, but there is not always a conscious organisation o f the material. Their
writing can be understood by native or Superior speakers who are used to the writing
of non-native English speakers.
Intermediate-High
Intermediate-High English second language writers can meet most practical writing
needs and some social demands. They can take notes on familiar topics and can
respond in writing to personal questions. They can write simple letters and brief
summaries, and they can write in one or more time-frames consistently, if not always
accurately. Their writing, though faulty, is generally understandable to native or
Superior speakers who are used to the writing o f non-native English speakers.

WRITING:

A dvanced

Advanced
Advanced writers can write regular social correspondence and can join sentences well
enough to form solid, organised paragraphs on familiar topics. They can takes notes,
write cohesive summaries and descriptions o f a factual nature. They have suffrcient

vocabulary to express what they need to express, though they may find they have to
explain when the needed vocabulary is missing. They might still make errors in
punctuation and spelling and in complex sentence structures. They might still
struggle with the proper usage o f pronouns. Their writing might sound like a literal
translation from their first language, but they have a clear grasp o f organisation.
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Their writing is understandable to native speakers who are not used to dealing with
non-native writing.
Advanced-High
Advanced-High writers can write in English about a variety o f topics in détail and
with significant précision. They can write most social and informai business
correspondence comfortably. They can describe and narrate personal expériences,
but they have difficulty supporting their points o f view in writing. They are
especially comfortable writing about the concrète aspects o f topics that relate to their
personal interests and spécial fields o f compétence. They often show fluency and
ease of expression, but under pressure, writing may be inaccurate. Often, they are
strong in grammar or vocabulary, but not both. That situation sometimes leads to
miscommunication. Their style might still resemble that o f their first language.

W r it in g : s u p e r i o r
Superior English second language writers are able to express themselves effectively
in most formai and informai writing on practical, social and professional topics.
They can write most types of correspondence, short research papers, and position
papers in areas of their expertise. They have good control over a wide variety of
vocabulary and grammatical structures and they can présent arguments or points of
view accurately and effectively. They have an understanding o f how to construct the
structure of a complex piece of writing, though the structures they create might not be
the same as native English language writers. They are sensitive to différences
informai and informai style, but might not be able to tailor their writing to a précisé
audience. Errors in writing rarely disturb native English speakers or cause
miscommunication.
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Colpetty People
by Ashok Ferrey (5,042 words)
My best friend Niloo called from Colombo. “You’d better get here quick,”
she said, “H alf of Colombo is after him, mothers, daughters, grandmothers . .
“Ok,
ok I get the picture,” I said. I had already read the news in the Silver Bullet, the Sri
Lankan expat paper in London. Gnanam had been knocked down and killed by a
train while walking on the tracks, and Ayoub was devastated. Was it an accident?
Was it suicide? Nobody knew, nobody cared. The only thing that mattered was that
Ayoub Khan was back on the market again at the tender âge o f forty-eight.
“Even the women who came to cook the dhana were making eyes at him .
And as for that garden boy . .
“Spare me the détails, Niloo,” I said curtly.
“Tell me when your flight is, and PU get him to meet you at the airport,” she
said, and hung up.
She didn’t offer to send the money, of course, even though she knows I don’t
have any. Little détails like that somehow manage to escape Niloo, now that she’s
married to that fdm producer of hers who is positively oozing with the stuff.
So I rang my son in Leeds.
“Haresh I need to fly to Sri Lanka, and I need to ask you a big favour.”
“No Ma, I have no money. This is England, remember? I have a mortgage on
the house and payments on my car and I still haven’t finished paying last year’s
holiday.”
“Haresh,” I began, and maybe I was sounding a little desperate, “Gnanam has
been killed, I have to get home.” Just then the doorbell rang. “Hang on a sec,” I said,
“till I get the door.”
“No, Ma,” he replied sweetly, “you call me back.” And remember, no loans.”
Children! You hand on nine long months for them. They can’t be bothered to
wait two seconds for you.
It was Loelia at the door, my next-door neighbor. Rich, Colombian, wears her
emeralds to Sainsbury’s, you know the type. Actually she cornes to me when she
runs short o f anything, Sainsbury’s being only her second destination of choice.
“Eve corne to borrow some sugar,” she says.
“Lo, I need to borrow six-hundred pounds,” I say. You have to be direct with
South Americans, grab them by their metaphorical balls, so to speak.
“Sure, querida, but Pli be wanting interest.”
So I gave her a pound o f sugar.
*

*

*

Ayoub met me at the airport, looking every bit as gorgeous as the day he
walked down the aisle with my best friend Gnanam. Even then he used to look at me
in a funny way so I knew there was something there, but you don’t poach on your
best friend’s territory, do you? Actually, there were three o f us back then, Niloo,
Gnanam and me. The Three Muses, I used to call us, because I was the literary one.
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Gnanam was the clever dreamy one who went on to become a research chemist, much
in demand for her work on drugs-dumping in Third World countries. She ended up
marrying her childhood sweetheart amidst much family disapproval. Niloo on the
other hand always had her eye to the main chance, and she found her film producer
soon enough. I was the chain-smoking foul-mouthed one who scared men off, and, I
tell you, these Sri Lankan men scare easily. But people used to tell me I was some
looker then, though I’ve let myself run to seed now. It isn’t easy to look svelte when
you’re living on baked beans and chips every day.
So I took m yself off to England and found Barry— lazy, good-looking
Barry— big on ideas, small on brains. Bungalow Barry they used to call him, because
he had nothing upstairs but plenty below. When my father died I brought out the
money he left me from the sale o f the family house in Colpetty, and do you know, I
have no idea where it ail went? O f course there was Haresh by then, and children can
be expensive little beasts, but mostly it went on Barry. To eut a long and dismal story
short, when the money ran out, so did Barry, and I found myself in this council fiat in
Putney, in trouble and far from home. Not that we don’t have our moments, Loelia
and I. I always say that in London you can be poor in quite a decent way, though
Loelia is not poor; only prétends to be, for my benefit and the taxman’s.
*

*

*

“Padma!” Ayoub said, when I arrived at the airport, “You haven’t changed
one little bit!”
“Oh coupez le crap!” I replied, “And get this bag into the car. And while
you’re at it, put my suitcase in as well.”
Oh how Colombo has changed since I was last here! It never gets better, only
noisier and busier and dirtier. Just more and more of the same old smelly old thing.
Ayoub told me how much he had always loved me, even from those days. O f
course he had loved Gnanam too.
“It’s not that you loved me less,” I elaborated, “but you loved her more.”
“What do you mean?” he turned to me aggressively.
“Oh nothing. Just a joke.” I wasn’t up to explaining literary allusions after
fifteen hours on a plane.
When we got into town he said “Now Padma, I think we have to be grown up
about this thing. W e’re both middle-aged people after ail, and consenting adults.
You can corne home with me.
“You can consent ail you want,” I replied some what tartly. “I ’m off to the
Renuka, so drive me there like a good boy, please.
The Renuka is a quiet, comfortable, unpretentious hôtel in Colpetty. My
father used to tell m e when I was small, “Remember, Padma, that w e ’re Colpetty
people.” I truly believed then, that there was something spécial about those o f us
fortunate enough to live there. But Colpetty itself is bisected down the middle by the
Galle Road, the main road south, which follows the coast at some distance inland.
Everything between the Galle Road and the sea is called Colpetty Seaside, the rest is
Landside. We lived on the landside, where people were serious and fine and
upstanding, and infinitely dull. But when you crossed that imaginary line down the
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middle of the Galle Road to the other side, the magic began; the air became clear and
light, the atmosphère lifted. Maybe because you were close to the sea, but, for
whatever reason, there was a carnival atmosphère about that side which was faintly
raffish. There were diamond points o f light in people’s eyes, they laughed louder,
they enjoyed themselves more. Seaside people seemed to spend their whole lives
going from christening to wedding to dhana, and work was the last thing on their
minds.
Ayoub lived on the Seaside, and my father never quite approved.
“You’ll see, he’ll never amount to much,” he used to warn me.
“He doesn’t need to,” I would reply. “The land he’s sitting on is worth an
absolute fortune.” And it was true. The Americans, the Brits and the Indians were ail
building their embassies on that side o f the Galle Road, and seaside land was
beginning to fetch unbelievable prices. Ayoub truly didn’t care. He never behaved in
that insufferably pretentious manner that rich people sometimes have, and he
continued going around in his sarong and chappals, always smiling, always carefree.
“If we’re going to do this, let’s do it properly,” he said to me as he dropped
me off at the hôtel.
And he did. He proposed to me the next day and married me a week later.
I wore a brown and blue sari (the bride wore brown!). Actually it was rather
beautiful, even though I chose it in about five minutes fiat. I’ve always had an eye
for colour.
Niloo, bless her heart, threw a wedding réception for us as the Taj, ail starlets
and harlots and aged imprésarios with blue-black hair. I was told about fïfteen times
what a super couple Ayoub and Gnanam had been and how well she had looked after
him and how lucky he was to have been married to her. O f course nobody
remembered, as I did, the furore that the wedding caused back then because they were
from two différent communities with two différent religions. And nobody thought to
mention their son Akbar who had corne over from New Zealand for his mother’s
funeral, but couldn’t be bothered or didn’t have time, to corne back for his father’s
second marriage.
I wanted to shout to my wedding guests: “You don’t know the first thing
about Ayoub and Gnanam! I was their friend, not you, and I knew how they really
were, and they were neither better nor worse than you and me.” But I held my peace.
The new bride must at ail times smile and show her teeth and behave like the worthy
Colpetty person that she is. Instead I began to speculate idly how many of these
harlots and starlets were wishing they were in my shoes.
When we got back home that night Ayoub said, “Now Padma, I know you
might be expecting me to carry you across the threshold.”
“I know ail about your hernia,” I replied. “Y ou ’re forgiven.”

I always think it’s faintly disgusting when a Colpetty person over forty-five
begins to discuss their sex life, so you’U just have to be satisfied when I tell you it
was worth the twenty year wait.
*

*

*
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Ayoub Khan’s house was built in the 1950’s, large and ugly and moderne,
with a sweeping circular staircase and mosaics o f many-coloured marbles, ail in the
best Terry Jonklass manner. It would have looked good in Manhattan. I could
imagine the starlets and harlots tripping lightly down the staircase like a litterful of
kittens. Alas it was wasted on me. Ail I could see was the dust, the dust!
I may be poor in England but Loelia will tell you I run a tight ship. You can
eat off my floors.
I don’t want to get ail preachy on you right here, but what’s with you Sri
Lankans, with your wet cockroach infested bathrooms and your unspeakable
kitchens? Not that I was blaming Ayoub; he had to cope with the death o f his wife
and housekeeping would have been the last thing on his mind. I came down the next
morning ail fired up to cook Ayoub his breakfast. I took one look at the kitchen and
came right back out. Ayoub found me in a State o f shock.
“Have you seen the kitchen?” I asked. He didn’t seem to know what I was on
about.
“Oh, leave that to Wimla, that’s her province,” he replied, Wimla being the
daily.
“But don’t you ever feel like going in there to fix yourself a cup o f tea?”
He looked surprised.
And there were more surprises in store for me. At the bottom o f the stairs
there was a small indoor garden with a concrète pergola overhead. A pathway of
granité crazy paving led to a room with a reeded-glass door that was kept locked.
“Ayoub, what’s going on in there?” I asked.
“That? Oh that’s Gnanam’s lab where she does her research,” he replied.
“fVas” Gnanam’s lab, you mean?”
“Yes, but I’d prefer it if you kept it that way. It’s got ail her things in it. I
haven’t been in there since she, since she . . .”. He was beginning to look upset, so I
dropped the subject.
“Anyway what are our plans for today?” I asked.
“We have Zulfikar’s mother’s kaththam. And don’t make any plans for
tomorrow because Gayathri has attained âge, so they are expecting us round.”
Ghastly thought.
I don’t think it had occurred to Ayoub that even though we hadn’t gone
anywhere for our honeymoon, I might want him ail to myself for even just a little
while. That evening, after an exhausting kaththam and a long and luxurious nap—
Putney seemed so far away!— Ayoub said:
“I’m off to the gym now.”
“Aren’t you a bit old to be going to gyms?” Cruel of me, I know.
“Y ou know I never m iss it. It’s like a religion to m e.”

“Shall I corne?”
“Well . . .” he hesitated. “I’m not sure I like the thought o f ail those men
ogling you. Anyway there are very few women there. One or two young girls.”
What he meant was, it was ail right for him to go at his âge, but not for me at
mine.
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“I’m going for a walk,” I said haughtily, “I don’t know what time l ’il be
back.”
And I went for my walk down the Galle Road, past the bookshops and the
casinos, past Sri Lankan skyscrapers o f three or four stories that seemed to look
derelict no sooner than they were built, past the Windows o f M cDonald’s where
women in diamonds stared hungrily at passers-by. It was dark when I got back but
Ayoub was not home. I felt like a stranger returning to what was still Gnanam’s
house, and a small disloyal thought floated into my mind o f my warm clean fiat in
Putney.
*

*

As the days went by I made a mental list o f the things that had to change. The
kitchen had to be redone, the bathroom suite definitely had to go, and why oh why
were we still sleeping on Gnanam’s bed? I discovered that in Sri Lanka you may be
as rich as Croesus, but you think nothing o f using the same thing year in year out
until they positively disintegrate on you. Was I being unfair expecting hot water on
tap and new sheets on the bed? What bugged me most of ail, actually, was the lab
that was kept permanently locked.
“I had a dream,” Ayoub said. “I saw Gnanam far away across the railway
tracks. She was in a red sari and she was beckoning to me. And I couldn’t help
myself, I began walking towards her. Just then a train thundered past, missing me by
inches. The shock and the noise and the wind rushing by brought me to my senses
and I woke up. And the funny thing, you know, I could actually hear a train in the
distance.
I stubbed out my cigarette in the remains of W imla’s breakfast egg.
“Ghost stories,” I said.
*

*

=H

It felt strange, this life o f leisure. In London I had this part-time job with the
council’s housing department. By the time I finished work, did the shopping and got
home, cooked dinner and cleaned up, it was time for bed. What little shopping there
was to do over here was done by Wimla. I barely went into the kitchen because I did
not have to, and, strange to say, I found after a few days I couldn’t even rouse up
enough enthusiasm or energy to attack the dust. It was almost as if I was beginning
to see it ail through Ayoub’s eyes, which meant not seeing it at ail.
We were hardly there; every day there was some function to attend and we
only came home to sleep.
The hours that hung heaviest were the hours that Ayoub was away at the gym,
in the early evening. I took to walking along the tracks, at the edge o f the sea. The

sunsets were spectacular, I suppose, but ail I could see was the litter strewn around
the rails, the boulders piled high against érosion, the syringes and condoms. It was
not the beach I had known in my youth. There were groups o f young men loitering in
the twilight. One of them said when I passed, “Machang, did you see that tourist
baduw aT And I have to say I was pleased to no end. I never saw anyone in a red
sari beckoning to me seductively across the tracks.
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*

*

*

Then one day I came down to find the reeded-glass door open and Wimla
inside, whistling to herself. By the way, I don’t think I have introduced Wimla to you
properly and it is high time I did so. Wimla is a mountain o f a woman with very
sparse hair done up in a top-knot, who cornes to work every morning in a loud
checked sarong and a very, very dirty white blouse. She reminds me o f the “before”
woman in the Sunlight Soap ad, and there are days when I long to rip the blouse off
her back and wash it with my own fair hands, but I don’t because she would only get
the wrong idea. I can’t imagine she’s the one who made eyes at Ayoub over the
dhana dishes, but then again, this is Sri Lanka.
“Who told you to open this room?” I asked her sternly, but she looked at me
boldly and continued whistling. Ayoub was away in courts on one o f his numerous
land cases. He must have left her the key. The room was full, with boxes and boxes
of pills, samples, I suppose o f various drugs imported into the country. There were a
couple of métal lab stools and a long wooden table on which were the tools of
Gnanam’s trade: the burettes and pipettes, the Bunsen burners and crucibles filled
with coloured crystals. There were calipers and sharp cutting instruments and a red
wicked looking electric drill. Gnanam’s blue lab coat hung on a hook behind the
door. Strangely, there was not a speck o f dust anywhere, only an all-pervasive smell
o f pharmaceuticals.
Ayoub came back from the court at lunchtime but I never had the courage to
ask him what made him change his mind about the room. His income, what little
there was of it, depended on the rentals from his various properties. A lot of these
were occupied by sitting tenants from whom it was difficult to extract rent, though
this did not seem to stop them enjoying lifestyles much higher than his own. There
was this particular woman he told me about how had once made a huge fuss about
paying. A week later his friend met her on the London flight flying first class, with
the children and ayah in economy. This was particularly galling to Ayoub who had
never flown first class in his life.
Although Ayoub Khan was very rich on paper, he was, I guess, quite poor in
actual fact. The kitchen, the bathroom, the hot water ail remained undone owing to
lack o f funds. I used to wonder in my more idle moments, and there were many of
those, how the harlots and starlets would have coped. Don’t get me wrong here, it’s
not that I’m complaining, but the lack of cash never seemed to stop him giving the
most lavish présents wherever we went.
“Us Colpetty people have certain standards to maintain,” he would say.
Meanwhile I continued having cold baths with my Colpetty cockroaches.
*
*
*
Next day the rains broke. The seaside was eut up and lit by the vicious
colours o f the monsoon, purple and acid yellow and bone grey. By opening the
reeded-glass door we seemed to have unleashed other forces too.
“Do you think I’m ill?” I asked Wimla when she brought my afternoon tea.
On the saucer by the side of the cup was a test tube. Hastily she took it away and
brought me a spoon.
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That night I went up to bed a few moments before Ayoub. On my night table
was a bottle of pills and a glass o f water. There were bubbles in the water as if it had
just been poured. I could almost hear Gnanam’s soothing voice saying “Drink up like
a good girl, drink up. Swallow them ail and you can have a nice long rest.”
The magic of the seaside was beginning to turn black.
I heard Ayoub’s footsteps outside and I quickly managed to sweep the pills
into the bin before he walked in.
In the middle o f ail this mayhem, Niloo rang.
“Darling! You know what day it is tomorrow?” No, I didn’t.
“It’s my birthday. I want you both to corne for potluck. I’ve asked very few
people, only my closest friends.” Ail sixty-eight o f them, I thought.
$

*

sK

We set off in the middle o f a storm, Ayoub in a shirt and tie, me in my one
good sari, the brown and blue. The rain slashed at us like knives. N iloo’s house was
in the wilds o f Kotte. It wasn’t in the wilds, Ayoub assured me, but it felt like it. We
went up hill, down dale and through the bush, skirting large tracts o f water where the
road had gone under. Stray cows and the verges zoomed in and out o f focus and a
lone woman under a petromax lamp brandished a pathola karala at us in a
threatening manner as we shot past.
Niloo had been acting quite funny lately. Having married me off, so to speak,
she had dumped me. Not a word, not a phone call, nothing. I tried calling on the rare
occasion she came to the phone she apologised profusely: she had a rigorous beauty
régime throughout the day, she said, which left her little time for idle chit chat. It
wasn’t the old Niloo I knew. The new Niloo moved in a tinseled, glittery world that
functioned only at night, where men died their hair and wore medallions and women
stopped growing at thirty-nine. She genuinely loved it and it was what she had
always wanted, so who could blâme her? I often wondered how she regarded me: as
the Little Old Maid o f Putney, no doubt, enduring the rigours o f a Colpetty seaside.
Well, this little old maid was under siege, and there was nobody she could
turn to, not even her best friend.
N iloo’s house was a long low concrète affair, entirely glassed in and
brilliantly lit like some sort o f glamorous fish tank. As Ayoub was parking the car I
leaned over and pulled out a rubber tube from his shirt pocket.
“W hat’s this?” I asked.
“Oh that. It’s Gnanam’s. It’s the tube off her distilling apparatus.” I tell you
he looked more embarrassed than if it had been some other woman’s bra. I didn’t ask
him what it was doing there. I left it on the seat and got out o f the car.
N iloo swam out to m eet us, the brightest goldfish in the bowl.

“Happy birthday darling.” I kissed her on both cheeks.
She looked me up and down, scrutinizing the brown and blue.
“Always the bride, I see, never the bridesmaid.”
“Yes, well, I had nothing else posh enough.”
“You know, dear, you must learn one thing if you’re going to live in this
place. You can never be seen in the same sari twice. In fact, there’s a school of
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thought which say s you can never be seen in the same sari once. Women here have
been known to go upstairs and change their kit half way through the evening.”
Giggling, we went inside.
A little later on she cornered me behind a potted croton.
“So how’s it going, darling?”
“Ok I suppose.”
“I mean, is he looking after you ail right?”
“Why wouldn’t he? H e’s always had a soft spot for me, he says. Though I
can’t help feeling he’s still a little fixated on Gnanam.” I was thinking o f the rubber
tube.
“Actually, I fear it’s the other way round,” she replied, looking at me
speculatively. But I didn’t quite understand what she meant.
*

*

*

My two months of unpaid leave were coming to an end. Every day I kept meaning to
call the Housing Department to say I was not coming back, and every day I put it off.
Ayoub continued going to the gym, sublimely indiffèrent to the loneliness of those
long afternoons. It was at these times that I usually found the signs: once there was a
long row o f Gnanam’s red pill boxes arranged in my medicine cabinet. Another time
her instruments were laid out in neat place-settings round the dining table, fork
caliper and spoon, fork caliper and spoon.
“Why me?” I kept asking myself, “What have I done to deserve this?”
You will wonder why I didn’t go to Ayoub with my little taies o f woe. I
wonder too, now, when I think about it sometimes. But I know it wouldn’t have
helped and there was a very important reason why.
Beneath ail his lazy carefree existence, Ayoub was a devout Muslim, and his
religion gave him an inner discipline that I frequently envied. He didn’t’t believe in
magic, and would have been horrified that under his very own roof there was
someone who even dared entertain its possibility. Magic did not exist for him;
therefore he was immune to it. I, who had lived abroad much o f my life and had no
religion, had no résistance at ail; I had succumbed to it completely. Ayoub I simply
could not turn to. At the very least he would think I was making it ail up and I could
not bear that.
Instead, I tried getting angry with Wimla, but she ignored me; she probably
had a good laugh behind my back with the other servant-women o f the seaside. I was
reminded o f Princess Diana’s famous phrase: there are three o f us in this marriage.
Finally, in desperation, I forced myself to call Niloo.
I caught her in between a massage and a manicure.
“D o you have any idea what’s going on here?” I asked. There w as a pause. I
think she was w eighing her words carefully.

“I’ve always known,” she said.
“Why didn’t you tell me?” I asked desperately, “Why did you drag me ail this
way across the océan and foist this marriage on me when you knew . . .”.
“I didn’t foist anything on you my dear,” she countered smartly. W asn’t this
what you always wanted? Even when you were young, when Ayoub and Gnanam
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got married, didn’t you always think it should have been you walking down that
aisle?”
I was silent.
“I knew it,” she continued, “I could always see it in your eyes. So get in
there, fight back, assert yourself. You’re in command now, and whatever black
magic there is will go away.”
It was easy for her to say. I put the phone down feeling even more unhappy.
I was really on my own on this one.
*

*

*

Next day, Loelia called.
“Hola, que talT ’
Relations were a little frosty between us just then; I had only called to tell her
about the wedding a week after it happened, and she had been more than a little
shocked.
“I called to find out how you doing.”
“Fine,” I said wearily, “I’m just fine.”
“You don’t sound it.”
“Actually, Lo, I’m not fine at ail. There’s something I need to talk to you
about.” I began trying to explain, but she eut in calmly. “You’re having second
thoughts about him, that’s ail it is.”
“Are you crazy? This is not about him at ail! This is about what’s happening
to me. There’s some evil influence here, some weird thing going on.”
“FIow do you mean, weird?”
“Lo,” I whispered, “someone or something doesn’t want me to be here.”
There was silence at the other end o f the line.
“But I guess you wouldn’t understand about ail that.”
“What do you mean I wouldn’t understand? You think you Sri Lankans have
the monopoly on black magic? I’m from Colombia, remember, the heartland of
voodoo. Querida,” she continued, “take my advice; get the hell out o f there! You
can’t afford to mess around with things like this. No man is worth ail that grief.”
I got angry with her. “Are you out o f your mind? For the first time in my life
I have peace and comfort and stability with a man I love, and you’re asking me to
give up ail that? I slammed the phone down.
Peace? Comfort? Stability? Who was I trying to kid?
*

*

*

That night Ayoub had a rotary meeting, members only, no spouses allowed,
rather to my relief. I wandered around the house in the eerie white light o f the longlife bulbs. If this had been Putney I reflected, I would have had a glass o f wine, a

long hot bath and bed. The hot bath was out and there was no wine in the house, this
being Colombo where the only word they understand is whiskey. I went to bed
wondering whether this was quite what I had in mind by a second marriage.
It can’t have been even midnight when I woke up with a start. Ayoub wasn’t
back, but I could hear noises downstairs.
I went to the stairwell and called out
“Ayoub?”
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There was no answer. I could hear the rasp o f a métal lab stool against the
floor and the thirsty hiss o f a Bunsen burner. Somebody was scraping out a crucible.
“Ayoub!” I shouted wildly.
No answer. I could hear the low moan o f the drill being tried out.
They’re getting ready to experiment on me, I thought.
I went to the cupboard and pulled out my small suitcase. I was out o f the
bedroom in five minutes fiat. I ran down the staircase. There was a flickering blue
light behind the reeded-glass door and I could see Gnanam’s lab coat moving against
the glass. Someone let out a weary sigh, and as I watched, the door began to open.
I screamed.
I don’t know how I found myself outside, but next thing I knew I was running
down the Galle Road, my breath exploding in my ears. I ran past bookshops and
casinos, past the women in diamonds staring hungrily from the Windows of
McDonald’s. It wasn’t late, but the Galle Road was virtually deserted.
I picked up my suitcase and heaved it across the road to the side I knew best,
the side I should never really have left in the first place: the Landside o f Colpetty.
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Forgiveness in Families
by Alice Munro (4656 words)
I’ve often thought, suppose I had to go to a psychiatrist, and he would want to
know about my family background, naturally, so I would have to start telling him
about my brother, and he wouldn’t even wait till I was finished, would he, the
psychiatrist, he’d commit me.
I said that to Mother; she laughed. “Y ou’re hard on that boy, Val.”
“Boy,” I said. “M m ”
She laughed, she admitted it. “But remember,” she said, “the Lord loves a
lunatic.”
“How do you know,” I said, “seeing you’re an atheist?”
Some things he couldn’t help. Being born, for instance. He was born the
week I started school, and how’s that for timing? I was scared, it w asn’t like now
when the kids have been going to play-school and kindergarten for years. I was
going to school for the first time and ail the other kids had their mothers with them
and where was mine? In the hospital having a baby. The embarrassment to me.
There was a lot o f shame about those things then.
It wasn’t his fault getting born and it wasn’t his fault throwing up at my
wedding. Think of it. The floor, the table, he even managed to hit the cake. He was
not drunk, as some people thought, he really did have some violent kind o f flu, which
Haro and I came down with, in fact, on our honeymoon. I never heard o f anybody
else with any kind of flu throwing up over a table with a lace cloth and silver
candlesticks and wedding cake on it, but you could say it was bad luck; maybe
everybody else when the need came on them was closer to a toilet. And everybody
else might try a little harder to hold back, they just might, because nobody else is
quite so spécial, quite so center-of-the-universe, as my baby brother. Just call him a
child of nature. That was what he called himself, later on.
I will skip over what he did between getting born and throwing up at my
wedding except to say that he had asthma and got to stay home from school weeks on
end, listening to soap opéras. Sometimes there was a trace between us, and I would
get him to tell me what happened every day on “Big Sister” and “Road o f Life” and
the one with Gee-Gee and Papa David. He was very good at remembering ail the
characters and getting ail the complications straight, Fil say that, and he did read a lot
in Gateways to Bookland, that lovely set Mother bought for us and that he later
sneaked out of the house and sold, for ten dollars, to a secondhand book dealer.
Mother said he could have been brilliant at school if he wanted to be. That’s a deep
one, your brother, she used to say, he’s got some surprises in store for us. She was
right, he had.
He started staying home permanently in Grade Ten after a little problem being
caught in a cheating-ring that was getting math tests from some teacher’s desk. One
o f the janitors was letting him back in the classroom after school because he said he
was working on a spécial project. So he was, in his own way. Mother said he did it
to make himself popular, because he had asthma and couldn’t take part in sports.
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Now. Jobs. The question cornes up, what is such a person as my bother —
and I ought to give him a name at least, his name is Cam, for Cameron, Mother
thought that would be a suitable name for a university président or honest tycoon
(which was the sort of thing she planned for him to be)— what is he going to do, how
is he going to make a living? Until recently the country did not pay you to sit on your
uppers and announce that you had adopted a Creative life-style. He got a job first as a
movie usher. Mother got it for him, she knew the manager, it was the old
International Theater over on Blake Street. He had to quit, though, because he got
this darkness-phobia. Ail the people sitting in the dark he said gave him a crawly
feeling, very peculiar. It only interfered with him working as an usher, it didn’t
interfère with him going to movies on his own. He got very fond o f movies. In fact,
he spent whole days sitting in movie houses, sitting through every show twice then
going to another theater and sitting through what was there. He had to do something
with his time, because Mother and ail of us believed he was working then in the
office of the Greyhound Bus Depot. He went off to work at the right time every
moming and came home at the right time every night, and he told ail about the cranky
old man in charge o f the office and the woman with curvature o f the spine who had
been there since 1919 and how mad she got at the young girls chewing gum, oh, a
lively story, it would have worked up to something as good as soap opéras if Mother
hadn’t phoned up to complain about the way they were withholding his pay check—
due to a technical error in the spelling of his name, he said— and found out he’d quit
in the middle of his second day.
Well. Sitting in movies was better than sitting in beer parlours, Mother said.
At least he wasn’t on the Street getting in with criminal gangs. She asked him what
his favourite movie was and he said Seven Brides fo r Seven Brothers. See, she said,
he is interested in an outdoor life, he is not suited to office work. So she sent him to
work for some cousins o f hers who have a farm in the Fraser Valley. I should explain
that my father, Cam’s and mine, was dead by this time, he died away back when Cam
was having asthma and listening to soap opéras. It didn’t make much différence, his
dying, because he worked as a conductor on the P.G.E. when it started at Squamish,
and he lived part o f the time in Lillooet. Nothing changed, Mother went on working
at Eaton’s as she always had, going across the ferry and then on the bus; I got supper,
she came trudging up the hill in the winter dark.
Cam took off from the farm, he complained that the cousins were religious
and always after his soul. Mother could see his problem, she had brought him up to
be a freethinker. He hitchhiked east. From time to time, a letter came. A request for
funds. He had been offered a job in northern Quebec if he could get the money
together to get up there. Mother sent it. He sent word the job had folded, but he
didn’t send back the money. He and two friends were going to start a turkcy farm.
They sent us plans, estimâtes. They were supposed to be working on contract for the
Purina Company, nothing could go wrong. The turkeys were drowned in a flood,
after Mother had sent him money and we had too against our better judgment.
Every where that boy hits turns into a disaster area, Mother said. I f s so terrible it’s
funny.
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She knew. I used to go over and see her on Wednesday afternoon— her day
off—pushing the stroller with Karen walking beside, up Lonsdale and down King’s
road, and what would we always end up talking about? That boy and I, we are
getting a divorce, she said. I am defmitely going to write him off. What good will he
ever be until he stops relying on me, she asked. I kept my mouth shut, more or less.
She knew my opinion. But she ended up every time saying, “He was a nice fellow to
have around the house, though.” Good company. That boy could always make me
laugh.”
Or, “He had a lot to contend with, his asthma and no dad. He never did
intentionally hurt a soul.”
“One good thing he did,” she said, “you could really call it a good turn. That
girl.”
Referring to the girl who came and told us she had been engaged to him, in
Hamilton, Ontario, until he told her he could never get married because he had just
found out there was hereditary fatal kidney disease in his family. He wrote a letter.
And she came looking for him to tell him it didn’t matter. Not at ail a bad-looking
girl. She worked for the Bell Téléphoné. Mother said it was a lie told out of
kindness, to spare her feelings when he didn’t want to marry her. I said it was a
kindness, anyway, because she would have been supporting him for the rest of his
life.
Though it might have eased things up a bit on the rest o f us.
But that was then and now is now and as we ail know times have changed.
Cam is fmding it easier. He lives at home, on and off, has for a year and a half. His
hair is thin in front, not surprising in a man o f thirty-four years o f âge, but shoulderlength behind, straggly, greying. He wears a sort o f rough brown robe that looks as if
it might be made out of a sack (is that what sackcloth is supposed to be I said to Haro,
I wouldn’t mind supplying the ashes), and hanging down on his chest he has ail sorts
of chains, medallions, crosses, elk’s teeth or whatnot. Rope sandals on his feet.
Some friend of his makes them. He collects welfare. Nobody asks him to work.
Who would be so crude? If he has to write down his occupation, he writes priest.
It’s true. There’s a whole school of them, calling themselves priests, and they
have a house over in Kitsilano, Cam stays there too sometimes. They’re in
compétition with the Hare Krishna bunch, only these ones don’t chant, they just walk
around smiling. He has developed this voice I can’t stand, a very thin, sweet voice ail
on one level. It makes me want to stand in front o f him and say, “There’s an
earthquake in Chile, two hundred thousand people just died, they’ve burned up
another village in Vietnam, famine as usual in India.” Just to see if he’d keep saying,
“Ve-ery nice, ve-ery nice,” that sweet way. He won’t eat meat, o f course, he eats
wholc-grain cereals and leafy vcgetables.

Ile came into the kitchen where I was

slicing beets— beets being forbidden, a root vegetable— and “I hope you understand
you are committing murder,” he said.
“No,” I said, “but l ’il give you sixty seconds to get out o f here or I may be.”
So as I say he’s home part of the time now and he was there on Monday night
when Mother got sick. She was vomiting. A couple o f days before this he had
started her on a vegetarian diet— she was always promising him she’d try it— and he
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told her she was vomiting up ail the old poisons stored up in her body from eating
meat and sugar and so on. He said it was a good sign, and when she had it ail
vomited out she’d feel better. She kept vomiting, and she didn’t feel better, but he
had to go out. Monday nights is when they have the weekly meeting at the priest’s
house, where they chant and burn incense or celebrate the black mass, for ail I know.
He stayed out most of the night, and when he got home he found Mother unconscious
on the bathroom floor. He got on the phone and phoned me.
“I think you better corne over here and see if you can help Mom, Val.”
“W hat’s the matter with her?”
“She’s not feeling very well.”
“W hat’s the matter with her? Put her on the phone.”
“I can’t.”
“Why can’t you?”
I swear he tittered. “Well I’m afraid she’s passed out.”
I called the ambulance and sent them for her, that’s how she got to the
hospital, five o ’clock in the morning. I called her family doctor, he got over there,
and he got Dr. Ellis Bell, one o f the best-known heart men in the city, because that
was what they had decided it was, her heart. I got dressed and woke Haro and told
him and then I drove myself over to the Lions Gâte Hospital. They wouldn’t let me
in till ten o ’clock. They had her in Intensive Care. I sat outside Intensive Care in
their slick little awful waiting room. They had red slippery chairs, cheap covering,
and a stand full o f pebbles with green plastic leaves growing up. I sat there hour after
hour and read The Reader’s Digest. The jokes. Thinking this is how it is, this is it,
really, she is dying. Now, at this moment, behind those doors, dying. Nothing stops
or holds off for it the way you somehow and against ail your sense believe it will. I
thought about Mother’s life, the part o f it I knew. Going to work every day, first on
the ferry then on the bus. Shopping at the old Red-and-White then at the new
Safeway— new, fifteen years old! Going down to the library one night a week, taking
me with her, and we would corne home on the bus with our load o f books and a bag
o f grapes we bought at the Chinese place, for a treat. Wednesday afternoons too
when my kids were small and I went over there to drink coffee and she rolled us
cigarettes on that contraption she had. And I thought, ail these things don’t seem like
much o f a life, when you’re doing them, they’re just what you do, how you fill your
days, and you think ail the time something is going to crack open, and you’ll find
yourself, then you’ll find yourself, in life. It’s not even that you particularly want this
to happen, this cracking open, you’re comfortable enough the way things are, but you
do expect it. Then you’re dying. Mother is dying, and it’s just the same plastic chairs
and plastic plants and ordinary day outside with people getting groceries and what
yo u ’ve had is ail there is, and going to the Library, just a thing like that, coming back
up the hill on the bus with books and a bag o f grapes seems now worth wanting, O
God doesn’t it, you’d break your heart wanting back there.
When they let me in to see her she was bluish-gray in the face and her eyes
were not all-the-way closed, but they had rolled up, the slit that was open showed the
whites. She always looked terrible with her teeth out, anyway, wouldn’t let us see
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her. Cam teased her vanity. They were out now. So ail the time, I thought, ail the
time even when she was young it was in her that she was going to look like this.
They didn’t hold out hope. Haro came and took a look at her and put his arm
around my shoulders and said, “Val, you’ll have to be prepared.” He meant well but I
couldn’t talk to him. It wasn’t his mother and he couldn’t remember anything. That
wasn’t his fault but I didn’t want to talk to him, I didn’t want to listen to him telling
me I better be prepared. We went and ate something in the hospital cafétéria.
“You better phone Cam,” Haro said.
“Why?”
“H e’ll want to know.”
“Why do you think he’ll want to know? He left her alone last night and he
didn’t know enough to get an ambulance when he came in and found her this
morning.”
“Just the same. He has a right. Maybe you ought to tell him to get over
here.”
“He is probably busy this moment preparing to give her a hippie funeral.”
But Haro persuaded me as he always can and I went and phoned. No answer.
I felt better because I had phoned, and justified in what I had said because o f Cam not
being in. I went back and waited, by myself.
About seven o ’clock that night Cam turned up. He was not alone. He had
brought along a tribe of co-priests, I suppose they were, from that house. They ail
wore the same kind o f outfit he did, the brown sacking nightgown and the chains and
crosses and holy hardware, they ail had long hair, they were ail a good many years
younger than Cam, except for one old man, really old, with a curly gray beard and
bare feet— in March— and no teeth. I swear this old man didn’t have a d u e what was
going on. I think they picked him up down by the Salvation Army and put that outflt
on him because they needed an old man for a kind of mascot. Or extra holiness, or
something.
Cam said, “This is my sister Valérie. This is Brother Michael. This is
Brother John, this is Brother Louis.” Etc., etc.
“They haven’t said anything to give me hope, Cam. She is dying.”
“We hope not,” said Cam with his secret smile. “We spent the day working
for her.”
“Do you mean praying?” I said.
“Work is a better word to describe it than praying, if you don’t understand
what it is.”
Well o f course, I never understand.
“Real praying is work, believe me,” says Cam and they ail smile at me, his
way. They can’t keep still, like children who have to go to the bathroom they’re
weaving and juggling and doing little steps.
“Now where’s her room?” says Cam in a practical tone o f voice.
I thought o f Mother dying and through that slit between her lids— who knows,
maybe she can see from time to time— seeing this crowd o f dervishes celebrating
around her bed. Mother who lost her religion when she was thirteen and went to the
Unitarian Church and quit when they had the split about Crossing God out of the
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hymns (she was for it), Mother having to spend her last conscious minutes wondering
what had happened, if she was transported back in history to where loonies cavorted
around in their crazy cérémonies, trying to sort her last reasonable thoughts out in the
middle o f their business.
Thank God the nurse said no. The intern was brought in and he said no. Cam
didn’t insist, he smiled and nodded at them as if they were granting permission and
then he brought the troupe back into the waiting room and there, right before my
eyes, they started. They put the old man in the center, sitting down with his head
bowed and his eyes shut— they had to tap him and remind him how to do that— and
they squatted in a rough sort o f circle round him, facing in and out, in and out,
alternately. Then, eyes closed, they started swaying back and forth moaning some
words very softly, only not the same words, it sounded as if each one o f them had got
différent words, and not in English o f course but Swahili or Sanskrit or something. It
got louder, gradually it got louder, a pounding singsong, and as it did they rose to
their feet, ail except the old man who stayed where he was and looked as if he might
have gone to sleep, sitting, and they began a shuffling kind o f dance where whey
stood, clapping, not very well in time. They did this for a long while and the noise
they were making, though it was not terribly loud, attracted the nurses from their
station and nurses’ aides and orderlies and a few people like me who were waiting,
and nobody seemed to know what to do because it was so unbelievable, so crazy in
that ordinary little waiting room. Everybody just stared as if they were asleep and
dreaming and expecting to wake up. Then a nurse came out o f Intensive Care and
said, “We can’t have this disturbance. What do you think you’re doing here?”
She took hold of one o f the young ones and shook him by the shoulder, else
she couldn’t have got anybody to stop and pay attention.
“W e’re working to help a woman who is very sick,” he told her.
“I don’t know what you call working, but you’re not helping anybody. Now
I’m asking you to clear out of here. Excuse me. I ’m not asking. I’m telling.”
“You’re very mistaken if you think the tones o f our voices are hurting or
disturbing any sick person. This whole ceremony is pitched at a level which will
reach and comfort the unconscious mind and draw the demonic influences out o f the
body. It’s a ceremony that goes back five thousand years.”
“Good Lord,” said the nurse, looking stupefied as well as she might. “Who
are these people?”
I had to go and enlighten her, telling her that it was my brother and what you
might call his friends, and I was not in on their ceremony. I asked about Mother, was
there any change.
“No change,” she said. “What do we have to do to get them out o f here?”
“Turn the hose on them,” one of the orderlies said, and ail this time, the dance,
or ceremony, never stopped, and the one who had stopped and done the explaining
went back to dancing too, and I said to the nurse, “l ’il phone in to see how she is, I’m
going home for a little while.” I walked out o f the hospital and found to my surprise
that it was dark. The whole day in there, dark to dark. In the parking lot I started to
cry. Cam has tumed this into a circus for his own benefxt, I said to myself, and said it
out loud when I got home.
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Haro made me a drink.
“It’ll probably get into the papers,” I said. “Cam’s chance for famé.”
Haro phoned the hospital to see if there was any news and they said there
wasn’t. “Did they have— was there any difficulty with some young people in the
waiting room this evening? Did they leave quietly?” Haro is ten years older than I
am, a cautious man, too patient with everybody. I used to think he was sometimes
giving Cam money I didn’t know about.
“They left quietly,” he said. “Don’t worry about the papers. Get some sleep.”
I didn’t mean to but I fell asleep on the couch, after the drink and the long
day. I woke up with the phone ringing and day lightening the room. I stumbled into
the kitchen dragging the blanket Haro had put over me and saw by the clock on the
wall it was a quarter to six. She’s gone, I thought.
It was her own doctor.
He said he had encouraging news. He said she was much better this morning.
I dragged over a chair and collapsed in it, both arms and my head too down on
the kitchen counter. I came back on the phone to hear him saying she was still in a
critical phase and the next forty-eight hours would tell the story, but without raising
my hopes too high he wanted me to know she was responding to treatment. He said
that this was especially surprising in view o f the fact that she had been late getting to
the hospital and the things they did to her at first did not seem to have much effect,
though of course the fact that she survived the first few hours at ail was a good sign.
Nobody had made much o f this good sign to me yesterday, I thought.
I sat there for an hour at least after I had hung up the phone. I made a cup of
instant coffee and my hands were shaking so I could hardly get the water into the cup,
then couldn’t get the cup to my mouth. I let it go cold. Haro came out in his pajamas
at last. He gave me one look and said, “Easy, Val. Has she gone?”
“She’s some better. She’s responding to treatment.”
“The look o f you I thought the other.”
“I’m so amazed.”
“I wouldn’t have given five cents for her chances yesterday noon.”
“I know. I can’t believe it.”
“I f s the tension,” Haro said. “I know. You build yourself up ready for
something bad to happen and then when it doesn’t, it’s a queer feeling, you can’t feel
good right away, it’s almost like a disappointment.”
Disappointment. That was the word that stayed with me. I was so glad,
really, grateful, but underneath I was thinking, so Cam didn’t kill her after ail, with
his carelessness and craziness and going out and neglecting her he didn’t kill her, and
I was, yes, I was sorry in some part o f me to find out that was true. And I knew Haro
knew this but wouldn’t speak o f it to me, ever. That was the real shock to me, why I
kept shaking. Not whether Mother lived or died. It was what was so plain about
myself.
Mother got well, she pulled through beautifully. After she rallied she never
sank back. She was in the hospital three weeks and then she came home, and rested
another three weeks, and after that went back to work, cutting down a bit and working
ten to four instead o f full days, what they call the housewife’s shift. She told
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everybody about Cam and his friends coming to the hospital. She began to say things
like, “Well, that boy o f mine may not be much o f a success at anything else but you
have to admit he has a knack o f saving lives.” Or, “Maybe Cam should go into the
miracle business, he certainly pulled it off with me.” By this time Cam was saying,
he is saying now, that he’s not sure about that religion, h e’s getting tired o f the other
priests and ail that not eating meat or root vegetables. It’s a stage, he says now, he’s
glad he went through it, self-discovery. One day I went over there and found he was
trying on an old suit and tie. He says he might take advantage o f some o f the adult
éducation courses, he is thinking about becoming an accountant.
I was thinking myself about changing into a différent sort o f person from the
one I am. I do think about that. I read a book called The Art o f Loving. A lot of
things seemed clear while I was reading it but afterwards I went back to being more
or less the same. What has Cam ever done that actually hurt me, anyway, as Haro
once said. And how am I better than he is after the way I felt the night Mother lived
instead of died? I made a promise to myself I would try. I went over there one day
taking them a bakery cake— which Cam eats now as happily as anybody else— and I
heard their voices out in the yard— now it’s summer, they love to sit in the sun—
Mother saying to some visitor, “Oh yes I was, I was ail set to take off into the wild
blue yonder, and Cam here, this idiot, came and danced outside my door with a bunch
of his hippie friends”
“My God, woman,” roared Cam, but you could tell he didn’t care now,
“members o f an ancient holy discipline.”
I had a strange feeling, like I was walking on coals and trying a spell so I
wouldn’t get bumt.
Forgiveness in families is a mystery to me, how it cornes or how it lasts.
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Literal level of compréhension
1.

Basic stated information (BSI)

We learn that someone has died at the beginning o f the story. Who was that person,
and how do you know?
2.

Key détail (KD)

What does Padma borrow from Loelia, and how do you know?
3.

Stated relationship (SR)

What was the relationship between Padma and Gnanam, and how do you know?

Inferential level of compréhension
4.

Simple implied relationship (SIR)

What is the real reason Padma retums to Sri Lanka, and how do you know?
5.

Complex implied relationship (CIR)

In this story, Padma says she has spent most o f her adult life in Putney,England.
When she retums to Colombo, she feels like a stranger.
a.
b.

What, exactly, are the différences between Padma’s life in Putney and her life
in Colombo?
What makes Padma feel most like a stranger in her new life in Colombo?

6.

Author ’s généralisation (AG)

What comment or généralisation does the author make about the forces o f “magic”?
Give several at least two examples from the story to explain your answer.
7.

Structural généralisation (SG)

Explain three ways in w hich the author uses references to Gnanam’s lab (a “room

with a reeded-glass door”) in developing the story.
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Literal level of compréhension
1.

Basic stated information (BSI)

What is the relationship between the narrator o f the story (Val/Yalerie) and Cam?
2.

Key détail (KD)

What did Cam do when he discovered his mother lying unconscious on the bathroom
floor?
3.

Stated relationship (SR)

How did Val feel when she received the call from her mother’s doctor, telling her that
her mother’s condition was improving?

Inferential level of compréhension
4.

Simple implied relationship (SIR)

How does Cam feel about working, and how do you know?
5.

Complex implied relationship (CIR)
a.) What is the différence between Val’s tone in telling the story before and
after her mother recovers?
b.) Apart from her mother’s recovery, explain the causes for that différence.

6.

Author ’s généralisation (AG)

The title o f this story is: “Forgiveness in Families.” What comment or généralisation
does the author make about our ability as humans to forgive each other? Please give
evidence from the story to explain your answer.
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7.

Structural généralisation (SG)

In the introductory lines o f “Forgiveness in Families,” Val and her mother are talking
about Cam. Give at least two reasons why the introductory scene is important to the
story as a whole.:

I’ve often thought, suppose I had to go to a psychiatrist, and he would
want to know about my family background, naturally, so I would have to start
telling him about my brother, and he wouldn’t even wait till I was finished,
would he, the psychiatrist, he’d commit me.
I said that to Mother; she laughed. “You’re hard on that boy, Val.”
“Boy,” I said. “Mat?.”
She laughed, she admitted it. “But remember,” she said, “the Lord
loves a lunatic.”
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1.

Intervention activity for Ferdinand

Write a short summary o f this story from the perspective o f one o f the following
characters: the matador, a picadore, a bandelliero, a bull (or collective bulls), a man
with a funny hat (or the collective). Try to think about what the character(s) you have
selected think(s) is the most important thing about this story.
The story o f Ferdinand (Anura)
Ferdinand, the lonesome little bull loved to spend his days just sitting under
the shade of a cork tree and smelling the flowers. Oh, how could a bull waste its time
that way! What a shame for a bull after ail. But, Ferdinand was oblivious to ail the
excitement around him and just loved lying under the cork tree smelling flowers.
Time passed by making Ferdinand a strong and hard bull, but not at ail, it was
not as strong as the others in his heart. While the other bulls enjoyed it outside
playing and fighting and butting their heads, he just sat quiet under the cork tree
smelling the flowers. How extraordinary! Especially for a well-built Spanish bull.
While the other bulls were lost in their dreams o f going to Madrid to become fighting
bulls, Ferdinand just sat under the cork tree lost in his own sweet dreams about
flowers.
One day, to utter enthusiasm o f the other bulls, there came fïve men in fancy
hats to take the strongest bull to Madrid. What an opportunity to the bulls to make
their dreams corne true. They just showed off their skills, only until the dull and
boring Ferdinand sat on a bumble bee. Yes, a very normal and active bee it was it did
sting Ferdinand. What a show it was! The bee stung Ferdinand marveled the men
with his weird dance. What a big mistake! They have selected Ferdinand o f the ail
the bulls to fight in Madrid.
The Banderilleroes came and tried their tricks to madden the bull. Ferdinand
the great. The toughest, fiercest and the strongest bull o f ail.
The ladies were lovely with their elaborately set hair adomed with sweet
smelling flowers. Did I say sweet smelling? Yes they did. The Matador was ail set
to impress those ladies, the beautiful lovely dames. He was waiting for Ferdinanad to
begin his show.
Ferdinand o f ail bulls was expected to be fierce and take part in a fight which
he loathed most. Once he came to the middle of the pit, to the utter dismay o f the
most anticipating Matador, he did sit on the grass. Yes he did. W hat’s the use of
fighting with a finely dressed man when the whole place overwhelmed with an
irrésistible sweet smell. Yes, the smell of the flowers that adorn the lovely dames’
hair dos.
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What a shame for a bull. Especially a Spanish bull.
Ferdinand is now back in his favourite spot, under the cork tree, and of
course, still smelling flowers.

2.

Intervention activity for Chanter 3 o f Harry Potter and the Philosopher ’s
Stone.

This exercise asks you to take into considération what you know so far about the
characters o f Harry, Dudley, and Mr. and Mrs. Dursley, and especially take into
considération how they communicate with each other. Imagine that they are ail
together in a supermarket, shopping for Dudley’s birthday party meal, and write a
narrative about what happens. What can you imagine they would shop for, and what
would they say to each other?

At the supermarket (Pallame)
Mrs. D: Let’s buy something for the party.
Dudley: Buy cakes & chocolatés for me. I want 3 big cakes.
Mrs. D: Why do you need 3.
Dudley: I told you. I must have one & one for my friends. If others need buy another
one.
Mr. D: You can have whatever you want my darling.
Mrs. D: Oh, what else we buy, Vernon.
Mr. D: you décidé & let Dudley have what he wants.
(Meanwhile Harry follows them slowly)
Mrs. D: Carry these bags. Follow Dudley on his way.
Harry: I couldn’t carry this heavy bag.

Mr. D: Shut up you. You must do what I ask you to do.
Mrs. D: We must buy some sausages, porks. Go to that section.
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3.

Interventions activity for Millions o f Cats.

Imagine you are a journalist sent to interview the old man, the old woman, or the cat
that they finally adopted. What would your readers want to know, how would the
character speak, and what would the character fïnd it important to say or emphasize
when they tell their story?

Millions o f Cats (Ihali)

J.:

Where were you before you came here?

K:

I was in the hills.

J.:

What happened at first?

K:

One day a very old man came to our place to find a cat.

J:

Did he select one cat?

K:

No he selected several cats and when he turned back home we followed him.

J:

How many cats were there?

K:

There were millions billions and trillions.

J:

Did he take you ail into his home?

K:

No. His wife was scared to see us ail. She said she couldn’t feed us ail. and
we would eat them out o f home, [means “house and home.”]

J:

What did the old man say?

K:

He said that he didn’t think of that.

J:

Then what happened?

K:

The very old wom an asked us to find the prettiest one am ong ourselves.

J:

Were you able to find one?

K:

No. Then the quarrel started. They bit and scratched and clawed each other.
They made a great noise. So the old couple went in home and shut the doors.
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J:

When did they open the door?

K:

They didn’t open the door. They just peeped out o f a window. And there was
no one left.

J:

So where were you been ail the time?

K:

I didn’t go to fight with them and nobody came to fight with me. Everyone
knows that I am an ugly fellow.

J:

Did they take you in?

K:

Yes they took me and well fed. Now I

look nice.
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Example of Pallame’s pre-test response to question 5a of the Canadian story

P-2-5
52
53

00:02
00:28
00:36

[reads question 5]
/

00:40

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

That /
she’s telling the family story and /
she /
and /
she has no /
good companionship between his bother and
herself and after/
after her mother’s recovery
that her ideas are change
and /
and now /
she feels her brother very /
kind and /
complété /
Her ideas are change

68
69
70
71
72
73

and /
here [H[l
she has /
some /
belief or /
W hat’s the word for that?

54
55
56
57
58
59

R: what are
you thinking?

I

I, HPP

I, HPP, ID
I, HPD

I, HPD
I

IM-T
R: are you
thinking o f a
word in
Sinhala?
Remember to
tell me
whatever is
going on in
your mind, in
whatever
language
cornes up

74
75
76

She feels that it
to rely on
see /

I
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77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

87

03:19

03:46

It is belief or rely
After that recovery /
she feels /
that her brother is a person who /
can rely on
She feels that she cannot b e ...
th a t/
after that recovery
her story
Her expressions goes very relax and
[begins to write]
tone is completely changed [thinking aloud
as writing]

I, HPD

I
I

I, HPD
I, IMR
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Extract from Pallame’s post-test response to question 5a of the Canadian story
P-2-5
Utterance

time

52

18:55

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

protocol response
[reads question 5 a aloud]
Before mother’s illness she’s always against
her brother and
she dislike him
but after her mother recovers
she think about him very kind
very good
she always tries to think about her brother
his side

62

65
66
67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

code
I

I,
HPD

Can you find
examples in
the text?
P skims the
text
Okay, why
don’t you
explain what
you found

61

63
64

notes

2 2:52

Her tone is completely différent
before and after her mother recovers
before that she’s always
she is always against her brother
she doesn’t like him
but after her mother recovers her illness she
thinks about him very kindly

at the hospital she was angry with him
but
and
some examples
When her husband asks her why don’t you
call Cam
she say why do you think he want to know
he lefît her alone last night
she said angrily

I, ID
I

I,
HPD,
ID
I
IM

I, IF
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77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

and after recovering her mother talk about
her son and his friends
when she hear mother talks like that
she feels a kindness
like
she feels
she likes his view
[reads “that boy of mine might not be
m uch...”]
“I was thinking myself about changing into a
différent sort o f person than the one I am.]

85
86

I didn’t write about second one yet

87
88
89
90
91

When
when he doesn’t
his habits
she bear up those things
she doesn’t like those things
actually after that priest
he is acting like a priest
she doesn’t like those things
but after mother’s illness
she is going to think about those things in a
différent way
that religion or that
there’s good things
they can change
easily or something like that
or something like that

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

I
I,
HPD,
ID
her

/
finds the
answer but it
does not
support her
interprétation

HPD

/
Okay, think
aloud about it
first

she feels she has some belief or
similar feelings like that
she thought about him and began to
when mother recovers she goes to
goes back to her work and
when she
she
actually she
she feels very happy about her family

I

I

I,
HPD
I,
HPD

IM
I,
HPD
I
IM

I,
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111
112
113
114
115
116
117

background now
the condition o f the family
that mother
son is very happy
his illness
apart from mother’s illness
Cam’s
now he’s alright

118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Earlier he’s
feels
he also recovers from that illness
she feel that something
some
something good has happened

125
126
127

[reads quote about suit and tie]
Now he under stand that
though he was very keen on that religion
and those prayings
now he’s tired o f the other priests and ail
that eating meat
he says that is a stage
[reads “and he’s glad he went through
it.. .self discovery.. .accountant”]
so apart from her mother’s illness
now her brother
is trying to change

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

138
139

HPD

I
I,
HPD
I,
HPD

Can you find
an example of
her feeling
“good” about
her family?

he understand
that he must change
his life so
[reads: “I was thinking about changing into a
différent sort o f person.. .no better than he
is—1
she took a cake and went to see his mother
and brother
that means he went also

I, ID

I, ID

/
I,
HPD,
ID
I,
HPD
/

I
I,
HT
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Deductive code template, based on définitions provided by Bachman (1990) and
Bachman and Palmer (1996)

1.

Codes in brief:

I = ideational function
IM = instrumental manipulative function
IM -T = time-buying
IM -R = rote
RM = regulatory manipulative function
H = heuristic function
HP-T
HP-P
IF = imaginative function
ID = idiomatic function
2.

Explanations

I = ideational function
Explanation:
A statement, thought or opinion that the participant utters to answer the question or a
portion o f a question that they have been asked, and that draws from their either their
knowledge of the story or their real world experience in relation to the story. While
an ideational function might express a feeling, a summary statement such as “that is
how I feel” would not be considered ideational because it does not actually express a
feeling. In sum, an ideational function might be recognized by:
•

the expression of an idea that draws either from a participant’s knowledge
o f the story, or from their real world knowledge, in order to answer a
question or portion o f a question.
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IM = instrumental manipulative function
Explanation:
An instrumental manipulative function in language use is evidenced by language
whose purpose it is to get things done. The following list breaks down the possible
forms language might take in expressing that function:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

forming or uttering suggestions
forming or uttering requests
forming or uttering orders
forming or uttering commands
forming or uttering warnings
stating an intention to do something
offers
promises
threats

IM-T = In addition to the définition above, it was also discovered that a speaker
might “get things done” by buying cognitive time through syntactic or semantic
hedging
IM-R = In addition to the définition above, it was also discovered that a speaker
might “get things done” by providing whole or partial rote responses that either use
the contents of the question to make it appear they have answered the question, or by
calling on général rhetorical knowledge, such as the purpose o f an opening paragraph
in writing, to make a général statement rather than to answer a spécifie question.
RM = regulatory manipulative function
Explanation:
A regulatory manipulative function in language use is evidenced by language whose
purpose it is “to control the behaviour o f others — to manipulate the persons and,
with or without their help, the objects in the environment” (Halliday 1973: 18). The
following list breaks down the possible forms language might take in expressing that
function:
•
•
•
•

an utterance
an utterance
an utterance
an utterance

whose purpose
whose purpose
whose purpose
whose purpose

is
is
is
is

to control the behaviour o f others
to formulate or state raies
to formulate or state laws
to formulate or state norms o f behaviour
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H = heuristic function
A heuristic function in language use is evidenced by language whose purpose it is to
use language to extend our own, or someone else’s, knowledge o f the world around
us. The following list breaks down the possible forms language might take in
expressing that function:
•
•
•
•

an
an
an
an

utterance
utterance
utterance
utterance

whose purpose
whose purpose
whose purpose
whose purpose

is to
is to
is to
is to

teach (HP-T)
learn
problem solve (HP-P)
consciously memorize

IF = imaginative function
Explanation:
An imaginative function in language use is evidenced by language whose purpose it
is to create or extend our own environment for humorous or aesthetic purposes, where
the value dérivés from the way in which the language itself is used. The following list
breaks down the possible forms language might take in expressing that function:
•
•
•
•
•
•

express language in a way that is aesthetically pleasing
express ajoke
express a fantasy
express a metaphor
express a figure o f speech
tell a story

ID = idiomatic function
Idiomatic functions are understood to be those that can contain extended meanings.
They can also be understood to be:
1.) Characteristic of, or in keeping with, the way a language is ordinarily and
naturally used by its native speakers;
2) Having a meaning not deducible from the combined meanings o f the words that
make up an expression without an understanding of their meaning beyond the literal.
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Qualities o f the processes engaged in answering inferential questions

Qualities of the processes engaged in
suitably answering inferential
questions
Capacity to extract one or more général
thèmes in a given story
Capacity to recall inferential détails
Capacity to clearly connect inferential
détails to answer
Feasible interprétation o f character
motivation or event
Feasible
interprétation
referencing
personal/cultural experience

Qualities of processes that interfered
with a capacity to suitably answer
inferential questions
Misreading o f key détails
Cultural overlay
Generalised discourse answer
Inability to enter the fïeld o f discourse
required for answer
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1.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR FOREIGNLANGUAGE ANNALS

GENERAL ELEMENTS OF A MANUSCRIPT
Submissions to Foreign Language Annals must contain the following elements
(unless marked “optional”) in the order listed below:
1. TITLE AND AUTHOR INFORMATION
A full title is required for each submitted manuscript.
Every author submitting a manuscript must complété registration information at the
Foreign Language Annals submission page at Editorial Manager
(http://www.editorialmanager.com/fla). When submitting a manuscript, the author
will be prompted to enter the following personal information: Title, Name, Degree,
Phone, Fax, E-mail Address, Institution Related Information, Personal
Classifications, and Preferred User Name.
Corresponding Author
When a work has more than one author, the corresponding author— that is the
individual who will handle correspondence related to the publication process— will
be the responsibility for carrying out any instructions given by the journal editors.
Note about Anonymity
Ail submitted manuscripts are sent to expert readers for anonymous review, that is,
without disclosing any information about the authors or their institutions (including
URLs for personal Web sites, names of colleagues, etc.). To preserve anonymity,
authors should not place their names and other identifying information anywhere in
the manuscript. Page headings that contain an author’s name should not be used. If
the manuscript must for some reason contain information that reveals the identity of
the author, then this material should be masked with “XXX” in the original
submission and, if accepted, can be included by the author in the final submission.
2. ABSTRACT
Ail articles must contain a concise abstract o f no more than 125 words. The abstract
should describe accurately the objectives, methods, and results o f the study.
3. KEYWORDS
Please provide five (5) keywords or phrases that could be used to identify your article
in an electronic search. For example: Title: “Teaching French Grammar Using Video in
the Elementary Classroom” Key words: action research, early language learning, FLES
(foreign language in the elementary schools), grammar, video-based instruction
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4. TEXT
For advice on how to organize a research report, theoretical work, or review article—
and for questions about matters o f style other than those addressed in these
guidelines— consult the Publication Manual o f the American Psychological
Association, 5th ed. (“APA manual”). The following items should receive spécial
considération:
a. Quotations
Ail quotations, direct or indirect, must be properly referenced and include the page
number(s) where the quote can be found in the work cited. Place direct quotations in
quotation marks and make sure that they are worded accurately.
b. Reprint permissions
Any material published elsewhere or copyrighted by another author or organization
must be accompanied by a letter from the publisher and/or authors granting
permission to reproduce the material in Foreign Language Annals. The manuscript
author is responsible for contacting the copyright holder and obtaining reprint
permission as required by the copyright holder. Manuscripts that contain non-original
and unauthorized material will be rejected. Note that brief quotations from outside
sources (“fair use”) are allowable as long as they are properly referenced. See the
APA manual (e.g., sections 3.41, 3.73, and 3.84) for more information about the use
o f copyrighted material.
c. Notes and references
Foreign Language Annals uses a dual system o f citation that consists o f (1) Notes
[endnotes] and (2) References. Notes are additions to the text that are necessary or
interesting but inappropriate for the body o f the article. They are listed in a separate
section titled “Notes” after the text body (rather than at the foot o f the page). Within
the text, consécutive superscript numbers are used to key the reader to the notes. Do
not use the automatic (embedded) footnote or endnote function contained in
Microsoft Word. Type the numbers within the text body as superscript characters.
References— to be distinguished from Notes— are works cited, First within the text in
abbreviated form, then listed fully, in alphabetical order, in a final section under the
heading “References.”
d. Headings and subheadings
Section headings and subheadings are désirable as a means o f organizing the text, but

should not be overused. More than three levels o f nested headings/subheadings
should be avoided.
5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Acknowledgments should not be treated as notes. They should appear— in paragraph
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form— in a section entitled “Acknowledgments” placed after the text body. The
original submission should never include information that may identify the author or
institution; these can be included in the final submission.

6. NOTES
Foreign Language Annals uses endnotes, not footnotes. The notes, numbered as they
are cited in the text, should be listed in a section titled “Notes” placed immediately
after the acknowledgments.
7. REFERENCE LIST
It is important to develop a list o f ail reference works cited in the article. References
are listed alphabetically under the heading “References” after the Notes section. Do
not include references that are not cited in the article. Note in the following examples
how the authors’ names are inverted (surname first). Do not use the “hanging indent’’
style when formatting references. Also note the differing présentations o f book titles,
article titles, and journal names in ternis o f italics and upper/lower case letters. Please
always add English translations when article titles are in a différent language. (Many
more examples of reference styles can be found in the APA
manual.)

2.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CANADIANM ODERN
LANGUAGES REVIEW

Guide for Authors
The CMLR welcomes the submission o f previously unpublished articles which
address issues of learning and teaching in the field o f second language éducation.
1. Manuscript Spécifications
Ail submissions should be laid out according to the spécifications for
references and bibliographies as described in the Publication Manual of the APA (4th
édition) and submitted to: The Canadian Modem Language Review / La Revue
canadienne des langues vivantes, Journals Division, University o f Toronto Press
Incorporated, 5201 Dufferin Street, North York, ON, Canada M3H 5T8.
Articles: Manuscripts should be no longer than 25 double spaced pages inclusive of
references, notes, etc. and should be accompanied by an abstract o f no more than 150
words. Three copies o f the article and abstract should be submitted, marked only with
the title o f the article. A separate cover sheet is required with the following
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information: title o f article, name o f author, address, téléphoné number, fax number,
email address, and a brief biographical note (maximum 75 words).
2. Review Policy
Ail articles will be subject to a preliminary internai review. Those deemed
appropriate will be sent to readers for blind review. The editors rely heavily on such
reader s but are not bound by their judgment.
3. Publication Policy
If an article is accepted for publication, authors will be asked to provide the text of
the abstract in both English and French, and a copy of their manuscript on a 3 A"
Macintosh or IBM diskette. Any complex graphies must be supplied in caméra ready
form. Authors accepted for publication will be asked to follow a detailed style sheet.

3.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR TESOL QUARTERLY
The Quarterly prefers that ail submissions be written in a style that is accessible to a
broad readership, including those individuals who may not be familiar with the
subject matter. TESOL Quarterly is an international journal. It welcomes submissions
from English language contexts around the world.
TESOL Quarterly invites submissions in five catégories:
Full-Length Articles
Full length articles typically présent empirical research and analyze original data that
the author has obtained using sound research methods. TQ publishes both quantitative
and qualitative studies. Occasionally, this section features reflective articles (i.e.,
think présent significant new directions for research.
Contributors are strongly encouraged to submit manuscripts o f no more than 20-25
double-spaced pages or 8,500 words (including references, notes, and tables). Submit
three copies plus three copies o f an informative abstract o f not more than 200 words.
If possible, indicate the number o f words at the end of the article. To facilitate the
blind review process, authors’ names should appear only on a cover sheet, not on the
title page; do not use running heads. Submit manuscripts to the TESOL Quarterly
editor:
A. Suresh Canagarajah, Editor
TESOL Quarterly
Box B6-247
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Baruch Collège o f the City University o f New York
One Bernard Baruch Way
New York, NY 10010 USA
P hone:+1 646-312-4338
E-mail (inquiries only): tesol_quarterly@baruch.cuny.edu

Ail submissions to the Quarterly should conform to the requirements o f the
Publication Manual o f the American Psychological Association (5th ed.)
• Ail submissions to TESOL Quarterly should be accompanied by a cover letter
that includes a full mailing address and both a daytime and an evening téléphoné
number. Where available, authors should include an electronic mail address and
fax number.
• Authors of full-length articles, Brief Reports and Summaries, and Forum
contributions should include two copies of a very brief biographical statement (in
sentence form, maximum 50 words), plus any spécial notations or
acknowledgments that they would like to have included. Double spacing should
be used throughout.
• TESOL Quarterly provides 25 free reprints o f published full-length articles and
10 reprints of material published in the Reviews, Brief Reports and Summaries,
and Forum sections.
• Manuscripts submitted to TESOL Quarterly cannot be returned to authors.
Authors should keep a copy for themselves.
• It is understood that manuscripts submitted to TESOL Quarterly have not been
previously published and are not under considération for publication elsewhere.
• It is the responsibility of the author(s) o f a manuscript submitted to TESOL
Quarterly to indicate to the editor the existence o f any work already published (or
under considération for publication elsewhere) by the author(s) that is similar in
content to that o f the manuscript.
• The TESOL Quarterly editor reserves the right to make éditorial changes in any
manuscript accepted for publication to enhance clarity, concision, or style. The
author will be consulted only if the editing has been substantial.
• The editor’s décisions are final.
• The views expressed by contributors to TESOL Quarterly do not necessarily
reflect those o f the editor, the Editorial Advisory Board, or TESOL, Inc. Material
published in the Quarterly should not be construed as having the endorsement of
TESOL, Inc.
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Ann Scowcroft:
Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "The acquisition of language
processes through the reading of L2 literary texts: The case of three
non-native English speaking teachers" to Canadian Modem Language
Review / La Revue canadienne des langues vivantes. With the online
journalmanagement System that we are using, you will be able to track its
progress through the éditorial process by logging in to the journal web site:
Manuscript URL:
http://presto.utpiournals.com/index.php/CMLR/author/submission/457
Username: ann_scowcroft
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering
this journal as a venue for your work.
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Dear Ms. Scowcroft,
Your submission entitled "Grappling with literary language to increase
pragmatic language use: A case study of three non-native English
speaking teachers" has been received by journal Foreign Language
Annals
You will be able to check on the progress of your paper by logging on to
Editorial Manager as an author. The URL is http://fla.edmar.com/.
Your manuscript will be given a reference number once an Editor has
been assigned.
Thank you for submitting your work to this journal.
Kind regards,

Foreign Language Annals
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Dear Dr. Scowcroft,
Thank you for your submission. The Editor is first conducting a preliminary in-house
review to check the relevance o f the article. To make the review process smoother
and faster, please send us an electronic version o f your manuscript at your earliest
convenience. The Editor will write to you when his review is complété.
Best,
Li Ma
Assistant to the Editor
TESOL Quarterly
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